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Abstract
In this dissertation the question whether there are modal particles (MPs)
in Swedish is discussed. Viewed from a semantic perspective, this question
frequently receives a positive answer for the words ju, val, nog and visst, cf. Ai-
jmer (1978, 1996), Lindstrom (2008). However, from a generative, syntactic
perspective, the very same words are ususlly analyzed as sentence adverbs,
cf. Beijer (2005), Teleman et al. (1999) und Platzack (2009). Due to this syn-
tactic classication, some important dierences between MPs and sentence
adverbs are overlooked. The goal of this thesis is to present a syntactic anal-
ysis of the words ju, val, nog and visst. It will show that these words dier
from sentence adverbs not only on a semantic but also on a syntactic level.
These dierences does not only bring new insight to the discussion of MPs in
Swedish, but also sheds some light on other phenomena such as object shift.
In the rst chapter of this work I will present an introduction to the topic.
In the second chapter, previous analyses of MPs in Swedish will be discussed.
The focus is on the semantic properties of the MPs, and it will show that
there are two dierent types of MPs: On the one hand the MPs ju and
val, expressing speaker attitudes toward a proposition, on the other hand the
MPs nog and visst, expressing evidentiality. The semantic properties of the
MPs allow us to delimit the MPs from sentence adverbs. Further, initial
observations presented in chapter 2 show that the MPs dier from sentence
adverbs also with respect to their syntactic properties.
MPs in Swedish also display some properties that are ascribed to MPs in
German. Since MPs in German has received much attention in the research, I
start my analysis of the syntactic properties of MPs with a detailed discussion
the German MPs in chapter 3. The focus will be on properties frequently
used to argue in favour of dierent syntactic analyses of the MPs: on the
one hand as syntactic heads, cf. Bayer and Obenauer (2011), Struckmeier
(2014), and on the other hand as special types of sentence adverbs, cf Grosz
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(2007), Cardinaletti (2011), Coniglio (2011). The discussion will show that
some of the properties of the MPs that are claimed to be a reex of a special
syntactic status, e.g. their inability to carry stress, need not be a reex of
their syntactic nature at all and thus should not be used to draw conclusions
about the syntactic status of the MPs. The only property a syntactic analysis
of the German MPs must be able to account for is their restriction to the
middle eld.
In chapter 4 I will discuss the syntactic properties of MPs in Swedish. It
will show that rst, it is possible to divide the MPs into two distinct types.
The MPs ju and val belong to one type and the MPs nog and visst to the
other. The former type behaves similar to many MPs in German: they only
occur in the middle eld, they are unable to carry stress and they cannot be
coordinated or modied. The latter type may occur in the middle eld as well
as sentence initially and can carry word stress.
Using the properties of the MPs in Swedish, I formulate my syntactic anal-
ysis of the MPs. The main property of the MPs that is used in this discussion
is their position in matrix and embedded clauses. In matrix clauses the MPs
ju and val are restricted to the middle eld, whereas nog and visst may occur























Surely Peter has read the book.
As a result of their possible positions in matrix clauses, I assume that
the MPs ju and val are syntactic heads, whereas nog and visst are phrasal
elements.
The position of the MPs in embedded clauses oers further support for the
analysis of the MPs ju and val as syntactic heads. In embedded clauses these
MPs must appear in the position following the subject DP, cf. (2), a position
which is not available to these MPs in matrix clauses. The main dierence
between matrix and embedded clauses is the movement of the nite verb.
Verb movement into the CP-domain only takes place in matrix clauses, and
x
the position of ju and val seems to be dependent on the verb movement in the
clause. I assume that these MP adjoin to the verb (by head adjunction) and
as a result thereof appear adjacent to the nite verb in matrix clauses. This
verb movement is not present in embedded clauses and thus the MPs occur
in their base position in embedded clauses.






























In line with analyses of adverbs in Swedish by Beijer (2005) and of analyses
of MPs in German by Grosz (2005), Cardinaletti (2007) and Coniglio (2011), I
assume that all MPs occur in functional projections in the left part of the IP-
domain. The main dierence between my proposal and the above mentioned
analyses lies in the position of the MPs within the functional projections. I
assume that the MPs ju and val occur in the head position of their projections.
This enables the MPs to adjoin to and occur immediately to the left of the
nite verb in the CP-domain. In embedded clauses, without verb movement
of the nite verb, these MPs remain in their base position. In order to account
for their ability to co-occur, I assume that these MPs occur in two dierent
projections. The MPs nog and visst occur in the specier of a functional
projection, which is placed below the projections hosting ju and val, cf. gure
1. This linearisation is only visible in embedded clauses, in which no verb
movement aects the position of the MPs.
This analysis of the MPs, based solely on their distribution in the clause,
allow us to make further predictions about the distribution of MPs in matrix
clauses. It is possible to assume that if the MPs ju and val(as syntactic
heads) adjoin to the nite verb, no phrasal element, such as a subject DP,
may intervene between the MP and the verb. The MPs nog and visst, phrasal
elements, do not have to occur adjacent to the nite verb but subject DPs










































Yesterday, Peter read the book, as you know/hasn't he/I guess/it
seems.
These predictions are tested in six experiments presented in chapter ve.
In these experiments the linearisation of MPs and sentence adverbs with re-
spect to subject DPs of dierent information structural statuses and object
pronouns is tested. The two main hypotheses that are tested are (1): There
are two types of MPs and their syntactic dierences leads to dierent lineari-
sations in the middle eld, and (2) MPs are not sentence adverbs and as a
result thereof occur in other positions in the middle eld than sentence ad-
verbs. The results of the experiments support the syntactic analyses of the
MPs. The linearisation of the MPs with respect to DPs and object pronouns
xii
in the middle eld shows that the two types of MPs dier, and that both
types of MPs dier from sentence adverbs.
In the two initial experiments the linearisation of MPs and given and new
DPs in the middle eld is tested. The results show that DPs very rarely,
i.e. (< 8%), occur between the nite verb and the MPs ju and val. This
data supports the syntactic analysis that these MPs are syntactic heads that
adjoin to the nite verb. In contrast, the MPs nog and visst can, but do
not necessarily, precede a subject DP in the middle eld. The linearisation
DP>MP is present in 30% of the data. The same linearisation, i.e. DP>ADV,
occurs in 60% of the data with sentence adverbs. This data shows that the
MPs nog and visst dier from sentence adverbs.
The DPs in the experiments were of one of two information structural sta-
tuses, either given or new. The status did not have any eect on the position
of the subject DP. Two follow up experiments show that the information
structural categories focus or contrast did not have the expected eect on
the position of the DPs with respect to sentence adverbs of MPs in the mid-
dle eld. Rather focused DPs and well as contrasted DPs occur preceding
the sentence adverbs (60% for focus and 55% for contrast). Thus, the claim
that the position following a sentence adverb is a focus position in Swedish,
cf. Svenonius (2001) und Holmberg (1999), was not conrmed. However, the
dierence between MPs and adverbs is also present in these experiments, as
only 25% of the DPs precede the MPs nog and visst.
In two additional experiments the linearisation of MPs, sentence adverbs
and object pronouns in the middle eld is tested. The results show that there
is a dierence between sentence adverbs and the two types of MPs with regards
to how often they are preceded by object pronouns. Object pronouns precede
the MPs nog and visst to a greater extend than they precede ju and val.
Further, object pronouns precede sentence adverbs most often. The results
also show that the length of a pronoun has an eect on its position in the
clause. Monosyllabic pronouns more frequently occur to the left of any MP as
well as any sentence adverbs than bi-syllabic pronouns precede these words.
The eect of the length of the pronoun is present in all conditions. For the MPs
ju and val the numbers are: mono-syllabic pronouns occur preceding these
MPs in 35% of the data and bi-syllabic pronouns precede these MPs in 20% of
the data. For the MPs nog and visst the numbers are: 63% mono-syllabic and
xiii
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46% bi-syllabic pronouns occur preceding these MPs. For sentence adverbs
the following values are calculated: 74% of the mono-syllabic and 66% of the
bi-syllabic pronouns occur preceding the sentence adverbs.
The fact that a phonological feature, i.e. the number of syllables in a
pronoun, aects the position of the pronoun, supports the assumption by
Hellan and Platzack (1999) that the position of a pronoun is determined by
its phonological properties. They assume that stressed pronouns must follow
sentence adverbs, whereas unstressed pronouns precede these. The results of
the experiments show that also the length of the aects its position.
The results of the last group of experiments are not easily accounted for by
a purely syntactic analysis of elements in the middle eld. In order to account
for the variation in linearisation of MPs and pronouns of dierent length, one
would have to assume that pronouns (without any visible dierences), can
be of dierent syntactic statuses, i.e. depending on their position they must
be analysed as syntactic heads or as phrasal elements. This however would
be a stipulation that is not supported by any independent evidence. This
requires further investigation and in chapter 6 the eect of phonology on the
linearisation of MPs and object pronouns in the middle eld is discussed in
greater detail.
A discussion of possible analyses of object shift, i.e. the movement of un-
stressed pronouns into the middle eld under certain conditions in main
clauses, shows that this phenomenon is moste adequately accounted for by
a phonolocigal analysis, as proposed by Josefsson (2012) and Erteschik-Shir
and Josefsson (2017).
Comparing MPs ju and val to object pronouns that undergo object shift
some similarities become clear, e.g. both occur in the left part of the middle
eld and are unstressed. This could lead to the conclusion that they should
be analysed in the same way. However, a detailed discussion of the MPs and
their phonological properties show that the position of the MPs cannot be
determined solely by their phonological properties, but that their syntactic
properties also aect their position in the clause. Only the MPs ju and val
are always unstressed and never appear in the sentence initial position (which
is possible for unstressed object pronouns). Further, the position of these MPs
is dependent on the movement of the nite verb in the clause, as they adjoin
to the nite verb, which is not the case for pronouns. Thus, the position of
xiv
these MPs seem to be the result of a syntactic movement, which in turn is
an eect of their syntactic status as heads. The MPs nog and visst however,
display the same syntactic structure as sentence adverbs, but dier from these
with respect to their phonological (and semantic) properties.
The detailed discussion of the linearisation of MPs and object pronouns
show that syntax as well as phonology has an eect on the linearisation in
the middle eld. The position of pronouns can be accounted for only by a
phonological analysis, but in order to account for the position of the MPs, their
syntactic status must also be taken into account. When MPs and pronouns
co-occur, the syntactic and phonological properties of both elements must be
taken into account.
The goal of this thesis was to answer the question whether the MPs in
Swedish are dierent from sentence adverbs on the level of syntax. It was
shown that they do dier from sentence adverbs, and further, that the MPs
must be divided into two types. I have presented a syntactic analysis of the
MPs that accounts for the two types of MPs as elements of distinct phrasal
statuses. The syntactic analysis was tested empirically in six experiments and
the results veried the analysis. Further I showed that in order to account
for the linearisation of MPs and object pronouns in the middle eld, not only





Diese Arbeit geht der Fragestellung nach, ob es im Schwedischen Modalpar-
tikeln (MPn) gibt. Diese Frage wurde von einer semantischen Perspektive oft
bejaend beantwortet fur die Worter ju, val, nog und visst, cf. Aijmer (1978,
1996), Lindstrom (2008). Von einer generativen, syntaktischen Perspektive
werden dieselben Worte jedoch oft als Satzadverbien analysiert,cf. Beijer (2005),
Teleman et al. (1999) und Platzack (2009). Dadurch, dass die MPn syntak-
tisch als Satzadverbien klassiziert werden, werden syntaktische Unterschiede
zwischen Satzadverbien und MPn ubersehen. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die
Worte, die semantisch als MPn bezeichnet werden, d.h. ju, val, nog und
visst, syntaktisch zu untersuchen. Es wird sich zeigen, dass diese Worte sich
deutlich von Satzadverbien unterscheiden, d.h. eine syntaktische Unterschei-
dung zwischen den MPn und Satzadverbien vorliegt. Diese Unterscheidung
ist nicht nur fur die Diskussion um MPn interessant, sondern auch fur anderer
Phanomene, wie object shift relevant.
In dieser Arbeit wird im ersten Kapitel eine Einfuhrung ins Thema gegeben.
Darauf folgt eine Darstellung der vorhandenen Analysen von MPn im Schwedis-
chen im zweiten Kapitel. Hier liegt der Fokus auf deren semantischen Beschrei-
bung. Es wird gezeigt, dass sich zwei Arten von MPn unterscheiden lassen:
einerseits ju and val, die Sprechereinstellungen zur Proposition ausdrucken,
andererseits nog und visst, die Evidentialitat ausdrucken. Alleine diese se-
mantischen Unterschiede erlauben es, die MPn von Satzadverbien zu dif-
ferenzieren. Jedoch liegt der Fokus dieser Arbeit auf deren syntaktischen
Eigenschaften und eine Abgrenzung zu Satzadverbien. Erste Beobachtungen
zeigen, dass die MPs sich tatsachlich auch syntaktisch von Satzadverbien un-
terscheiden. Die schwedischen MPn zeigen zudem einige Eigenschaften auf,
die auch den deutschen MPn zugeschrieben werden. Da MPn im Deutschen
ein gut erforschtes Thema ist, werden im dritten Kapitel die syntaktischen
Eingenschaften von deutschen MPn diskutiert. Hier wird der Fokus auf Eigen-
Zusammenfassung
schaften gelegt, die haug als Argumente fur verschiedene syntaktischen Anal-
ysen angefuhrt werden und die in den syntaktischen Analysen von MPn als
Kopfe (vgl. Bayer and Obenauer (2011), Struckmeier (2014)) und MPn als
Sonderformen von Adverbien, vgl. Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti (2011), Coniglio
(2011) aufgegrien werden. In der Diskussion zeigt sich, dass einige der Eigen-
schaften, die oft mit einem bestimmten syntaktischen Status in Beziehung
gesetzt werden, z.B. deren Unbetonbarkeit, nicht unbedingt syntaktischer
Herkunft sind, d.h. nicht unbedingt dazu geeignet sind, Ruckschlusse auf
den syntaktischen Status von MPn zu ziehen. Die Restriktion der MPn zum
Mittelfeld scheint die einzige Eigenschaft zu sein, die eine syntaktische Anal-
yse von MPn berucksichtigen muss.
Im Kapitel vier werden die schwedischen MPn diskutiert. Es zeigt sich
erstens, dass die schwedischen MPn sich auch hier in zwei Typen einteilen
lassen. Die MPn ju und val einerseits und die MPn nog und visst andererseits.
Die ersteren MPn verhalten sich ahnlich zu vielen deutschen MPn, indem sie
nur im Mittelfeld auftreten konnen, unbetont sind und weder koordiniert noch
modiziert werden konnen. Die letzteren dagegen konnen sowohl im Mittel-
als auch im Vorfeld auftreten und sind nicht inharent unbetont, d.h. konnen
Wortbetonung tragen.
Ausgehend von den Eigenschaften der MPn wird im zweiten Teil des Kapi-
tels die syntaktische Analyse der MPn vorgestellt. Auch hier gilt, dass eine
syntaktische Analyse der MPn vor allem auf syntaktische Evidenz aufbauen
muss. Die Eigenschaft, auf der ich vor allem die Analyse basiere, ist daher
deren Position im Matrix- und eingebetteten Satzen. In Matrixsatzen konnen
die MPn ju and val nur im Mittelfeld auftreten, wahrend nog und visst auch






















Surely Peter has read the book.
Basierend auf deren Position in Matrixsatzen, d.h. Begrenzung zur Mit-
telfeld, bzw. Vorfeldfahigkeit, nehme ich an, dass die MPn ju and val syntak-
tische Kopfe sind, wahrend nog und visst phrasale Elemente sind.
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Die Position der MPn ju und val in eingebetteten Satzen bestarkt die Anal-
yse als Kopfe. In eingebetteten Satzen mussen die MPn nach der DP stehen,
siehe Beispiel (5), was in Matrixsatzen nicht moglich ist. Eine der Unter-
schiede zwischen Matirx- und eingebetteten Satzen ist das Vorhandensein
von einer Bewegung des niten Verbes. Die Position der MPn scheint da-
her von der Verbbewegung, welche nur in Matrixsatzen stattndet, abhangig
zu sein. Es wird angenommen, dass diese MPn in Matrixsatzen durch Kopf-
Adjunktion an das nite Verb ihre Position direkt dem Verb folgend erreichen,
wahrend sie in eingebetteten Satzen in ihrer Basisposition erscheinen.






























Angelehnt an einer Analyse von Beijer (2005) fur schwedische Adverbien
und den Analysen von MPn im Deutschen von Grosz (2005), Cardinaletti
(2007) und Coniglio (2011), nehme ich an dass, alle MPn in funktionale Pro-
jektionen am linken Rand der IP-Domane erscheinen. Der Unterschied zu
allen oben erwahnten Vorschlagen liegt in die Positionierung der MPn in der
jeweiligen Projektion. Ich nehme an, dass die MPn ju und val im Kopf ihrer
jeweiligen Projektion erscheinen. Dadurch mussen sie, wenn das nite Verb
in die CP-Domane bewegt wird, daran adjungieren und erscheinen direkt
dem Verb folgend. In eingebetteten Satzen, in denen keine Verbbewegung
stattndet, bleiben die MPn in ihrer Basisposition. Es wird angenommen,
dass diese MPn in zwei unterschiedlichen Projektionen erscheinen, um eine
Ko-Okkurenz zu ermoglichen. (Solch eine Ko-Okkurenz ist selten, jedoch
moglich). Die MPn nog und visst erscheinen in der Spezikator einer funk-
tionalen Projektion unterhalb der Projektionen, die ju und visst beinhalten,
siehe Darstellung in Abbildung 2. Diese Reihenfolge der Projektionen ist nur
in Nebensatzen sichtbar, in denen keine Verbbewegung stattnden, welche die



















Abbildung 2: Matrix clause and MPs
Diese Analyse der MPn, basierend auf deren Distribution im Satz, erlaubt
es, weitere Vorhersagen uber die Distribution von MPn in Martixsatzen zu
machen. Es kann angenommen werden, dass, wenn die MPn ju und val syn-
taktische Kopfe sind, welche an das nite Verb adjungieren, kein phrasales
Element, z.B. ein DP, zwischen dem Verb und MP erscheinen durfte. Die
MPn nog und visst, selber phrasale Elemente, mussen nicht adjazent zu dem
niten Verb erscheinen, sondern DP-Subjekte im Mittelfeld konnen zwischen























Yesterday, Peter read the book, as you know/hasn't he/I guess/it
seems.
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Diese Voraussagen werden im Kapitel funf in sechs Experimenten uberpruft.
In den Experimenten wird die Linearisierung von MPn und Satzadverbien
im Bezug auf sowohl Subjekt-DPn mit unterschiedlichem informationsstruk-
turellen Status, als auch Objektpronomen getestet. Die zwei Haupthypothe-
sen sind (1): Es gibt zwei Arten von MPn und deren syntaktischen Unter-
schied wird zu unterschiedliche Linearisierungen im Mittelfeld fuhren, und (2:
MPn sind keine Satzadverbien und daher werden die MPn nicht in die selben
Positionen wie die Satzadverbien im Mittelfeld auftreten. Die Ergebnisse der
Experimente unterstutzen die syntaktische Analyse der MPn. Es zeigt sich,
dass sich zwei Typen von MPn unterscheiden, d.h. ju, val einerseits und nog,
visst andererseits. Ferner unterscheiden sich beide Typen von MPn stark von
den getesteten Satzadverbien. Dies zeigt sich in deren Linearisierung sowohl
in Bezug auf DPs als auch auf Objektpronomen im Mittelfeld.
In den ersten zwei Experimenten wird die Linearisierung von MPn und
gegebenen/neuen DPn im Mittelfeld uberpruft. Es zeigt sich, dass DPn sel-
tenst (< 8%) zwischen dem niten Verb und dem MPn ju and val erscheinen
konnen. Dadurch wird die syntaktische Analyse, dass diese MPn syntaktische
Kopfe sind, die an das nite Verb adjungieren, unterstutzt. Die MPn nog und
visst dagegen, konnen, mussen aber nicht, einer DP im Mittelfeld folgen. Die
Reihenfolge DP>MP ist in Durchschnitt in 30% der Daten vorhanden. Am
haugsten ist diese Reihenfolgen, d.h. DP>ADV aber mit Satzadverbien (im
Durchschnitt 60%). In dieser Hinsicht unterscheiden sich die MPn nog und
visst deutlich von den Satzadverbien.
In diesen Experimenten haben die DPn entweder der informationsstruk-
turellen Status gegeben oder neu. Diese Faktor hatte keinen signikanten
Eekt auf die Position der DPn. Zwei Nachfolgeexperimente zeigen auch,
dass die informationsstrukturellen Status Fokus oder Kontrast nicht den er-
warteten Eekt auf die Position der DPn in Bezug auf Satzadverbien oder
MPn haben. Fokussierte DPn erscheinen eher vor den Satzadverbien als nach
diesen (etwa 60% - 40%) wahrend die Verteilung der kontrastierten DPn etwa
55%-45% ist. Die Behauptung in der Literatur, vgl. Svenonius (2001) und
Holmberg (1999), dass die Position nach einem Satzadverb eine Fokusposi-
tion ist, kann somit nicht bestatigt werden. In diesen Experimenten ndet
sich aber die selbe Unterscheidung zwischen den Satzadverbien und den MPn
nog und visst im Bezug auf die Position von DPn wieder. Unabhangig von
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deren informationsstrukturellen Status, gehen DPn nur in etwa 25% der Falle
MPn voran, d.h. deutlich seltener als vor den Satzadverbien.
In zwei weiteren Experimenten wird untersucht, wie die Linearisierung von
MPn, Satzadverbien und Objektpronomen im Mittelfeld ist. Es zeigt sich,
dass Pronomen den zwei Typen von MPn unterschiedlich oft vorangehen.
Objektpronomen treten seltener vor den MPn ju und val auf als vor den MPn
nog und visst. Objektpronomen gehen auch insgesamt ofter den Satzadver-
bien vor. Es zeigt sich auch, dass die Lange eines Objektpronomens dessen
Position im Satz beeinusst. Einsilbige Pronomen treten eher links von bei-
den Typen von MPn als auch vor Satzadverbien auf. Der Eekt von Lange
des Objektpronomens ist in allen Bedingungen signikant. Fur die MPn ju
und val sind die Zahlen folgendermaen: mono-syllabische Pronomen treten in
35% der Falle vor den MPn auf und bi-syllabische Pronomen in 20% der Falle.
Fur die MPn nog und visst sind die Zahlen wie folgt: 63% mono-syllabische
und 46% bi-syllabische treten vor den MPn auf. Fur Satzadverbien ergeben
sich in beiden Experimenten folgende Durchschnittswerte: 74% der mono-
syllabischen Pronomen und 66% der bi-syllabischen Pronomen treten vor den
Satzadverbien auf. Insgesamt zeigen sich Unterschiede zwischen den beiden
Typen von MPn und Satzadverbien, aber auch zwischen den zwei Arten von
Pronomen.
Die Tatsache, dass eine phonologische Eigenschaft, d.h. die Silbenanzahl
des Pronomens, eine Rolle fur deren Position im Satz spielt, unterstutzt die
Annahme von Hellan and Platzack (1999), dass die Position der Pronomen von
deren phonologischen Eigenschaften abhangen. Sie nehmen an, dass betonte
Pronomen Satzadverbien folgen mussen, wahrend unbetonte davor erscheinen.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass auch die Lange des Pronomens eine Rolle fur deren
Position spielt.
Die Ergebnisse von den Experimenten mit Pronomen und MPn lassen sich
nur schwer durch eine rein syntaktische Analyse erklaren. Es musste angenom-
men werden, dass die Pronomen, ohne sichtbare Unterschiede, nur Anhand
von deren Position Elemente mit unterschiedlichem syntaktischen Status sind,
d.h. je nach Distribution Kopfe oder phrasale Elemente sind. Nur so kann
die Variation im Position der Pronomen und MPn syntaktisch erklart wer-
den. Dies ware jedoch eine Annahme, die durch keine anderen unabhangigen
Daten gestutzt werden kann. Im sechsten Kapitel wird daher der Einuss
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der Phonologie auf die Linearisierung von MPn und Objektpronomen im Mit-
telfeld besprochen.
In einer Diskussion uber object shift im ersten Teil von Kapitel sechs zeigt
sich, dass dieses Phanomen durch eine phonologische Analyse die zutreendste
Erklarung erreicht, wie von Josefsson (2012) und Erteschik-Shir and Josefs-
son (2017) beschrieben. Obwohl die MPn ju und val und Objektpronomen,
die Object Shift untergehen, einige Gemeinsamkeiten aufweisen, d.h. an linken
Rand des Mittelfelds stehen und unbetont sind, und dies zu einer einheitlichen
Analyse der beiden fuhren konnte, zeigt eine anschlieende Diskussion uber
MPn und deren phonologischen Eigenschaften, dass die Position von MPn
nicht ausschlielich auf deren phonologischen Eigenschaften zuruckgefuhrt
werden kann, sondern syntaktisch motiviert sein muss. Nur die MPn ju und
val, stets unbetont, konnen nie im Vorfeld erscheinen (obwohl dies fur Ob-
jektpronomen der Fall ist). Ferner ist die Position von den MPn von der
Verbbewegung im Satz abhangig, dadurch dass die MPn an das nite Verb
adjungieren, was nicht fur die Pronomen der Fall ist. Daher scheint die Posi-
tion der MPn ju und val rechts vom niten Verb in Matrixsatzen das Ergebnis
einer syntaktischen Bewegung zu sein, die sich aus deren syntaktischen Status
als Kopf ergibt. Die MPn nog und visst sind phrasale Elemente, aber unter-
schieden sich aufgrund von phonologischen (und semantischen) Eigenschaften
von Satzadverbien. Die detaillierte Diskussion uber die Linearisierung von
MPn und Objektpronomen im Mittelfeld zeigt, dass sowohl Syntax als auch
Phonologie einen groen Einuss darauf haben. Fur die Pronomen genugt
eine rein phonologische Analyse, um deren Auftreten zu erklaren, aber fur die
MPn mussen auch deren syntaktische Eigenschaften berucksichtigt werden.
Wenn MPn und Pronomen zusammen auftreten mussen sowohl syntaktische
als auch phonologische Eigenschaften beider Elemente berucksichtigt werden.
Die Zielstellung dieser Arbeit ist es, die Frage zu beantworten, ob MPn im
Schwedischen syntaktisch Satzadverbien sind. Es wurde gezeigt, dass sie sich
syntaktisch von Satzadverbien unterscheiden und sich ferner in zwei getrennte
Typen von MPn unterteilen lassen. Hierzu wurde eine syntaktische Analyse
erarbeitet, die diese Unterscheidung in dem phrasalen Status der MPn wider-
spiegelt. Die syntaktische Analyse wurde durch sechs Experimente empirisch
bestatigen. Ferner wurde gezeigt, dass, um die Linearisierung von Elementen
im Mittelfeld, am Beispiel von MPn, DPn und Objektpronomen im Mittelfeld,
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erklaren zu konnen, nicht nur syntaktische Argumente herangefuhrt werden
konnen, sondern auch phonologische Aspekte berucksichtigt werden mussen.
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1. Introduction
Modal particles (hereafter MPs) are a small group of words which have re-
ceived much attention in the linguistic research in recent years. There is an
abundance of literature related to their semantic as well as syntactic proper-
ties, especially for MPs in German. MPs are distinguished from other word
classes by their semantic, phonological and syntactic properties. In Swedish,
the topic has not received nearly as much attention. From a semantic point
of view, the four words ju, val, nog and visst, are frequently analysed as MPs
as they are claimed to be expressions of speaker attitudes and evidentiality,
cf. Aijmer (1978, 1996), Ostman (1978), Lindstrom (2008). From a syntactic
perspective, however, these words are usually analysed as sentence adverbs,
and little attention is given to their peculiar syntactic properties. In this work,
I will present an extensive account of ju, val, nog and visst with a focus on
their syntactic properties, but also including their semantic and phonological
properties. Based on the semantic observation that there are MPs in Swedish,
I will argue that it is necessary to distinguish MPs also on a syntactic level.
The semantic discussion will show that the MPs do not form one uniform
group of words, but rather seem to divide into two types: one type relates
to speaker attitudes whereas the other type expresses evidential meaning. A
discussion about their syntactic properties will show that they also dier on
the level of syntax, i.e. the MPs fall into two types with respect to their
syntactic properties. As a consequence thereof, I will propose a syntactic
analysis of the MPs as two distinct types. I will argue that the MPs ju and
val are syntactic heads whereas nog and visst are phrasal elements, all the
MPs occuring in positions in the left part of the IP-domain above any sentence
adverbs.
A detailed syntactic analysis of MPs which distinguishes them from sentence
adverbs is not only of interests for the discussion about MPs, but also for other
domains of Swedish syntax. In Swedish, sentence adverbs are of importance in
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syntactic discussions in various topics. Sentence adverbs serve as an indicator
of movement in the clause, e.g. of verb movement in embedded clauses as well
as an indicator of object shift, i.e. the movement of object pronouns in main
clauses. I will show that MPs dier to a great extend from sentence adverbs,
especially with respect to in which positions in the clause they occur. As a
consequence of the syntactic dierences between MPs and sentence adverbs, it
is of uttermost importance to distinguish between sentence adverbs and MPs
on the level of syntax in order to avoid any false conclusions when discussing
other phenomena such as object shift.
In addition, discussing not only the syntactic but also phonological prop-
erties of MPs, shows how the two domains interact in order to determine the
linearisation of elements in the middle elds. A discussion of the linearisation
of MPs and pronouns in the middle eld including both syntactic and phono-
logical aspects also sheds new light on the topic of object shift. It supports
previous analysis by Josefsson (2012) of object shift as a phonological opera-
tion, and shows that the inuence of phonology on the linearisation is greater
than often assumed in Swedish.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, I will present a range
of characteristics of modal particles frequently discussed in the literature of
Swedish. The focus will be on their semantic properties. A discussion of
the previously proposed meanings of the MPs will show that the multiple
meanings often ascribed to each particle are not necessary, but it can be argued
that they each express one meaning. Taking pragmatic aspects into account,
such as the context of utterances, allow us to account for their seemingly
multiple meanings. Based on their semantics, I will propose that MPs fall
into two types: one type expressing speaker attitudes and one expressing
evidential marking. In the second half of this chapter I will also discuss
the initial syntactic and phonological observations of MPs existing in the
literature. On the basis of these brief characterisations, it will show that the
two types of MPs can be distinguished on the level of syntax as well.
In chapter 3 dierent syntactic theories of modal particles in German will
be presented. The chapter starts with a discussion of the syntactic and phono-
logical properties ascribed to MPs used to argue in favour of various syntactic
analyses of the MPs. Reviewing the properties allow for a discussion of which
properties a syntactic theory needs to account for. It will show that some
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of the properties claimed to be related to the syntactic status of MPs can
be accounted for based on the semantic and phonological properties of MPs.
In the second half of this chapter I will discuss two inuential approaches to
the syntax of German MPs, on the one hand MPs as heads by Bayer and
Obenauer (2011) and on the other MPs as syntactically decient elements,
cf. Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti (2011), Coniglio (2011).
In chapter 4, I will discuss whether any of the previously discussed analyses
of MPs in German can be applied to the Swedish MPs. First I will discuss
in how far the properties described for German MPs apply to the Swedish
MPs. This discussion of these properties will strengthen the assumption that
there are two types of MPs in Swedish. It will also show that none of the
theories developed for German can be applied to the Swedish data, but some
modications are needed. In the second half of this chapter I will present my
syntactic proposal. It is developed mainly on the basis of the distribution of
MPs in matrix and subordinate clauses, e.g. such as the ability to occur in a
sentence initial position, as well as their interaction with verb movement.
Based on the syntactic analyses some detailed predictions about the lin-
earisation of MPs in the middle eld of main clauses follow, and these will
be empirically tested in chapter 5. The main attention of these experiments
will be on the linearisation of MPs, DPs, pronouns and sentence adverbs in
the middle eld of main clauses. The position of MPs and sentence adverbs
will be compared in relation to full DP nouns (subjects) and object pronouns.
The data will show that the MPs and sentence adverbs occur in dierent po-
sitions with respect to both DPs and pronouns. Further it will be examined
how the information structural status of the DPs aect their position in the
middle eld with respect to sentence adverbs as well as MPs. The results
of the experiment will support my syntactic analyses but also lead to some
new insights. It will show that a purely syntactic analysis of the linearisation
of elements in the middle eld is not viable but that phonological eects on
linearisation also must be taken into account.
In chapter 6, a potential phonological account of the ndings of the ex-
periments will be discussed. The focus will be on the linearisation of MPs,
adverbs and object pronouns, i.e. the phenomenon of object shift and its in-
teraction with MPs and sentence adverbs. In this chapter I will also include
a discussion of various analyses of object shift. It will show that the phe-
3
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nomenon can be accounted for solely by a phonological analysis. However, it
will show that certain properties of the MPs cannot be accounted for only by
phonology, but need a syntactic account. Thus, my syntactic proposal for the
MPs is once again strengthened. The discussion also shows that the overall
ordering of MPs, adverbs, pronouns and DPs is subject to syntactic as well
as phonological constraints, i.e. that it is necessary to pay attention not only
to syntax but also to phonology and its inuence in order to account for the
linearisation of elements in clauses.
In chapter 7, I will summarize the ndings of this thesis and discuss some
implications of the results of my studies for further research on the topic.
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2. Properties of modal particles
2.1. Introduction
There are two dominating ways to dene modal particles (MPs). One is to
take a semantic or pragmatic perspective, the other is a syntactic perspective.
The semantic/pragmatic perspective is the one taken more frequently, with
the result that there is an abundance of semantic analyses of the MPs. In
the literature on Swedish MPs, the focus is mainly on their pragmatic eect
and their usage with only few statements about their syntactic properties,
see Aijmer (1978, 1996), Lindstrom (2008) and Alm (2012). These analyses
will form the basis for the discussion of the semantic and syntactic properties
of the Swedish MPs in section 2.2 and 2.3. In section 2.2, I will focus on
the semantic and pragmatic properties of the Swedish MPs and in section
2.3, I will focus on their phonological and syntactic properties. The result
of this discussion will show that, rst the Swedish MPs display semantic,
syntactic and phonological properties which set them apart from other word
classes, such as sentence adverbs, on all these levels. Second, it shows that
the Swedish MPs do not belong to one uniform group of words but must be
analysed as two dierent types of MPs.
2.2. Semantic description of the MPs
In the literature on modal patricles in German, it has long been observed that
MPs do not aect the truth conditional meaning of their host utterance but
express speaker attitudes, cf. Weydt (1969), Thurmair (1989) among others.
According to Aijmer (1978), the same holds for the Swedish MPs as they ex-
press speaker attitudes and, in addition to this, also evidentiality. The seman-
tic contribution of the MPs is the most prominent semantic dierence between
the MPs and sentence adverbs, i.e. adverbs modify propositions whereas the
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MPs express speaker attitudes to the utterance, see Ostman (1978).
The most thorough description of the Swedish MPs, ju, val, nog and visst
so far is found in the work by Karin Aijmer, e.g. Aijmer (1978, 1980). Aijmer
(1996) presents the most extensive description of the Swedish MPs based on
analyses of translations of MPs in primarily ctional text from Swedish to
English1. The study oers great insight into the usage of the MPs but as a
result of the variety of translations, she postulates multiple meanings for each
particle. In the following sections, much of her ndings will be discussed. The
goal in this section is to unify the multiple meanings and present one meaning
for each MP that can account for the multiple meanings previously ascribed
to each particle. This `abstract' meaning of each particle will be embedded
in an analysis of the Swedish MPs as modiers of the illocutionary force of
speech acts, as has been done for German MPs by Jacobs (1991), Waltereit
(2001), Zimmermann and Egg (2012), among others.
The MPs ju and val will be analysed as relating to the speaker's attitude
towards the proposition. visst and nog are analysed as evidential markers
indicating the source of evidence the speaker has for a proposition.
2.2.1. ju
The primary function of the modal particle ju is to indicate that the propo-
sition is known to the speaker and the addressee, cf. Aijmer (1978, 1996),
Lindstrom (2008) and as shown in (7). The statement is of such a nature that
it is plausible to assume that the proposition \It is your birthday" is known
to the speaker as well as to the addressee, i.e. it can be expected that the
addressee knows that it is his birthday. Such an utterance with ju can be used
to bring backgrounded knowledge to the foreground of the discussion, i.e. to
remind the hearer of information that is already known, e.g. in order to set
the topic of a following conversation or to justify a preceding utterance.













It is, as you know, your birthday today.
1Data from the English-Swedish parallel Corpus (ESPC), supplemented with an additional
number of ctional texts
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2.2. Semantic description of the MPs
Further, according to Aijmer (1996), ju has two additional meanings. ju
can also be used to stress the truth of an assertion, or to express that (some
unspecied type of) evidence exists for the proposition. No examples with
contexts are given in Aijmer (1996), but the postulation of multiple meanings
is based on dierent translations of MPs into English. When ju is translated
as just or really, Aijmer assumes that ju expresses a stressing of the truth
of the proposition, and when ju is translated as since or because, ju is an
evidential marker.
In example (8) I have constructed a context for an occurrence of ju which
according to Aijmer (1996) demonstrates the evidential meaning of ju, i.e. that
the addressee is the source of the evidence. The proposition under discussion
is the utterance \You are my daughter.". This proposition is known to A and
B, i.e. according to Aijmer (1996) in this context ju indicates that the hearer
is appealed to as the source of information as the hearer also knows if p is
true or not, cf. Aijmer (1996).
























Du ar ju min dotter.
you are ju my daughter
It is not surprising that you have inherited my passion for garden-
ing. You are, as you know, my daughter.
I assume that both these additional meanings, marking evidentiality and
stressing the truth, can be derived from the primary meaning of ju. If ju
marks that the proposition is known to both speaker and addressee, then the
reading that ju is used in order to stress the truth of the proposition follows,
as known information also must be taken to be true as far as the interlocutors
know. At the very least, it is information that the speaker and addressee
have agreed on accepting as true. Further, stating that ju marks that there
is evidence for the proposition, and that the source of this evidence is the
addressee, has the same eect as indicating that the information is known to
the speaker and addressee, i.e. both these additional meanings are possible
side eects of the core meaning of the MP.
The primary meaning of ju, i.e. marking that information is known to the
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speaker and the addressee, is the same meaning as is frequently postulated
for the German MP ja, c.f. Thurmair (1989) and other sources stated therein.
One formal account of how ja marks known information is given by Repp
(2013). She analyses ja and doch as markers of the common ground status of
the proposition, i.e. marking that the proposition is in the common ground of
the speaker and addressee. In this approach, common ground does not only
contain shared linguistic information, but also comprises the physical context
of the speaker and the addressee as well as world knowledge. Assuming that
not only previously exchanged, i.e. explicitly communicated, information is
part of the common ground, but that it also comprises world knowledge and
extralinguistic information present in the context, can account for contexts in
which utterances with ja can occur. I will assume the same formal meaning
for the Swedish counterpart ju, i.e. that ju marks known information by
expressing that the proposition is part of the common ground of the speaker
and addressee.
Such a denition of ju, combined with the assumption that not only com-
municated but also extralinguistic information is part of the common ground
of speaker and addressee, allows us to account for the dierent contexts in
which an utterance with ju is felicitous: (i) When the speaker and the ad-
dressee both know the proposition to be true and it is an established fact that
this is shared knowledge, or (ii) when both speaker and addressee believe p
to be true and it is possible to assume that S and A are mutually aware of
this, i.e. p is a part of their shared extralinguistic information (by physical
context or by world knowledge).
One example of a felicitous usage of ju is presented in (9). In this example
p can be shared knowledge, i.e. both speaker and the addressee know about
Ann's qualities as a singer, because (i): this information is part of their shared
propositions, i.e. they have talked about it earlier, or (ii): the speaker and
the addressee attend the same concert, possibly hearing Ann sing for the rst
time, and are both in a position to evaluate her singing and arrive at the
conclusion that it is good, i.e. in the latter case p is shared information given















Ann has a very nice singing voice, as you must know.
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Further, in (10) it is demonstrated that ju can be used if the proposition is
world knowledge. In the context of (10) there is no previously shared linguistic
information of S and A, as it is uttered discourse initially, but ju can still be
used. The proposition must in this case be regarded to be given by world
knowledge of S and A, and as such is (possibly) known to both S and A.











As you all know, Berlin is the capital of Germany.
However, for the German MP ja, a wider meaning has been postulated.
Lindner (1991), Kratzer and Matthewson (2009) and Kaufmann and Kauf-
mann (2012) claim that it is sucient to assume that ja marks uncontrover-
sial information, not necessarily known to the addressee prior to the uttering
of the proposition. Kratzer (2006) states that the meaning of ja is to mark
shared knowledge or information that is veriable on the spot. As a result ja,















There is, as you must know, a hole in the sleeve of your pullover.
Further, with reference to (11), it is sometimes assumed that ja expresses
surprise or unexpectedness. This would be the opposite of the assumed mean-
ing of ja, i.e. to mark known information. However, in examples like (11) it is
possible to regard p as known information, as indicated by ja, along following
the line of argumentation: one would expect A to know what he or she is
wearing, i.e. also be aware of the fact that the sweater is torn. As a result
an expression with ja is felicitous. The surprise eect often claimed to be
present in this example can be analysed an expression of surprise about the
fact that A wears a torn sweater, even though A (by context) is aware of this.
Thus, the surprise reading of the utterance in not necessarily an result of the
presence of ja, but springs from the choice of A to wear a torn sweater.
Kaufmann and Kaufmann (2012) also argue that ja is felicitous in absence
of conicting information, i.e also in discourse initial utterances, such as in
(12a) and (12b). However, in these examples the contexts could be such
that the proposition is known to the addressee. In (12a) the identity of the
9
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addressee certainly should be known by the addressee (and obviously is known
to the speaker, as he asserts this), and in (12b) from Kaufmann and Kaufmann
(2012, 212), the proposition might be a part of the common ground of speaker
and addressee by being part of their physical context.






















There is Peter, as you must know!
It is debatable whether ja really is felicitous in contexts in which the propo-
sition is only uncontroversial or veriable on the spot. Example (13) presents
a context in which the proposition is veriable on the spot, and uncontrover-
sial, but it is also a context in which the speaker (S) wishes to inform the
addressee (A) about a stain on A's pullover, and A obviously is unaware of
this stain. In such a context, only an utterance without ja is felicitous.
(13) Context: S and A are having lunch. A spills some soup on his shirt,




































You have a stain on your sweater.
Thus, in a context in which the speaker truly wishes to inform the addressee
about something that is possible to verify at the very second of utterance and
uncontroversial, ja is not licit. It is however felicitous in contexts in which
the proposition can be assumed to be a part of the shared common ground
of speaker and addressee, either by being explicitly communicated, by being
a part of their physical context or world knowledge. In example (13), the
proposition is not part of the common ground, as the addressee clearly is
unaware of it. Hence, I assume that the only meaning necessary for ja is
10
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that it marks a proposition as shared knowledge, i.e. as part of a mutual
common ground (which comprises not only communicated propositions by
also extralinguistic information)2.
Turning back to the Swedish MP ju, I assume that the same meaning can
be postulated for ju as for ja, as it is felicitous in the same contexts as ja, i.e.
whenever the proposition is shared knowledge, i.e. in (11), (12), but not (13).
ju as a modier of illocutionary force
For the MP ju I will assume that its function is to modify the illocutionary
force of the host utterance, in line with analyses of the German MPs by
Waltereit (2001), Karagjosova (2004) and Egg and Mursell (2016), according
to whom MPs modify the felicity conditions of the speech act. The MP ju
only occurs in declarative clauses that are used to make assertions. When
an assertion is made, a proposition is introduced into the discourse that is
new/not known to the addressee, i.e. an assertion is (in part) dened by the
felicity condition that \it is not obvious to S and H(earer) that H knows p",
cf. Searle (1969, 66). This condition (the second preparatory condition) is
modied by ju, as ju marks that the proposition is already known to both
speaker and addressee. Such a denition is compatible with the contexts
in which ju can occur, i.e. when the proposition is known based on previous
exchange, or when it is given by the extralinguistic context, such as the present
situation of speaker and addressee, or by being world knowledge, i.e. when p
is part of their shared common ground.
2It has been pointed out to me by Sophie Repp (p.c.) that utterances with ja can be
followed up by a statement that makes it clear that the addressee was not aware of p
prior to the utterance thereof, cf. (i).




















Who is that, a colleague?
I do not regard this example as a counterargument of an analysis of ja as a marker
of known information. However it shows that the status of p as known information is
an assumption made by the speaker but it is not necessarily the case. However, when
p is clearly not shared knowledge, ja is not felicitous, as shown in example (13).
11
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2.2.2. val
There are three possible meanings of the word val : as an adverb meaning
good/well (also possible in compounds; `vallard' (well taught), `valvaxt' (well
grown), `valkommen' (welcome)), and as a noun meaning approximately well-
being, and the modal particle val. Up until 1986 the noun and adverb reading
are the only ones described in the dictionaries. In later editions of Svenska
Akademiens Ordlista (2006), val is categorized as an adverbs, but its MP
meaning is also added. The MP meaning is the one I will discuss in this
section3.
In the descriptive studies of the Swedish MPs by Aijmer (1978), Aijmer
(1996) and Lindstrom (2008), val is described as expressing uncertainty of
the speaker and also a wish for feedback from the addressee. An utterance
with val is interpreted to be an assumption or a proposal, i.e. the proposition
is possible, but the speaker is not certain about its truth. According to Lind-
strom (2008), an utterance with val often appeals to the hearer to determine
the truth of the proposition. A consequence of this appeal to the hearer to
determine whether the proposition is true or not, is that declarative sentences
with val are frequently interpreted as positively biased declarative questions.
In the translation study of the MPs presented in Aijmer (1996), val is fre-
quently translated into English either as a tag question or as a phrase like I
suppose, I guess.
Aijmer (1996) states that the meaning of val is exible ranging from weak
commitment to uncertainty, depending on whether the utterance in which val
occurs is interpreted as a question or a statement. Note that val never occurs
in interrogative sentences. Being \interpreted as a question" is to be read as
occurring in a declarative question which receives a question reading. When
the utterance in which val occurs is interpreted as a question, val expresses
weak commitment of the speaker towards the proposition that is denoted
by the declarative. When the utterance is interpreted as a statement, val
expresses uncertainty of the speaker.
One example for a question interpretation in Aijmer (1996, 416) is given
in (14a) and an example of uncertainty in (14b), cf. Aijmer (1996, 415), with
the original translations.
3In chapter 4, I will discuss syntactic dierences between the MP val and the adverb val.
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I suppose the carpenter's children could not always have been
so very good.
Ajimer assumes multiple meanings of val, and depending on in which type
of utterance it occurs, one meaning is chosen. I agree with the assumption
that the type of utterance is important to pay attention to, this will also be
done in the following discussion. However, I argue that multiple meanings
are not necessary, i.e. to assume that val expresses weak commitment or
uncertainty is superuous. The only meaning necessary to assume is that val
expresses a weakened commitment towards the proposition, i.e. the meaning
Aijmer (1996) proposed for val when it occurs in an utterance interpreted as
a question. The interpretation of uncertainty of the speaker when val occurs
in statement I assume follows as a result of the weakened commitment, i.e.
the uncertainty is an implicature that arises from the weak commitment.
I argue that, in order to explain the dierent interpretations of an utterance
as a question or a statement, it is necessary to pay attention to the context
in which the utterance occurs, more specically, whose commitment is under
discussion, and possibly weakened, by val.
My proposal for an analysis of val -utterances as assertions or questions
draws from an analysis of commitment in tag-questions with taste predicates
in English by Malamud and Stephenson (2011). They discuss declarative
questions with same polarity tags and reversed polarity tags. A declarative
question with a same polarity tag, e.g. positive proposition + is it?, is used
to check the commitment of the addressee (A) towards a proposition p in a
context in which the speaker (S) is biased towards assuming p. By uttering
a same polarity tag question, S is making a guess about A's state of mind.
Answering with yes, only A commits to the proposition. In a declarative
question with a reversed polarity tag, e.g. positive proposition + isn't it?, the
commitments of both the speaker and the addressee are up for discussion. If
the addressee conrms p, the result is that both S and A are committed to p,
cf. Malamud and Stephenson (2011).
13
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These observations about which tag signals commitment of which inter-
locutor match well with observations of utterances with val when they are
interpreted as questions. A question interpretation for an utterance with val
is possible in two types of contexts. First, when the speaker and addressee
both can/should evaluate the proposition, see example (15).



















In example (15a) the speaker wants to reach an agreement with the ad-
dressee on whether their food tastes good. The goal in (15a) is thus not to
state an individual commitment of S or A but to establish a joint commitment
of S and A. By marking the utterance with val, S signals that he is willing
to establish this joint commitment to p, i.e. is biased towards S and A both
committing to p, and checks if A is willing to commit to this. In other words:
S is tentatively making an assertion on behalf of both S and A, to which A
has to react before the proposition becomes part of their common ground.
In this context, val does not weaken any individual commitments but the
joint commitment of S and A. If A agrees to commit to p, the weakening of
the commitment is resolved, i.e. both S and A are fully committed. This is
demonstrated by the fact that the weakening meaning val is not picked up
in by the positive answer. If p is rejected by A, no agreement occurs. It is
important to note that a negative answer by A only rejects A's commitment,
and as a result thereof not joint commitment is made. The willingness of S
to commit to p remains, i.e. S's part of the joint commitment is not rejected.
To clarify S's commitment to p, S could react to a negative answer of A with
a follow-up statement such as \Jag tycker det i alla fall." (=Well, I do think
so anyway). The use of a declarative with val thus has the same function
as a declarative with a reversed polarity tag in this context, as analysed by
Malamud and Stephenson (2011). An utterance without val in this context
would only check the commitment of the addressee, i.e. the bias of the speaker
14
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to also assume p is missing and no joint commitment is up for discussion nor
would it be established if the addressee answers this question with a yes.
In example (16a), only the addressee should evaluate the proposition as
the opinion of the addressee is addressed directly and that of the speaker is
excluded. Thus, only the individual commitment of the addressee is debated,
and the utterance is interpreted as a question biased towards a positive answer
of A. The speaker brings up the possible assertion that A likes the food, i.e. the
speaker assumes that A is biased towards a commitment to this proposition,
but A is the one who has to commit to it. If the addressee conrms, only A
is committed to p.

























This usage of declaratives with val is licit in the same contexts as same po-
larity tag questions in Malamud and Stephenson (2011). The same utterance
without val, i.e. Du tycker att det smakar bra?, could either be interpreted
as a statement by the speaker, i.e. the speaker determines that the addressee
likes the food, or as a declarative question without a tag and without the
assumption of S that A is biased to commit to p.
In a context in which only the speaker can evaluate the truth of the propo-
sition, no question reading is possible for a declarative clause as only the
commitment of the speaker is under discussion. If val is introduced, the com-
mitment of the speaker is weakened. The resulting reading of the utterance,
i.e. a combination of an assertion and the weak commitment, will be a state-
ment which expresses uncertainty of the speaker. This is demonstrated in
(17) where only the speaker can evaluate the truth of the proposition, i.e.
determine whether he likes the taste of the food. The usage of val indicates
that the speaker is only weakly committed to p, i.e. is reluctant to make an
assertion with full commitment. No conrmation of A is possible/asked for as
only the individual commitment of S is discussed, and it cannot be reinforced
15
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by A. An utterance without val would in this example result in an assertion
without weakened commitment, i.e. S is not in any way reluctant to state p.















I suppose it tastes good.








# Yes, (you do.)
The examples above show that it is possible to assume that val only ex-
presses weakened commitment, individual of S and A or joint. Depending
on the context, an utterance with val is interpreted as a declarative question
(debating A's individual or S's and A's joint commitment) or as an assertion
with weakened speaker commitment towards the proposition. This can also
be applied to the examples given by Aijmer (1996), cf. (14) above, where (14a)
receives a question interpretation as it discusses A's commitment to p, and
(14b) a uncertainty reading, as is expressed weaker commitment of S to p.
In contexts in which a question reading is possible, it is also possible to
combine val -declaratives with question tags. This shows that the question
reading cannot be triggered by val alone, but only arises in certain contexts
and only then can the question interpretation of the utterance be reinforced
by a question tag. In (18a and b), with the same contexts as above, i.e. in (15)
and (16) respectively, question readings are possible, and a question tag can
be added. However, in (18c), with a context as in (17), no question reading
is possible, nor is a question tag.



















































I suppose it tastes good, (# don't I?).
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The assumption that the question reading arises from the context and does
not arise solely from val is demonstrated in (19), in which val is omitted. The
utterances in examples (19a and b) are interpreted as declarative questions,
but (19a) lacks the willingness of S to establish a joint commitment. A positive
response leads to a commitment of only A. (19b) lacks the assumption of S
that A might be biased to commit to the proposition. This utterance thus
could be followed up by an utterance of S which clearly rules out any positive
bias for p, such as: I did not expect you to like it. An utterance as in (19c),
for which I argued that no question reading is possible with val, can only be
read as an echo-question when val is omitted.

































I think it tastes good?
It is possible that utterances with val with a question interpretation are ad-
ditionally marked by prosody, to facilitate the question interpretation. Gun-
logson (2001) states that declarative questions in English come with a rising
intonation that indicates that the utterance is a request by the speaker that
the addressee should commit to the proposition. Seeliger and Repp (2018)
also note that declarative questions with the MP wohl in German are marked
prosodically. Seeliger and Repp (2017) also discuss the intonational properties
of declarative questions in Swedish and state that they are marked prosodi-
cally by various means. The prosodic properties of utterances with val will
not be discussed any further, but I would like to note that, in addition to a
potential question intonation, the context (also) is important to induce the
question or statement reading of utterances with val.
Seeliger and Repp (2018) also discuss utterances with val and propose that
the meaning of val is to signal that \the host utterance is intended as a
question, or at the very least requests input from the addressee in the sense
17
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that the proposition that it scopes over requires explicit ratication from the
addressee before it can be added to the common ground." (Seeliger and
Repp, 2018, 17). However, as shown above, this proposal is too strong as
it predicts that utterances with val always are questions. If this were to be
true, val would not be felicitous in utterances as in example (17), in which no
ratication from the addressee is asked for. My account of val as a marker
of weakened commitment allows for an interpretation of an utterance with
val as a weak assertion, but also allows for a question interpretation of the
utterances, given the appropriate context.
Further, Seeliger and Repp (2018) claim that utterances with val map with
positive declarative questions with respect to their bias prole, i.e. both
declarative questions with and without val are felicitous when \contextual
evidence for the detonated proposition (is given), and the speaker must not
have assumed p before hand" (Seeliger and Repp, 2018, 18). As a result, they
cannot account for the dierence between utterances with val and positive
declarative questions.
In my opinion, these questions dier. They are both felicitous in light of
positive evidence for p, but in order for val to be felicitous, there must be a
speaker bias towards the addressee committing to p, cf. examples (16a) and
(19b) above. These two types of question utterances thus dier with respect
to bias.
Further, positive contextual evidence is not necessary for an utterace with
val to be felicitous. Utterances with val are also felicitous when the speaker
previously has assumed p to be true, i.e. is biased to A being committed
to p, but is given counter, i.e. negative, evidence. This is demonstrated
in (20). The previous expectation of S on a commitment of A to p could
come from some previous background knowledge that A would show up to
the meeting, perhaps knowledge that it is a mandatory meeting. Faced with
the counter evidence of A saying see you next week, this assumed commitment
of A needs to be checked. In order to do so, S poses a question addressing
A's commitment to p, i.e. just as in (16) above. In this context, an utterance
with val is felicitous, but due to the negative evidence (and previous epistemic
bias of S that A a might be commiting to p), a positive declarative question
is not. A negative polar question is also possible.
(20) Context: S assumed that A would come to a meeting the following
18
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Will you not come tomorrow?
Example (20a and c) show that negative polar questions and utterances
with val both are felicitous in light of negative evidence. Further, they both
express a bias towards a positive p, which needs to be checked. The fact
that the there is a contrast between the speaker assumption about p and the
evidence can be verbalized by the conjuction men, meaning but, as indicated
in (20 a), expressing contrast between two propositions. This discussion shows
that the polarity of contextual evidence only determines whether a positive
declarative question or a negative polar question is felicitous. The usage of
val is possible in both contexts, but always includes a bias of the speaker that
A will commit to p, i.e. assumes a the weak commitment of A to p. This
discussion further supports the assumption that there is no question meaning
of val, but that val only expresses weak commitment, and that the context of
the utterance induces statement reading or a question reading.
val as a modier of illocutionary force
The above postulated meaning of val, expressing weakened commitment of the
speaker or addressee, can be analysed as a modication of the illocutionary
force if we assume that commitment states are part of the illucutionary force of
the speech act. Following Vanderveken's (1990) analysis of illocutionary force,
the sixth component degree of strength applies to the mental state expressed by
the sincerity condition of a speech act, in case of assertion this is \S believes
p ", (Searle, 1969, 66). The expressed degree of strength can be neutral,
stronger or weaker. It is possible to analyse val as expressing a weaker than
default degree of strength, i.e. S is weaker committed to p than in an utterance
19
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without val, in the same way a speaker that supposes or guesses p expresses
a weaker commitment to p than a speaker asserting or swearing p4.
This analysis of val as a modier of commitment is in line with the analyses
of German unstressed wohl by Zimmermann (2004) and Repp (2009), i.e. wohl
expresses a weakened degree of strength of commitment of the speaker to the
proposition 5.
As val only occurs in declarative clauses, the force it modies is that of an
assertion. In order to account for how an assertion can target a commitment
of A, one has to analyse this as an indirect speech act, i.e. S expresses a weak
commitment to p on A 's behalf, i.e. S assumes that A will commit to p. Only
the addressee can determine if this commitment is indeed correct, and thus
the addressee is indirectly asked to react to the utterance.
If one wants to take the common ground managing approch to val, it can
be done the following way: If we assume that the commitment of the speaker
towards a proposition is also noted in the common ground, cf. Krifka (2017)
and Repp (2013), then val is used to signal a lower degree of commitment.
2.2.3. nog and visst
In the following sections I will discuss the two MPs nog and visst. These MPs
are sometimes considered to be synonyms, cf. SAOB, and they do indeed share
some properties. These MPs can, in certain contexts, be used interchangeably,
but they also have additional individual usages, which I will address below.
Both MPs occur in a middle eld position as well as in a sentence initial
position6. The details of their syntactic properties will be adresses in chapter
4, but the two occurences of MPs is also relevant for the discussion of their
semantic properties. When the MPs nog and visst occur in an initial position
they are claimed to express a dierent meaning than the middle eld coun-
4I assume that expressing a commitment to p is the same as expressing a believe in p, i.e.
there is no dierence in to publicly express a believe in or to publicly commit to p.
5Note that the comparison between val and wohl must be done with caution, as only wohl
- unlike val - can be used in contexts with evidence for p, but without speaker bias, and
to mark reported speech. In these usages German wohl nds a counterpart in Swedish
visst.
6Even though the occurrence of a modal particle in a sentence initial position is prob-
lematic in German, it is not in other languages, see Coniglio and Zegrean (2010) and
Izutsu and Izutsu (2013) for discussions of sentence initial modal particles in Italian,
Romanian and sentence nal particles in Japanese.
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terparts. Ostman (1978) analyses these two dierent occurrences of nog as
homonyms, whereas Aijmer (1978) claims that nog and visst express dierent
pragmatic functions when they occur in the initial position compared to in
the middle eld position. I will claim that these two occurrences of nog and
visst are two instances of the same MP, as the semantic properties of these
MPs are present in both positions. This proposal will be addressed in detail
further below. In the following section, I will rst discuss the sentence medial
nog and visst, and then turn to the sentence initial occurrences and oer a
unied account of both instances.
Middle eld nog and visst
According to Aijmer (1978) and Lindstrom (2008), a middle eld nog and
visst both have two possible meanings: on the one hand nog expresses that
the proposition is an assumption or an inference and, on the other hand,
signals uncertainty of the speaker. The MP visst expresses that the proposi-
tion is inferred or that there is indirect evidence for the proposition based on
observations of the speaker, cf. Aijmer (1996). Data from Aijmer's 1996 trans-
lational study show that the MP nog frequently is translated as the adverb
probably or as a clausal construction such as I think/ I guess. The MP visst
is most frequently translated as the clausal constructions It seems/I seem to.
On the basis of the multiple translations for these MPs in a sentence medial
position, Aijmer (1996) claims that both these MPs function either as eviden-
tial markers or as modal expressions, as they mark the type of evidence but
also the strength of the utterance.
Aijmer (1996) uses the classication by Palmer (1986) who classies eviden-
tiality as a subcategory of modality. However, in the literature there is a long
standing discussion about the relation between modality and evidentiality,
cf. discussion in de Haan (2001). de Haan (2001) argues that evidentiality is
not a subcategory of modality and that there is no necessary relation between
the two categories. In de Haan's analysis the dierence between modality and
evidentiality is that the former is a category of possibility (of a proposition to
be true), whereas the latter is a category of source and type of evidence.
I will use de Haan's categorization of evidentiality and modality and argue
that the MPs nog and visst are evidential markers for indirect evidence, more
specically that these particles mark that the proposition of their host utter-
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ances is an inference and also expresses which type of base there is for this
inference. According to Nuyts (2001) and Dendale and Tasmowski (2001),
the base for an inference can be indirect perception (visual, auditive, etc.) or
reported evidence, or indirect based on general background knowledge.
I will argue that the evidential meaning of these MPs is always present,
see discussion further below, and that their modal meaning postulated in
Aijmer's analysis, i.e. an uncertainty about the truth of the proposition, is
a result of their function to mark that the assumption is based on indirect
evidence. Overtly stating that there only is indirect evidence for a statement
implies that the speaker cannot make a stronger statement, e.g. based on
direct evidence, and this must result in a level of doubt or uncertainty.
A further argument for the assumption that these MPs are evidential mark-
ers is found in de Haan (2001). He suggests that a certain amount of gram-
maticalization is necessary for evidentials. As a result thereof, adverbs like
reportedly or evidently are not to be analysed as evidentials. This property of
being grammaticalized elements seems to apply to nog and visst as they dier
syntactically from adverbs. This will be addressed in detail in the chapters 4
and 5.
I propose that the meaning of nog is to indicate that the host utterance of
nog is an inference based on some background knowledge of the speaker, i.e
only one of the meanings proposed by Aijmer (1996). In the following, I will
show that the evidential meaning is the only one necessary to account for all
occurrences of nog. In example (21b) the type of evidence marked by nog in





















The MP visst I assume marks indirect evidence either of the type perceived
evidence or of the type reported speech, as demonstrated in (22c) and (22d).
The former type of evidence might be more or less conclusive, i.e. oer more
or less room for doubt that the inference is correct.
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Above I stated that the MPs nog and visst are sometimes regarded to
be synonyms as they sometimes occur in the same context. This might be
due to their similarity in meaning or, as I will argue, due to a exibility in





























His running shoes are not in the hallway.
In this context the evidence stated in (23b) is not conclusive for the state-
ment in (23a) but allows for two dierent interpretations, depending on which
MP is used. In the statement with nog, the sentence in (23b) is used as a jus-
tication for (23a) based on background knowledge along the following lines:
the shoes are not in the hallway, and combining this information with back-
ground knowledge, such as John always uses these shoes when he is running,
it is licit to draw the inference that John is out for a run at this very moment.
In the statement with visst, the sentence in (23b) presents the indirect (visual)
evidence for the assumption in (23a), i.e. the speaker might be standing in
the hallway and seeing that the shoes are missing.
To elaborate further on this distinction of evidence marking between nog
and visst, with respect to the type of evidence, see example (24). It shows
that nog is not compatible with visual/hearsay indirect evidence for a propo-
sition, as demonstrated in (24b), nor with direct evidence for the proposition,
cf. (24c). It is also not compatible with reported speech, as shown in (24d).
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Compare the evidence in (24b) to the evidence in (23b). The dierence be-
tween the two is that only (23b) can be interpreted as an inference based on
background knowledge about John habits. (24b) does not express background
knowledge, but presents visual indirect evidence and as such is not compatible
with nog.
The MP visst is not compatible with direct evidence, as demonstrated in
(25b), nor can it be used to mark the assumption as based on background
knowledge, cf. (25c), but it is compatible with visual indirect evidence for p,










































His name is on the list of participants.
With the examples above I have argued that MPs can be ascribed only
evidential meanings and I have displayed which type of evidence they mark, by
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overt mentioning thereof. One addition argument for the analyses of the MPs
nog and visst as evidential markers arises when medial or sentence initial MP
nog occurs together with modal verbs, cf. (26a). This possible co-occurrence
shows that the meaning contribution of the MPs cannot be modal, but marks
that the statement is an inference drawn by the speaker based on a specied
type of evidence. The same statement with the modal verb kan (=can),
but without the MP, still conveys the modal meaning of possibility, from the
modal verb, but does not entail the information that the statement is based



















































It is possible that he has already left for the day.
This example also shows that the marking of an utterance as an inference
of the speaker with reference to the type of evidence is present with the MPs
in a medial position as well as in a initial position, to which I turn next.
Sentence initial nog and visst
Aijmer (1996) argues that the MPs nog and visst express dierent meanings
depending on in which position in the clause they occur. In the sentence me-
dial position, nog marks indirect evidence and conveys an uncertainty about
the denite truth of the proposition. In contrast, a sentence initial nog ex-
presses a strong speaker certainty and is analysed by Aijmer (1996) as a
discourse marker without any meaning of the sentence medial nog, i.e. an
initial nog expresses a reinforcement or conrmation of what has been al-
ready stated. The statement in (27b) with a sentence initial nog thus signals
strong certainty of the speaker B, i.e. the speaker nds it very likely that p
is true. This strong certainty is not present in (27c). For visst the same shift
25
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of strength is observed by Aijmer (1996), i.e. only an initial visst expresses
strong speaker certainty.





































Paraphrase: I guess/it seems that John is at home.
Aijmer (1996) argues that the two occurrences of nog and visst are unrelated
as they dier in the strength of certainty they convey. However, as I will show
below, these two instances should not be analysed as unrelated occurrences.
There are two reasons for this: First of all, the sentence initial nog may









































The same holds for visst, i.e. a sentence initial visst is also compatible












Of course Peter was at the meeting.
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Secondly, the reported shift of strength may be motivated in some other
way. First of all, a similar interaction between position and strength has been


















Paraphrase: S is convinced that Mary will come tomorrow.
Second, the strength of the utterance with a sentence initial nog or visst might
also be a result of some interaction with intonation. I will not address the
intonational properties of these utterances, but only note that an utterance
with a sentence initial MP does not have to convey a strong certainty of the







































Paraphrase: Please conrm my (speaker) assumption that Peter
is out for a run.
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Paraphrase: Conrm my assumption that Peter is out for a run.
Further, Aijmer (1996) also states that a sentence medial nog also can
express reinforcement in threats, as in (33a), and promises, (33b), i.e. the

































I will probably manage to solve the problem
For some reason, expressing that one nds something likely to happen,
based on previous experience, ts well in speech acts predicting future events.
Stating that something is likely to happen based on the experience of the
speaker, can be interpreted as an assurance that it will most likely happen
in the future. The observation that sentence initial MPs do not necessarily
express reinforcement but that a medial nog can express reinforcement further
supports my proposal that the sentence medial and the sentence initial version
of the MP are not homonyms with distinct meanings, but in fact the same
MP.
There might however be some limits to this assumption with respect to
the MP visst. There are two further usages of visst, which might not be MPs.
First, visst can be used as a response particle expressing agreement, cf. Aijmer
(1978) (in a sentence initial position). It may occur in combination with the
armative particle ja, but this is not necessary, cf. (35a). This usage is not
possible for nog, cf. (35).
(34) Is Peter out for a run?
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Yes, I just met him.






















Intended meaning: Yes, I assume that he is.
The fragment answer 'ja visst' can only express strong certainty of the
speaker, the meaning ascribed to the sentence initial version of visst by Aijmer
(1996). This strong certainty can, as argued above, be ascribed solely to the
intonation of the utterance, as was done in (32a). However, as no evidential
meaning is present in this answer, i.e. it is an armative answer without any
reference to indirect evidence, this visst should perhaps rather be classied as
a response particle without any function as an evidential marker.
There is a further occurence of visst that can be used to emphasize the
polarity of the utterance, cf. Petersson (2006) and (36). This is primarily
used when the speaker does not agree with a previous utterance (cf. DOCH in
German), i.e. when there is a direct contrast between a preceding proposition
and the sentence containing visst. This usage of visst, carrying the main stress
of the sentence, could possibly be an instance of Verum-focus, cf. Hohle (1992),
expressed on the MP, as often is done for DOCH, cf. section 3.1.1. However,
there are some syntactic dierences between the evidential MP visst and this
polarity stressing visst which reinforce the assumption that the polarity visst
is not a MP. This will be discussed in detail in section 2.3.3.
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Meaning: But yes, he IS.
Summarizing the discussion of initial and medial nog and visst I argue that
it is possible to assume that both occurrences are instances of the MPs. The
strength of an utterance with an initial MP is dependent on the intonation
of the utterances, but their evidential meaning is always present. The only
instances of visst which are possibly not MPs are the response particle visst
and the medial stressed visst.
Evidentiality and the interaction with illocutionary force
Above I have argued that the meaning of the MPs nog and visst are evidential.
As evidential markers it is possible that they modify the illocutionary force of
the utterance: The connection between the evidential MPs nog and visst and
illocutionary force can, for assertions be made as follows: The rst preparatory
condition for assertions state that the speaker has sucient evidence for the
proposition, cf. Searle (1969, 66). If this is not the case, i.e. if there is only
indirect evidence of some kind, this should be marked. This is done by nog by
reference to background knowledge of the speaker and by visst by reference
to indirect evidence or reported speech.
Further, as these MPs mark that the utterance is an inference and which
type of evidence is present, they also tie the utterance to the speaker. In
contexts in which the actual speaker is not the same as the subject of the
matrix clause, .e.g. in case of embedding under verbs of saying, the meaning
of nog or visst is always tied to the subject, i.e. the subject of the matrix
clause is the one drawing an inference based on some the indirect evidence, not
the actual speaker. This is demonstrated in example (37), in which the actual
speaker can overtly state that he does not believe the statement made by the
speaker of the matrix clause to be true, by uttering the follow up statement
in (37b). This would not be felicitous if nog or visst in the embedded clause





















2.3. Syntactic and phonological descriptions of the MPs















But I do not believe that it is true.
2.2.4. Intermediate summary
In this section I have discussed previous semantic descriptions of MPs found in
the literature on Swedish. I have argued that it is not necessary to postulate
multiple meanings for each MP, but proposed that each MP only expresses
one core meaning. The MP ju marks that the speaker takes the proposition
in its scope to be known information. val expresses a weak commitment of
the speaker or addressee, depending on the context, towards p.
nog expresses that p is an inference, based on indirect evidence such as
background knowledge of the speaker. visst expresses that p is an inference,
based on perceived indirect evidence or marks reported speech. Further, I have
shown a possibility for how the meanings of the MPs could be incorporated
into existing analyse of MPs as modiers of the illocutionary force. Based
on their semantics, the MPs can divided into two types. One type contains
the particles ju and val, the other nog and visst. The MPs ju and val both
relate to the speaker's attitude towards a proposition, whereas the MPs nog
and visst are evidential markers.
In the next section, I will present syntactic descriptions of the MPs found
in the existing literature and present further support for the claim that there
are two dierent types of MPs.
2.3. Syntactic and phonological descriptions of
the MPs
The syntactic properties of the MPs in Swedish have not received much at-
tention, as the MPs are frequently analysed as sentence adverbs, cf. Teleman
et al. (1999), Beijer (2005) and Platzack (2009). In the literature on German
MPs, the discussion is more detailed, and in works of Aijmer (1978, 1996),
Lindstrom (2008) and Alm (2012) some frequently mentioned properties of
German MPs are discussed also for the Swedish MPs. In this section I will
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present these initial observations from the literature and relate them to the
properties of German MPs. Already these initial observations support the as-
sumption that there are two distinct types of MPs in Swedish, but this will be
discussed in greater detail in chapter 4, in which I present a syntactic analysis
of the MPs which relies on these and additional observations. In chapter 4 I
will also address the syntactic distinction between MPs and sentence adverbs.
2.3.1. Restriction to certain sentence types
The restriction to certain sentence types is a prominent feature of MPs also
in German. For instance, the German MP ja (unstressed) can only occur in
declarative sentences, denn only in (polar- and Wh-) interrogatives, whereas
other particles can occur in more than one sentence type, i.e. wohl can occur
in declarative and interrogative sentence types, cf. Thurmair (1989, 49) for the
full paradigm of the occurrence of German MPs in dierent sentence types.
Alm (2012) notes that the Swedish MP ju only occurs in declarative clauses.





































Read the newspaper in the kitchen!
I will not address the question of how this restriction to certain sentence
types should be analysed in this work any further, but only note that this is
a property in which the MPs dier from sentence adverbs.
As shown below, sentence adverbs are more exible with respect to the sen-
tence types in which they occur. Modal sentence adverbs as well as the nega-
tion might occur in declarative as well as in interrogative sentences. cf. (39).
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Peter maybe reads/ possibly reads/ does not read the newspa-
























Maybe/Possibly/ do not read the newspaper in the kitchen!
It is worth noting that modal sentence adverbs expressing epistemic modal-
ity are infelicitous in imperative sentences, whereas the negation is felicitous.
Thus, assuming full exibility for the adverbs with respect to in which sen-
tence types they occur might be an overgeneralization. However, the MPs
are less exible than sentence adverbs, as they only are licit in declarative
sentences in Swedish.
2.3.2. Position in the middle eld
Another important, frequntly mentioned, property of the MPs in German is
that they only occur in the middle eld and never in a sentence initial position
of matrix clauses7, cf. Thurmair (1989).
This restriction to the middle eld seems to be a criteria that is applicable
to German, but it does not carry over straightforwardly to other languages.
Coniglio and Zegrean (2010) discuss Italian and Romanian MPs and show
that neither all the Italian nor all the Romanian particles are restricted to
a certain sentence position. They can occur in the clause-medial IP-domain
and sentence initially (CP-domain). In Japanese, cf. Izutsu and Izutsu (2013),
and Chinese, cf. Paul and Pan (2016), particles with a similar semantic con-
7It has been observed that MPs in German also occur in embedded clauses to a certain
extent, cf. Coniglio (2011) and Doring (2013). In how far this is possible in Swedish will
be discussed in chapter 4.3.3.
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tribution as the German or Swedish MPs are attested to occur in a sentence
nal position.
In Swedish, the area corresponding to the middle eld is delimited by the
nite (auxiliary) verb in second position (C) and the lexical verb, marked by
bold print in (40). This part of the sentence is referred to as the nexus eld
in Abraham (1991) but as mittfalt, i.e. literally middle eld, in more recent
works on Swedish grammar, cf. Platzack (2009) and Teleman et al. (1999). I
will henceforth refer to this section as the middle eld and refer to MPs in















Peter has probably not read the book.
The MPs ju and val only occur in this clause-medial position, more pre-
cisely, they are restricted to the left edge of the middle eld, as shown in (41),
cf. also Aijmer (1978, 1996), Ostman (1978), Teleman et al. (1999), Beijer
(2005) and Lindstrom (2008). Occurring in the left most position of the mid-
dle eld also means that no sentence adverbs can occur to the left of the MPs,
cf. (41c). Aijmer (1978) proposes that the restriction to the middle eld is
related to dierent syntactic status of the MPs in comparison to adverbs, i.e.
the MPs are clitics, and as a consequence thereof appear immediately to the
right of the verb in second position. The assumption that the MPs are clitics
is not elaborated on any further in Aijmer (1978) or any of her later work,




































Peter has read the book.
Beijer (2005), Ostman (1978) and Lindstrom (2008) also claim that the
MP nog also is restricted to the middle eld. However, as discussed in section
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2.2.3, I showed that the MPs nog and visst both occur in a sentence initial






















Approx: Surely Peter has read the book.
Aijmer (1996) claims that there is a change in meaning of the utterances
when the MPs occur in a sentence initial position as the strength of certainty is
changed, but above I argued that the evidential meaning is also present in both
occurrences, and the dierence in strength might be related to intonational
properties of these utterances.
Reviewing the position of the MPs in a matrix sentence shows that the MPs
ju/val are restricted to the middle eld whereas nog/visst occur in the middle
eld and in a sentence initial position.
2.3.3. Phonological properties
The most prominent phonological feature of MPs that has been suggested
cross-linguistically is that they cannot carry stress. German MPs are fre-
quently claimed to be inherently unstressed, cf. Weydt (1969), or lacking lex-
ical stress, cf. Thurmair (1989), or not being able to carry contrastive stress,
cf. Cardinaletti (2011). The phonological properties of German MPs will be
discussed in detail in chapter 3.1.1, but for now it will be enough to distinguish
between sentence stress, word stress and a lack of word stress.
The property of not being able to carry word stress has been claimed to hold
for two of the Swedish MPs. The MPs ju and val8 are described as inherently
unstressed, cf. Teleman et al. (1999) and Riad (2014) for ju. Being unstressed
can be equated to not carrying word stress, and as a result also not carrying
word accent (tonal accent, for which stress is a prereqisit, cf. Riad (2014)).
8Note that even though val often corresponds to the German MP wohl, it does not always
have the same meaning, and cannot be stressed. A stressed wohl in German corresponds
to the Swedish MP visst.
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nog and visst are never described as unstressed, but rather seem to be able
to carry word stress when they occur in the middle eld. Further, nog cannot


















Peter reads the book.
According to Aijmer (1996), the MPs nog and visst are stressed when they
occur in sentence initial position. However, sentence initial elements are not
necessarily stressed in Swedish, see Myrberg and Riad (2015) and the discus-
sion in chapter 6.
As discussed in section 2.2.3, visst can carry the main stress of the sentence
in the sentence medial position. When this is the case, it expresses a dierent
meaning than the unstressed medial version, i.e. disagreement with a previous
utterance, cf. Petersson (2006), or as stated above, the polarity of the sentence






















Peter HAS read the book.
Contextual restriction: As a reply to a preceding negative ut-
terance.
However, this type of visst with sentence stress might possibly be of a
dierent type, i.e. not simply a stressed version of the MP, as it also occurs
in a lower position in the clause than the unstressed visst, preceded by (some)















I didn't believe that Peter will come tomorrow.

















But Peter will probably come tomorrow anyway.
The phonological properties of the Swedish MPs will be revisited in detail
in chapter 4.1.1 and chapter 6. The initial observations show that the MPs
ju/val are unstressed whereas the MPs nog/visst carry stress to some extent.
2.4. Summary
In this chapter I have shown that it is possible - and necessary - to assume
that there are modal particles in Swedish. The MPs t the semantic as well
as syntactic criteria used to dene MPs in other languages, mainly German.
Starting with a semantic view on the particles, I showed that they can be
analysed as modiers of the illoctionary force. Further I argued that there are
two types of MPs in Swedish. The MPs ju and val express the attitude of the
speaker towards a proposition. Ju marks the proposition as known, and val
modies the commitment towards p. The MPs nog and visst are analysed as
evidential markers, marking an utterance as an inference. Nog expresses that
the inference is based on background knowledge of the speaker whereas visst
expresses the inference is based on perceived indirect evidence.
The distinction between two types was further supported by an initial in-
spection of their syntactic properties. The MPs ju and val display some pe-
culiar syntactic properties (to some extend the same as German MPs). They
are restricted to the left part of the middle eld and may not occur in a sen-
tence initial position. Further the MPs have been claimed to be inherently
unstressed.
The MPs nog and visst occur in the middle eld, but are not only restricted
to this position, as they may also appear in a sentence initial position. The
shift in position is sometimes, but not necessarily, accompanied by a a shift
of strength of the utterance, but their evidential meaning is present in both
positions.
In the following chapter I will discuss the syntactic and phonological prop-
erties of German MPs in greater detail, in order to detect which properties
dene MPs as a group, i.e. delimit them from sentence adverbs. Possible
syntactic analysis of German MPs will also be discussed. The discussion will
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then turn back to the Swedish MPs in chapter 4. The initial observation of
two classes of MPs will be strengthened. Further, the claim that MPs are not
sentence adverbs, not even on the level of syntax, will also be addressed in
greater detail.
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3. Syntactic analyses of MPs in
German
In the previous chapter, I presented some observations which allow us to
assume that there are MPs in Swedish. The main motivation for this claim
were derived from observations of their semantic properties, but they also show
some syntactic properties that make them stand out from other types of words,
in particular from sentence adverbs. The properties of the Swedish MPs
are the very same ones that are used to argue in favour of various syntactic
analyses of MPs in German.
In German, the syntactic and phonological properties of MPs have moti-
vated a range of syntactic analysis. The proposed analyses of MPs in German
range from MPs as heads, cf. Bayer and Obenauer (2011) and Struckmeier
(2014), to analyses of MPs as decient phrases, cf. Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti
(2007, 2011) and Coniglio (2011). What is interesting about these analyses is
that they to some extent rely on the same properties of MPs to argue in favour
of their respective analyses. In the rst section of this chapter I will present
short overviews of these relevant phonological and syntactic properties, and
discuss which ones any syntactic analysis really needs to be able to account
for. In section 3.2, I turn to the analyses and discuss how well they account
for the properties of the MPs.
3.1. Properties of MPs
3.1.1. Phonological properties
The primary phonological criterion to classify an element as a MP is stress,
and it is frequently claimed that MPs cannot be stressed, cf. Thurmair (1989)
and Weydt (1969). There is however one problem with this criterion: un-
3. Syntactic analyses of MPs in German
stressed could refer to being inherently unstressed, i.e. unable to carry any
type of stress, or it could refer to a disability to carry word stress or main
sentence stress. In the following discussion these three types of stress will be
distinguished. `Unstressed' will be used to denote an element without any
stress, `word stress' should be read as having an equal amount of stress as
other words in the utterance and `sentence stress' as the type of stress that
indicates the focus of a sentence, cf. Wiese (1996) on stress as a relational
matter.
Turning to some data, it shows that MPs dier with respect to this property.
Thurmair claims that mono-syllabic MPs are unable to carry any stress, i.e.
sentence or word stress. Mono-syllabic MPs which carry word stress1 are,
according to Thurmair (1989), used in some other function, such as sentence
adverbs, and thus should not classied as MPs. Thurmair (1989) further
claims that bi- and polysyllabic MPs, such as German eigentlich (=really)
and vielleicht (=possibly), necessarily carry word stress, but cannot carry
sentence stress. Any instance of these polysyllabic MPs with sentence stress





















What is your real name?
Note, however, as indicated in the transcript of the MP and the adverb,
that the MP displays a reduces syllable structure compared to the adverb.
This reduction seems to be relevant for the MP-reading of eigentlich.
Thurmair (1989) further notes that there are exceptions to the claim that
mono-syllabic MPs cannot carry stress. The MP ja occurs unstressed, i.e.
1Thurmair (1989) uses the term Wortakzent, which also could be translated as word accent.
In the literature the words accent and stress are often used synonymously, but in order
to avoid confusion later in the discussion on Swedish data, where accent refers to tonal
word accents, which are distinct from stress, I will only use the term stress to refer to
prosodic prominence.
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without word stress, in declarative clauses, cf. (47a and b) but can be stressed
in certain contexts, e.g. in imperative clauses, cf. example (47c) from Thur-







































Approximately: You better do your homework!
The stressed version of ja in an imperative clause is claimed to be an in-
stance of empathic stress by Thurmair (1989), and she assumes that this is
only possible for some MPs, such as ja, blo and nur. Other usages of main
sentence stress, i.e. to express information focus or contrast, is not possible for
MPs. This is indicated by their inability to be explicitly contrasted, cf. (48),




































No, she came HALT.
I will return to these dierent instances of stress further below. To summa-
rize Thurmair's claims so far, monosyllabic MPs are assumed to be unstressed,
i.e. no word stress is possible, but they may carry empathic stress in certain
sentence types. Bi- or polysyllabic MPs carry word stress, but cannot carry
empathic or sentence stress.
Cardinaletti (2011) takes a slightly dierent stance and claims that non of
the MPs, i.e. not even the mono-syllabic MPs, in German and Italian are
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entirely de-stressed but carry word stress. Cardinaletti (2011) bases this as-
sumption on the claim that the long vowels, which these MPs are pronounced
with, only occur in stressed syllables. Thus, these words must carry word
stress. This is demonstrated for the German MPs mal and wohl, cf. (50)




















The idea that the phonological properties of the MPs determine their pos-
sibility to be stressed, as posed in Cardinaletti (2011), allow us to approach
the question of stress on the MPs from a new direction. However, an addi-
tional aspect needs to be added to the phonological features which determine
stressability, as the stress of a vowel is not only related to its length.
According to Fuhrhop and Peters (2013), an element which carries word
stress must contain a heavy syllable. A syllable is heavy when it has a nucleus
consisting either of a long, tensed vowel or of a short and tensed vowel. Only
weak syllables are not able to carry stress. This is the case when the syllable
consists of a short, lax vowel, or a reduced vowel, e.g. [@], and either an empty
coda or a sonorant in the coda. Thus tenseness, i.e. the quality of a vowel, also
determines the weight of the syllable, and thus also its stressability. However,
a tense vowel must not necessarily be stressed, and if it is not, it will be of
shorter duration than the stressed equivalent.
A closer look at the phonological properties of the MPs allow us to deter-
mine which MPs carry word stress. Bi-syllabic words must consist of a heavy
and a light syllable, cf. Fuhrhop and Peters (2013), and thus bi- and polysyl-
labic MPs must display some weight, as also was observed by Thurmair (1989)
for bi- and polysyllabic MPs. An inspection of the phonological structure also
shows that the MP ja, often pronounced with a [@], i.e as a weak syllable,
cannot be assumed to carry word stress.
However, words which often appear unstressed, i.e. with a reduced vowel,
such as pronouns, may also appear as a stressed word, cf. Fuhrhop and Peters
(2013)2, i.e. carry word or sentence stress. A shift of stress is accompanied
2In Fuhrhop and Peters (2013) this is exemplied by the pronoun sie and the denite
determiner das in German. In combination with a lexical word, i.e. a verb or a preposi-
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by a shift of vowel quality, i.e. a shift from a full vowel to a [@ in the nucleus.
This is also the case with ja. Only when ja occurs with emphatic stress is it
pronounced with a full and long vowel [a:] in the nucleus. The MPs ja thus
has two phonological realizations, one as a weak syllable, which cannot carry
word stress, and one that can carry sentence stress, as shown in example (47)
above.
It must be noted that word stress is assumed to be a prerequisite for sen-
tence stress, cf. Fuhrhop and Peters (2013), i.e. a unit that can carry word
stress should also be able to carry sentence stress. Additionally, given the as-
sumption that any unstressed syllable can be stressed, indicated by a changed
vowel quality, there are no phonological restrictions to why some MPs should
not be able to be stressed, i.e by word or sentence stress. Thus, from a phono-
logical perspective it is unclear why MPs such as eigentlich and vielleicht can
only be analysed as MPs if they occur with a reduced phonological structure
compared to their adverb homonyms. The need for a reduced realization of
the MPs might be a result of the presence of a competing interpretation as
an adverb.
Further, the often noted inabiltiy to carry sentence stress might be due to
an incompatibility with the meaning expressed by main sentence stress, i.e.
the meaning of alternative focus such as contrast, cf. Gutzmann (2009) for an
analysis in which he argues that the syntactic and phonological properties of
MPs follow from their semantic properties3. Sentence stress on JA and other
MPs such as BLO and NUR, which Thurmair (1989) labelled empathic stress,
has been argued to be an instance of Verum-focus, cf. analyses by Gutzmann
(2010) for JA, Zimmermann and Egg (2012) for DOCH and (Zimmermann,
2008) for WOHL. Coniglio (2011) also argues that stressed MPs in Italian
express a stress on the truth of the propositions, i.e. express Verum-focus.
It has been argued that Verum-focus is a special, non-contrastive, type
tion, the pronoun or the determiner may appear reduced, i.e. sie might be pronounced
as ('hat.s[@]) in the string hat sie and determiner das as ['s] in the string ans, i.e. an
das. If the determiner or pronoun occur as individual words, the vowel in the nucleus
cannot be a reduced [@], or even omitted in the case of das, but must be pronounced
with a full vowel.
3Gutzmann (2009) analyses MPs as use conditional expressions. Their meaning contribu-
tion is not part of the proposition and thus operations that apply on the level of the
proposition cannot apply to the MPs, e.g. MPs cannot be the target of focus as an
expression of alternatives. As a consequence thereof, MPs cannot be contrasted and
also not carry stress as an expression of focus.
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of focus, cf. Hohle (1992), as well as Gutzmann et al. (2017). Dierentiating
between Verum-focus and other instances of focus, i.e. that mark alternatives,
contrast or correction, might account for the contradictory claims about MPs
and their ability to be stressed. Additionally, a semantic account of why MPs
cannot carry sentence stress, other than as an expression of Verum-focus,
is compatible with the observation that nothing should prevent MPs from
carrying word or sentence stress based only on their phonological properties,
as discussed in this section.
3.1.2. Syntactic properties
In the following section, I will address some syntactic properties that are used
to classify elements as MPs in German, but also used to delimit them from
other types of words, mainly sentence adverbs. However, to most of these
properties there are at least some exceptions, which also will be addressed.
One syntactic property of MPs frequently mentioned in the literature on
German MPs as a means to distinguish them from sentence adverbs is their
restriction to certain positions in the clause, e.g. the German MPs can only
occur in the middle eld (IP-domain), cf. (51a and c). Other positions, such
as the sentence initial (specier) position is only available to sentence adverbs,















































































The possibility to occur in a sentence initial position is also used as a
diagnostic to distinguish MPs from their homonymic counterparts, cf. (52),
in which only vielleicht in the middle eld, i.e. (52a), can receive the MP


















He might be stupid.
The MPs can only occur in a sentence initial position if they co-occur with






















Who is then supposed to read what I write in these copy-books?
However, Meibauer (1994) argues that this ability to co-occur with a wh-
element in the initial position is not unique for MPs, but also applies to some

















Who will possibly apply to this position?
In other languages, e.g. Italian and Romanian, the MPs are not restricted to
the middle eld, but can also occur in the sentence initial position, cf. (55)
from Coniglio and Zegrean (2010, 15) for a Romanian sentence with a sentence
initial or medial MP.
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From tomorrow somebody will (evidently) come up with a solution.
One further syntactic property frequently mentioned is that the MPs cannot



























However, Ormelius-Sandblom (1997, 43) points out that this impossibility to















He will very certainly visit us tomorrow.
A further syntactic property of MPs frequently stated is that they cannot
















(How) can I drink yet an other beer?
B: * Mal!
mal
However, it must be noted that some MPs that can occur in combination
with Verum-focus, e.g. DOCH, can also occur as answers, cf. example (59)












Well, in fact, I am.
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3.1.3. Intermediate summary
The discussion of the phonological properties showed that the claim that MPs
in German are always unstressed it too vague. First, it needs to be specied
what is meant by `unstressed', as it showed that mono-syllabic MPs, such as
ja, often appear unstressed whereas bi-and polysyllabic MPs carry word stress
but not sentence stress. Further, some MPs can carry sentence stress as an
expression of Verum-focus.
A closer inspection of the syntactic properties often ascribed to German
MPs show that only one property seems to hold for all MPs: their restriction
to the middle eld, at least to the extent that they cannot occur on their own
in any other position, i.e. clause initially or nally. This criterion is applicable
in German, but, as Coniglio and Zegrean (2010) argue, it does not apply to
Italian and Romanian MPs, as these MPs also occur sentence initially. The
other properties discussed do, on the one hand, not apply to all MPs, such as
the (in-)ability to form answers, and, on the other hand, do not apply only to
MPs, as the inability to be coordinated or modied. Thus the only syntactic
property any syntactic analysis of MPs in German necessarily must be able
to account for is their restriction to the middle eld.
3.2. Analyses of the MPs based on the above
mentioned properties
The properties of the MPs listed above are used to argue for dierent syntactic
analyses of the MPs in German. On the one hand, the data is taken as evidence
for the syntactic status of MPs as syntactic heads, and on the other hand as
decient phrasal elements. In the following two sections I will review two
analyses, one in favour for each status. The latter analysis also addresses
the relation between MPs and their homonyms, i.e. in particular adverbs.
Further, I will also address the question of how the MPs are integrated into
the clause.
3.2.1. MPs as heads
All the above stated properties have been used as criteria to identify MPs
as syntactic heads. Bayer and Obenauer (2011) claim that the phonological
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property of being unstressed is compatible with an analysis of the MPs as
syntactic heads. However, in section 3.1.1, it was shown that not all MPs
in German are inherently unstressed, but some carry word stress and others
even sentence stress. Further, it is unclear how the syntactic status of a head
leads to the phonological property of not being able to carry stress.
The strongest argument in favour of the head-status of MPs in German
comes from their restriction to the middle eld of clauses. This is also the
property that makes the MPs stand out from their homonyms of other word
classes, such as adverbs. The sentence initial position is reserved for phrasal
elements, i.e. if the MPs are heads, they must be banned from the initial posi-
tion, whereas the adverbial homonyms of the MPs can occur in this position,
cf. (51) in which the MP ja is banned from the sentence initial position and
(52, in which vielleicht only receives the MP-reading in the middle eld do-
main, but the adverb reading in the initial position. One additional argument
for the head-status of the German MPs is, according to Bayer and Obenauer
(2011), that the MPs can merge with a Wh-phrase and move with this phrase
to the sentence initial position, cf. (53). However, as pointed out by Meibauer
(1994), this is also possible for sentence adverbs, cf. (54) above.
Even though a head status of the MPs might account for their restriction
to the middle eld, there is one problem with the analysis of MPs as heads
in German: They do not interfere with verb-movement in matrix clauses.
Assuming that MPs occur as heads in a position above the VP, it can be
expected that they block verb movement in a simliar way as negation in
English, cf. Radford (2009). This is, however, not the case. The problem can
be dealt with in dierent ways. On the one hand one can assume that verb
movement is not head movement, cf. Muller (2004) or, on the other hand,
argue that MPs are of a type of head that does not interfere with the head-
movement of the verb. This is assumed by Bayer and Obenauer (2011). They
analyse MPs as minor functional heads in the sense of Rothstein (1991), i.e.
heads that do not project categorical features. Instead, the MP merges with
the VP. The resulting particle phrase, PartP, does not dier from the VP with
respect to syntactic features, but only semantically and phonologically. The
lack of syntactic features renders the MP invisible to the verb, and hence it
cannot interfere with verb movement, cf. Bayer and Obenauer (2011, 460).
However, it is left unclear how such an analysis would account for cases where
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a DP intervenes between the verb and the MP in the middle eld, which is
a grammatical linearisation in German, cf. (60) from Bayer and Obenauer

























When could Otto possibly have taken the letter to the oce yesterday?
This linearisation would imply a split of the PartP somewhere later in the
derivation. However, this problem is not addressed in the analysis by Bayer
and Obenauer (2011).
The discussion of the analysis of German MPs as heads shows that a head-
status can account for the restriction of the MPs to the middle eld, but it is
also problematic, as it must make the additional assumption of invisible heads
in order to account for the lack of verb blocking. Further, it is unclear how
it accounts for intervening DPs in the middle eld. As this account leaves
some questions open, other options must be considered as possible analyses
of the MPs. In the next section I will turn to an optional analysis of MPs as
decient phrases.
3.2.2. MPs as decient phrases
An observation often stated in the literature on MPs is that they have homonyms
in other word classes, (primarly adverbs), cf. Thurmair (1989) among others.
Some analyses, such as Abraham (1991), Grosz (2005), Cardinaletti (2007),
Coniglio (2011), claim that the MPs are derived from their homonymic coun-
terparts and are the result of a process of grammaticalization of lexical words,
i.e. a grammaticalization of adverbs and adjectives to functional words. One
argument in favour of this assumption is that MPs display properties that are
typical for grammaticalized words such as a loss of lexical value and a more
restricted syntax compared to their lexical counterparts, cf. Abraham (1991).
The hypothesis that the MPs are derived from other word classes, primarily
adverbs, is reected in an approach to the syntax of the MPs developed by
Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti (2011, 2007) and Coniglio (2011) for German (and
to some extent Italian) MPs. The basis for this analysis lies in an account of
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pronouns by Cardinaletti and Starke (1994). They categorize pronouns into
three classes: strong, weak and decient, and each class has its own unique
syntactic and phonological properties. Grosz (2007) proposes that the German
MP are weak elements as they display the same features as weak pronouns as
decribed by Cardinaletti and Starke (1994). The Viennese German particle
dn is analysed as a clitic due to the similarity to clitic pronouns. Coniglio
(2011) and Cardinaletti (2007) both analyse German and Italian MPs along
the same lines as Grosz (2007) and propose that German and Italian MPs
are weak elements. The special syntactic and phonological properties of MPs
are assumed to be reections of their syntactic status: weak or clitic elements
are decient phrases derived from full (primarily adverbial) phrases and thus
display other properties than full phrases. In the next section I will present
the details of these accounts.
Derivation of decient phrases
In the accounts by Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti (2011) and Coniglio (2011),
MPs are assumed to be the result of a structure deletion applied to a full
phrase, i.e. a reduction of the phrasal structure of an adverb phrase, resulting
in a decient phrase.
Cardinaletti (2011) proposes that the decient MP-phrases are derived from
their full counterparts by a synchronic process of structure deletion, which
happens in the clause on construction. If this derivation is a synchronic pro-
cess, it is expected that the MPs cannot co-occur with their full adverb coun-
terparts. This is indeed stated to hold for both the Italian and German MPs
in Cardinaletti (2011), but data claiming the opposite (at least for German















You could actually do that now. (But...)
A second possibility to derive the decient status of the MPs is by gram-
maticalisation over time. This approach is proposed by many scholars, among
others Abraham (1991), Meibauer (1994), Ormelius-Sandblom (1997), and
Coniglio (2011). Such an approach is compatible with the two stages of de-
cient elements, i.e. weak elements are not as strongly grammaticalized as
clitic elements. However, the process of grammaticalization implies that there
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is a shift of meaning or usage of the lexical base element, i.e. from the adverb
to the MP. It is unclear how such an analysis of the MPs can account for the
co-existence of weak and phrasal versions of one MP, as in the case of the
MPs denn, as well as its clitic counterpart (e.g. dn) without any display of
lexical or usage based dierences. Further, one additional argumet against an
analysis of MPs as decient adverbs is pointed out by Struckmeier (2014): not
all MPs have homonyms in the class of adverbs, but some MPs are derived
from adjectives, such as eben and halt, and it is unclear how this could be
accounted for in Cardinaletti's (2011) analysis.
The structure of decient phrases
Independent of whether the decient structure is a result of a synchronic
structure deletion of a process of grammaticalization, the analysis of Grosz
(2007) and Cardinaletti (2011) assume the same structure of the decient
phrases and both argue that a structural deciency accounts for the peculiar
syntactic and phonological properties of the MPs.
The full phrases from which the MPs are derived are assumed to contain
four projections: the lexical projection (LP), an inectional (IP), a prosodic
(P) and a peripheral projection (CP), cf. (62) from Cardinaletti (2011, 509).







Full phrases, such as sentence adverbs, do not display any syntactic or
phonological restrictions. They can carry word stress as well as sentence and
contrastive stress, be coordinated and modied, and are exible with respect
to their position in the clause, as they occur sentence initially as well as in
medial positions.
Syntactic deciency is linked to a reduction of this structure and a loss of
some of the features. Weak elements are assumed to lack the C-projection
and, as a consequence thereof, they cannot be coordinated or modied, and
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are banned from a sentence initial position. As the weak element comprises
the -Phrase, the weak phrase has some phonological values and thus may
carry word stress, and in some cases even sentential stress. The only type of
stress the MPs cannot carry is contrastive stress, cf. the discussion of phono-
logical properties in section 3.1.1. Why contrastive stress should be linked to
the C-projection and not the prosodic -Phrase is left open in Cardinaletti's
work. In section 3.1.1, it was argued that no aspect of the phonological prop-
erties of the MPs conclusively speak against sentence stress on the MPs, as
they do carry stress in case of Verum-focus. Further, postulating that only
weak phrases, due to a lack of syntactic structure, cannot be coordinated or
modied, leads to some problems with sentence adverbs which are full adverb
phrases in Cardinaletti's analysis. For instance, the German adverb sicherlich
cannot be modied, as shown in (57), but it can occur in the sentence initial
position. We do not wish to assume that sicherlich is a decient adverb, even
though it fulls one criterion for this status. The reason for the inability to
be coordinated or modied must not necessarily be linked to structural de-
ciency, but there might be semantic reasons for this restriction, cf. the analyis
by Gutzmann (2009).
In section 3.1.2, I argued that the only property of MPs that a syntactic
analysis needs to account for is their restriction to the middle eld. The
accounts of Grosz (2007) and Cardinaletti (2011) both link this restriction
of the MPs to their decient structure, but the accounts dier slightly with
respect to the this property.
Cardinaletti (2011) assumes that the MPs are base generated in the position
of the corresponding adverb. From this position the MP must move to a
specier position of a functional projection in the (Mood/Mod part) in the
middle eld as a result of their decient structure. This movement accounts for
their high position in the clause in comparison to their adverb counterparts,
but does not explicitly address why the MPs are banned from a sentence initial
position, except the general assumption that weak phrases are restricted to
the middle eld due to a lack of the C-projection.
Grosz (2007) takes a dierence stance on the base generation of the MPs,
and proposes that the decient phrases are base generated in specier posi-
tions of functional projections in the IP-domain, just as Cinque (1999) pro-
posed for adverbs. Grosz (2007) assumes that the MP denn is base generated
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in a position that is higher than the highest projection in Cinque's hierarchy.
The weak phrase cannot move out the position in which it is base generated.
The decient phrase must compensate for its lack of features by entering into a
local spec-head relation with the head of its hosting functional projection and
thus surfaces in the position in which it is base generated. The assumption of
this local relation explicitly bans the MP from moving out of the functional
phrase and into the sentence initial position.
The most reduced type of phrase is the clitic type. It lacks the C-projection
as well as the -projection, encoding prosodic features. As a result, clitics
are de-accentuated and cannot carry any stress, nor be coordinated, modied
or occur sentence initially. Note that these are the same properties that are
used to argue for a head analysis of the MPs. The dierence between a head
analysis and this analysis is that, in the accounts of MPs as decient phrases,
clitic MPs are not assumed to be syntactic heads but these elements, i.e. the
most reduced type of a phrasal element, are assumed to be base generated
in the specier position of a functional projection. The MP can move out of
this position by adjunction to a functional head, e.g. adjoin to a verb, and
undergo head movement to the position of the nite verb, i.e. C, cf. Grosz
(2007). This adjunction of the clitic phrase to the verbal head is motivated
by a need to compensate for the clitic's lack of prosodic features.
3.2.3. MPs as adjuncts
In the syntactic analyses of MPs disucssed so far, it is assumed that MPs occur
in specic phrases, i.e. in the head of a PartP, cf. Bayer and Obenauer (2011),
or in functional projections in the IP-domain, cf. Grosz (2007), Coniglio (2011)
and Cardinaletti (2011).
However, in early syntactic accounts of MPs, they are frequently assumed
to be adjuncts. The main argument for this is the fact that they are not a
necessary part of the sentence, as they are not part of the argument structure
of verbs, cf. Ormelius-Sandblom (1997). Ormelius-Sandblom (1997) proposes
that the MPs ja, schon, doch are adjuncts to the VP. However, two problems
arise with an adjunction analysis of the MPs: First, being able to adjoin to
the VP, the MPs must also be phrasal. However, as we have seen above,
MPs do not seem to be phrasal elements like the sentence adverbs, with the
primary argument against a phrasal status being their ban from the sentence
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initial position. Ormelius-Sandblom (1997), however, argues that the MPs
are phrasal elements, and that the MPs are banned from the sentence initial
position due to semantic reasons, but these reasons are not addressed any
closer.
If the MPs are analysed as heads, the restriction from the sentence inital
position is explained, but in this case the analysis of MPs as adjuncts is
problematic for an other reason: a head must adjoin to another head. But,
as pointed out by Coniglio (2011), there is no visible head in the IP-domain
to which the MP can adjoin, exept possibly the verb. But as MPs4 do not
appear as clitic on the verb, there is no evidence that the MPs adjoin to the
verb.
3.3. Summary
In the sections above I have shown which properties, phonological and syn-
tactic, are used to argue for a syntactic analysis of MPs with a non-phrasal
status, i.e. in favour of analyses of the MPs as syntactic heads or decient
phrases.
Already the discussion of the properties showed that it is problematic to nd
criteria to dene MPs as a uniform group. The discussion of their phonological
properties showed that classifying MPs as unstressed words is problematic, as
some MPs appear to be able to carry sentence stress (as an expression of
Verum-focus) whereas others carry word stress, but not sentence stress. The
discussion of the syntactic properties has its main intention to delimit MPs
from sentence adverbs. It showed that of all the syntactic properties ascribed
to the MPs, only the restriction to the middle eld position holds for all MPs
in German and delimits them from sentence adverbs. Other properties such
as the inability to be coordinated or modied also holds for some adverbs,
whereas the property of not being able to form a fragment answer only holds
for some MPs. Thus, it shows that any analysis of MPs must be able to
account for properties that are not as uniform nor unique to MPs as often
stated.
In the latter part of this chapter, I have discussed the possibility to analyse
the German MPs as heads or decient phrases. Both analyses account for
4Except clitic MPs, such as 'n in Grosz (2007) analysis.
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the peculiar syntactic and phonological properties of the MPs, but they also
include some diculties. The main problem with an analysis of the MPs
as heads is that the MP, as a head in the middle eld, should block verb
movement of nite verbs in main clauses. As no such blocking is present,
Bayer and Obenauer (2011) assume that MPs are invisible heads that merge
with the VP, i.e. form a phrase with the same syntactic properties as the VP.
However, it is unclear how this assumption would account for full DP subjects,
i.e. phrasal elements, that intervene between the nite verb and the MP in
the middle eld in German.
The analyses of MPs as decient phrases by Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti
(2011) and Coniglio (2011) account for the phonological and syntactic prop-
erties of MPs under the assumption that MPs are derived from full lexical
elements such as adverbs. Due to a structure deletion the MPs lack proper-
ties that full phrases normally display. The analyses allow for two types of
MPs, weak and clitic, diering from each other with respect to their phono-
logical and syntactic properties. They also allow us to distinguish between
adverbs and MPs.
Even though the analyses oer accounts for the properties of MPs, some de-
tails appear stipulated, such as the correlation between a lack of a C-projection
and the inability to be contrasted, coordinated or modied. It also leaves two
questions open: First, it is unclear how sentence adverbs, i.e. full phrases,
which share some properties with weak phrases, such as the inabiltiy to be
modied, should be accounted for. Second, the exact nature of the process
of structure deletion is unclear. Is it a synchronic process as Cardinaletti
(2011) claims or a result of grammaticalization, cf. Coniglio (2011)? If the
former assumption is true, it cannot account for co-occurrence of homonymic
adverbs and MPs, but if the latter is true, the process of grammaticalization
must allow for a co-existence of adverbs and MPs of two dierent types, weak
and clitic.
In the next chapter, I will turn to the question how well these analyses
carry over to the Swedish MPs. In the rst section, I will discuss if and
how the features presented in the rst part of this chapter also apply to the
Swedish MPs, i.e. do the Swedish MPs display any peculiar syntactic and
phonological features which call for a unique syntactic analysis of the MPs
compared to other word classes such as sentence adverbs? It will show that
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only some of Swedish MPs dier from sentence adverbs with respect to some
properties, mainly with respect to a restriction to the middle eld. As a
consequence thereof, none of the analyses presented in this chapter can be
applied straightforwardly to all the MPs in Swedish. In the second part of
the chapter I will present a syntactic analysis of the MPs, which draws from
the analyses proposed for German MPs but diers in some respects.
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4.1. Properties of the Swedish MPs
In chapter 2 I summarized some ndings about MPs used by Aijmer (1996),
Lindstrom (2008) and Alm (2012) to identify MPs in Swedish, such as re-
striction to certain sentence types, their position in matrix clauses, and their
inability to be stressed. Further, I argued that based on their properties, it
is necessary to distinguish between two types of MPs, ju and val on the one
hand, and visst and nog on the other.
In this chapter, I will take a closer look at some additional syntactic and
phonological properties, drawing from the set of criteria used to dene MPs in
German discussed in the previous chapter. The goal of this chapter is to, rst,
nd commonalities and dierences between German and Swedish MPs, and
to nd the set of properties that a syntactic analysis of MPs must be able to
account for. Second, based on the ndings, I will discuss to which extend any
of the syntactic analyses of MPs in German can be transferred to Swedish. It
will show that in order to account for two types of MPs in Swedish, diering
with respect to their phonological as well as syntactic properties, the analysis
of Grosz (2007), Coniglio (2011) and Cardinaletti (2011) oer a good starting
point, and will also serve as a basis in the development of a syntactic analysis
of the Swedish MPs. However, my proposal will dier in some aspects, as I
will argue that the MPs ju and val should be analysed as syntactic heads,
and nog and visst as phrasal elements. I will assume that both types occur
in functional projections in the IP-domain.
4.1.1. Phonological properties
In section 3.1.1, I discussed the phonological properties of MPs in German. I
showed that the frequent claim that MPs are unstressed does not always hold,
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and that the term stress needs further specication. A closer inspection of the
phonological properties showed that some MPs, such as bi-syllabic MPs, carry
word stress whereas other MPs, such as ja, are often unstressed but also may
occur with sentence stress as an expression of Verum-focus. In this section,
I will turn to the Swedish MPs, and discuss their phonological properties in
detail.
As in German, the possibility for a word to carry stress is determined by
properties of its syllables. For Swedish, Bruce (1977) and Riad (2014) describe
the following criterion to identify stressed syllables: Stress is related to the
length of a syllable, i.e. long syllable is always stressed. A stressed syllable
thus consists of either a long vowel followed by a short consonant (V:C), or
if the vowel is short, the consonant must be long (VC:). Unstressed syllables
consist of both a short vowel and short consonant. The MPs nog and visst
both must be analysed as long syllables, as nog [nu:g] is pronounced with a
long vowel and a short consonant, and visst [vIst] with a short vowel and a
long consonant, i.e. these MPs must be able to carry some level of stress.
The MPs ju [j8] and val [vEl], are both pronounced with a short vowel and
consonant (for val) and thus are necessarily unstressed, i.e. cannot carry word
or sentence stress.
According to Fuhrhop and Peters (2013) a word which carries word stress,
must also be able to carry sentence stress. But as observed for the German
MPs, it holds that none of the MPs can carry sentence stress in order to
express contrast, and this seems to hold for the Swedish MPs as well, as they


























Intended meaning:# It does not seem that Peter will come
tomorrow, but I guess that this is the case.
The usage of stress in the examle above is an expression of contrast on the
meaning of visst and nog, which cannot be achieved. The reason for their
inablitiy to be contrasted does, however, not neccasarily follow from their
phonological properties. Rather, given the assumption that Swedish MPs
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make the same semantic contribution as German MPs, the inability to be
stressed in order to express contrast might be motivated by their semantic
properties, which cannot be contrasted, as proposed by Gutzmann (2009) for
German MPs.
Further, the discussion of the German MPs showed that some MPs, such as
ja, doch and wohl, can carry sentence stress as an expression of Verum-focus.
The same holds for the MP visst, which may carry sentence stress when it
occurs in a sentence medial position, cf. (64). This type of visst occurs only
in cases of direct contrast between a preceding negative proposition and the
proposition hosting visst, cf. Petersson (2006). It could thus also be analysed
as an instance of Verum-focus on the MP, in line with the analyses of stressed
German MPs. Obverse that in the example below, VISST would correspond






















Peter HAS indeed bought the book.
However, as stated in chapter 2.3.3, this instance VISST might possibly
be of a dierent lexical element, i.e. not simply a stressed version of the
MP, as it also occurs in a lower position in the clause than the MP visst
with only word stress. This is demonstrated in (65), (example (45) repeated
for convenience) where the VISST must be preceded by the sentence adverb

































But Peter WILL probably come tomorrow anyway.
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The same obeservation that Verum-focused MPs occur in a lower position
than their unstressed counterparts is made by Coniglio (2008). He notes that
the stressed JA occurs following the MP auch, which is not possible for the
unstressed MP ja, cf. (66), drawing from an example from Meibauer (1994,
140). The stressed version of the MP doch, i.e. DOCH also is claimed to





























You better do your homework.
The position of the Verum-focused MP will not be addressed any further,
but it should be noted that this could serve as an indication that either these
occurrences are not MPs, or that the relation between Verum-focus, or sen-
tence stress, and the position of the MP is more intricate than previously
noted.
It is important to note that sentence adverbs in Swedish cannot carry sen-
tence stress in order to express Verum-focus, but can only carry sentence stress
as an expression of contrast, cf. the dialogues in (67) and (68), in which no




































Peter will maybe come tomorrow.
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Yes, he will probably come tomorrow.
To summarize this discussion of the phonological features of the MPs in
Swedish, it shows that the MPs fall into two types with respect to their
phonological properties: the MPs nog and visst show patterns of stressed
syllables, i.e. carry word stress (and word accent1), whereas ju and val are
unstressed syllables.
4.1.2. Syntactic properties
Initial vs medial position
For German MPs it holds that they are restricted to a middle eld position.
In chapter 2.3.2, I discussed at length that this also applies to the Swedish
MPs ju and val, whereas the MPs nog and visst occur in the sentence medial























Surely Peter has read the book.
One further observation about the sentence initial nog and visst is their
eect on the word order when nog or visst surface sentence initially. The
movement into the sentence initial position requires the subject of the clause












Approx: Surely Peter has read the book.
1Word stress is a prerequisite for word accent in Swedish. There are two types of word
accent in Swedish, expressed by tone. Tonal distinction will not be of any interesst in
this work, but interested readers are refered to Bruce (1977).
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Thus, these MPs have the same eect on the word order as any other phrasal
element in the CP. This is demonstrated below for the sentence adverbs an-
tagligen (=probably), cf. (71). However, there is no dierence in the strength


























Peter probably reads the newspaper in the kitchen.
Coordination and modication
In section 3.1.2 it was claimed that German MPs cannot be coordinated or
modied. This inability to be coordinated or modied also holds for the
Swedish MPs, cf. (72a-c) and (73a-c). However, as in German, the same is
true for some adverbs in Swedish, cf. (72d) and (73d).










Intended meaning: As you know very much, he is there./ I







































Intended meaning: He is very obviously there.
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Further, in example (73) it is shown that dierent types of MPs cannot be
coordinated, nor can two MPs of the same type.




















































As this restriction on coordination and modication also applies to some sen-
tence adverbs, we can conclude that it is not related to any specic phrasal
structure of the MPs. In stead, it is possible to assume that these inabilities
are linked to the semantics of these words. A modication of a MP must
apply to the meaning of the MP, but as the translations show, the resulting
meaning of a modied MP is implausible. The same holds for a modication
of the sentence adverb tydligen (=obviously).
Possibility to form answers
One frequently mentioned property of German MPs as well as of the Swedish
MPs ju, val and nog is their inability to constitute well-formed fragment
answers to questions, cf. (74b), whereas it is possible for adverbs to form
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There is one important observation to make regarding MPs as answers.
None of the MPs in (74) can carry sentence stress (for nog) or word stress
(for ju and val). If they were to stand alone, sentential stress would be
required, but since this is not possible, it is expected that the MPs cannot
occur as fragment answers without any additional phonological material in the
sentence. However, I also argued that there are no phonological restrictions
as to why MPs should not be able to carry sentence stress and also form
fragment answers. The reason might, as with coordination and modication,
lie elsewhere.
The only MP which can occur in a fragment answer is visst, cf. (75). How-
ever, in section 2.2.3, I argued that this visst should perhaps rather be clas-
sied as a response particle and not as a MP, as the response visst is an
armative answer and does not share any of the evidential meaning of the



























Yes, it seems as if she does.
It is, however, worth noting that visst also is the only MP that possibly
can co-occur with Verum-focus. However, the fragment answer visst and
a sentence with Verum-focused VISST dier with respect to their context
conditions. The answer visst in (75b) does not require the preceding utterance
to be negative, but serves as a positive answer to any question. Verum-
focused VISST only occurs in immediate contrast between two propositions
only diering with respect to their polarity, i.e. it can occur in negative or
positive propositions. Above I argued that the Verum-focused VISST might
not be an MP, and that the response particle might not either. However, it is
interesting to note that the same correlation between a possibility to express
Verum-focus and the ability to form fragment answers seem to hold for the
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German MPs as well2. In how fare these two properties are related will not
be discussed any further, but it gives supports the assumption that the (in-
)ability to carry stress is not linked to the phonological properties of the MPs,
but rather to the semantic meaning expressed by stress, i.e. alternative focus.
To conclude this section, using the criteria of forming fragment answers
does not oer any conclusive arguments for the syntactic status of the MPs.
Derivation
An additional property Cardinaletti (2011) assumes to be related to the struc-
tural status of the German MPs is the inability of a MP to co-occurre with
their adverbial counterparts, as discussed for German in section 3.2.2. It
was argued that the MPs are derived from adverbial counterparts by a syn-
chronic structure deletion and, as a result thereof, cannot co-occur with the
homonymic adverb. However, in Swedish the MPs can co-occur with their
adverb homonyms, cf. (76) with val and nog, for which adverb counterparts
with distinct lexical meanings exist. The same was argued to hold for German


























I assume that that will be enough examples for today.
It is important to note that, in these examples, the rst occurrence of val/nog
is phonologically less prominent than the second instance, which carries sen-
tence stress, and only the rst instance can be interpreted as the MP, i.e.
in example (76) only the leftmost occurrence receives the MP reading. The
2The stressed DOCH in German, occurring as an answer particle, must be translated as
a jo.
A: SW: Han kommer inte/ GER: Er kommt nicht
He is not coming.
B: SW: jo ['ju:]/ GER: DOCH.
He DOES!
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MPs must precede the adverb and this holds when occurring with an adver-
bial counterpart as well as in relation to any other sentence adverb. This also
means that if a homonym to a MP occurs below an adverb, it cannot be inter-
preted as a MP but only as an adverb, cf. (77). The instance of val, occurring
below the negation, can only be read as the adverb meaning well. The same





























He cannot get enough of ice cream in the summer.
The MP visst has no clear adverb counterpart but rather an adjective cor-
respondent, i.e. visst is also the neuter singular form of the adjective viss
















The jellysh glows green in a certain type of light.
A homonym to the MP ju can occur preceding a comparative adjective, e.g.



















The more books she reads, the wiser she gets.
In this position and with this meaning, ju is not to be analysed as a MP.
It is however, noteworthy that this instance of ju also is unstressed and the
stress falls on the following adjective.
On the basis of the observations above, I conclude that the MPs in Swedish
are not subject to a synchronic structure deletion, as Cardinaletti (2011) pro-
posed for German MPs. The MPs might have developed from adverbs, ad-
jectives and such but are now at a stage where they have reached lexical and
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structural independence. Further, the property of co-occurrence is not con-
clusive with respect to the syntactic status of the MPs, but rather only serves
to determine if MPs are a result of a synchronic process of structure deletion
or not.
Overall, it shows that the only property where the MPs show a peculiar
behaviour, and which makes them stand out from sentence adverbs, is with
respect to their position, and this only applies to ju and val. The MPs nog
and visst rather show a sentence adverbial behaviour with respect to their
syntactic properties, but as they do dier on the level of semantics, I will still
include these in my syntactic analysis, and it will show that they are to be
distinguished from sentence adverbs also in the level of syntax, with respect
to their distribution in the middle eld of main clauses.
4.2. Phrasal status of the Swedish MPs
The properties discussed above are used to argue in favour of a particular
syntactic structure of the German MPs, i.e. as heads, cf. Bayer and Obenauer
(2011) or as decient phrases, cf. Grosz (2005, 2007), Coniglio (2011) and
Cardinaletti (2011). In the following section, I will evaluate the strength of the
dierent properties as arguments for a certain syntactic structure and discuss
how the analyses carry over to the Swedish MPs based on these properties.
The Swedish and German MPs show some similarities, as they cannot be
coordinated, or modied. The criteria of possible modication or coordina-
tion are used to argue in favour of a weak phrasal status of the MPs by Grosz
(2007), Coniglio (2011) and Cardinaletti (2011). It is impossible for all Ger-
man as well as Swedish MPs to coordinate of be modied. However, it was
shown in (57), (72) and (73) this also applies to some sentence adverbs, which
are assumed to be phrasal elements. Thus, I argue that these criteria are not
t to conclusively determine the syntactic status of any element.
The phonological property of being unstressed was used to argue in favour
of an analysis of the MPs as heads as well as decient phrasal elements in
German. However, the previous discussion showed that the MPs are not
as unstressed as often claimed. First of all, the MPs nog or visst are not
unstressed elements, but both have the same syllabic weight, i.e. contain
stressed syllables, and as such should be able to carry word and sentence
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stress. Sentence stress is possible for visst only as an expression of Verum-
focus, whereas any other usage of stress, i.e to express contrast, is not possible
for any of these MPs. Further, from a phonological point of view it is expected
that these MPs, carrying word stress, also are able to carry sentence stress.
Thus, the inability to carry sentence stress to express contrast does not seem
to be linked to the phonological properties of nog or visst but rather linked to
the semantics of contrast and the meaning of MPs being incompatible. This
phonological property could however, be an indication of a weak structural
status, if following the analyses by Grosz (2007) and Cardinaletti (2011).
The MPs ju and val are inherently unstressed. This phonological feature has
been related to their syntactic status in all the discussed analyses above, Bayer
and Obenauer (2011) claimed that it ts to an analysis as heads, and Grosz
(2007) used it to classify the particle dn in German as a clitic phrase. Thus,
from a phonological perspective, any of these two analyses could be applied
to the MPs ju and val. It must be noted that even though the phonological
property might be compatible with the status of a head/clitic phrase, I will
base my assumption solely on the syntactic property of these MPs, as I above
argued that it is dicult to link a phonological property to a specic syntactic
status.
In section 3.1.2 I argued that the only property a syntactic analysis of
the MPs must account for is the restriction to the middle eld. This is also
the only property that applied to all German MPs, and is used in favour of
analyses of the German MPs as heads as well as a decient phrasal elements.
Reviewing the position of Swedish MPs in the clause, it shows that the MPs
nog and visst occur in sentence initial as well as a medial position. They
cannot be analysed as heads nor as decient phrases but must be regarded to
be full phrases. The MPs ju and val are banned for the initial position and it
is thus possible to assume that they either have a decient phrasal structure
or are syntactic heads.
However, I have argued that the Swedish MPs should not be analysed as
derived from adverbs by a synchronic structure deletion, motivated by co-
occurrence of MPs and homonymic adverbs. Further, as not all MPs have
adverb counterparts, it is somewhat implausible to account for the occurrence
of an MP as a structurally decient adverb. As a result of this, the theoretical
motivation to assume a decient syntactic structure of the MPs is removed.
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Note however, that I do not argue against the assumption that MPs have been
derived from other word classes at some point, but I do assume that they now
have reached an independent status as MPs. Ruling out synchronic structure
deletion leads me to the assumption that the MPs ju and val are not decient
adverbs of any type, but syntactic heads.
However, it is important to note that my proposal diers from the analysis
of MPs by Bayer and Obenauer (2011) in one aspect. They argued that
a head status of German MPs is problematic as they do not interfere with
the movement of the verb, and as a solution they assumed that the MPs
are invisible heads, which cannot block verb movement. In Swedish it is not
necessary to assume any invisible head status of the MPs. As I will show
in the following sections, these MPs do not block verb movement, but the
position of the MP is dependent on verb movement. I will argue that these
MPs are heads that adjoin to the verb as it moves through the head of the
phrase in which the MP occurs, and as a result they appear to be clitics on
the nite verb.
To summarise this evaluation, it shows that, based on their syntactic prop-
erties, the MPs nog and visst cannot be analysed as heads or weak phrases,
but rather display properties of full phrases. The MPs ju and val I will anal-
yse as syntactic heads that behave as clitic elements, i.e. they show syntactic
properties of heads and the phonological properties of clitics.
4.3. MPs in the clause structure
In the rst part of this section, the analysis of MPs as phrasal and head-
elements will be extended to a discussion about their integration into the
clause. In the second part, the analysis of the syntactic status of the MPs
based on their syntactic properties will be further motivated as data from
matrix and subordinate clauses will oer further support for a head-status of
ju and val.
Concerning their integration into the clause, I will, in line with the analyses
of the German MPs by Grosz (2007) and Coniglio (2011), assume that the MPs
are base generated in high IP-positions. This high position of the projections
hosting MPs is evident in the linearisation of MPs and sentence adverbs. As
stated in section 2.3.2, the MPs must occur in the left part of the middle eld,
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Peter has read the book.
In order to detect the ordering of these phrases, and the number of phrases
necessary to assume, I will rst discuss the linearisation and combinations
of the MPs. Once the position of the MPs in the clause is established, I
will present additional arguments for the syntactic statuses of the MPs by
discussing dierences in matrix and subordinate clauses.
4.3.1. Linearisation and combinations of the MP
Reviewing the linearisation and possible combinations of MPs we are able to
observe the internal ordering of the phrases and I will argue that they occur
in three distinct projections in the IP-domain.
Combination of the MPs
The particles the MPs ju and val can co-occur with the MPs nog and visst.
















ju nog : As you know, I assume that he has already read the paper.





























val nog : We can assume that he has read the paper, can't we?
















4.3. MPs in the clause structure
These examples show that when combined, the MPs ju/val must precede
nog/visst. I assume that this linearisation shows that the MPs ju and val
occur in projections higher in the IP-domain than nog and visst.
ju val A combination of MPs ju and val is only (marginally) possible.
In earlier work (Scherf, 2017), I claimed that ju and val cannot co-occur
in one utterance and suggested that there are syntactic reasons for this, i.e.
that these MPs occur in the same functional projection. However, it has been
pointed out to me by Patrick Grosz (p.c.) that these MPs do co-occur. This
is only possible in a very restricted set of contexts, such as in example (83).
Here it is expressed that there is a weak commitment to the proposition (by




















It is the piers that one can discern over there, isn't it?
Such a combination is only possible in contexts in which the utterance can
receive the reading: there is a weak commitment to p and this is known, i.e.
ju scopes over val. However, these data show that a combination of ju and
val is not restricted by syntax, but rather the semantic nature of the MPs
presupposes a very specic type of context for these MPs to co-occur.
nog visst Combining nog and visst in the middle eld position results in an
unacceptable sentence, cf. (84).




























Assuming that these MPs occur in the same syntactic position, this is also
expected. However, it is possible to combine nog with a stressed VISST, i.e.















I didn't believe that Peter will come tomorrow.
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But Peter WILL probably come tomorrow anyway.
As discussed above, the stressed VISST, i.e. expressing Verum-focus occurs
in a lower position in the clause, as it can be preceded by sentence adverbs,
cf. (65) above. Thus, it is not unexpected that it might co-occur with the
MP nog. The unstressed visst might also co-occur with the stressed VISST,
cf. (86). This is a further argument in favour of the assumption that the
unstressed and stressed instances occur in two distinct positions, and the































But it seems that Peter WILL come tomorrow anyway.
Sentence initial and middle eld MPs It is also possible to combine sen-
tence initial nog with middle eld stressed VISST, cf. (87). This is preferably















It can be inferred that he HAN read the paper, can't it?
The fact that a combination of nog and VISST is possible, as long nog
occurs in a sentence initial position and VISST the medial position, I take
as an additional argument in favour for the assumption that this stressed
instance of VISST is base generated in a lower position in the clause than the
unstressed visst.
When one of the particles visst and nog occur in the sentence initial position,
they can also co-occur with val. The meaning of such utterances is, as always
with sentence initial nog or visst, dependent on the intonation of the utterance.
It can be read as a question, as shown in the translation of (88), or as a
statement.
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nog val : Surely we can assume that he has read the paper, can't we?
visst val: Surely it seems that he has read the paper, doesn't it?
The MP ju seems to be excluded from these examples, and it might be
due to semantic reasons. It seems to be contradictory to mark a proposition
as known, i.e. by ju, and at the same time questioning it (with a question
intonation). Assuring the addressee about the truth of a proposition (in case of
declarative intonation) would also be unnecessary if the proposition is already
known to speaker and addressee.
Reviewing the co-occurrence and the linearisation of the MPs when they
occur in the middle eld show that the MPs can co-occur to a certain extend.
The fact that a co-occurrence of nog and visst is impossible indicates that
they occur in the same syntactic projection whereas ju and val, able to co-
occur, occur in two distinct projections located above the projection hosting
nog and visst.
4.3.2. MP in matrix clauses
In the following section I will take a closer look at the occurrence of MPs in
matrix clauses. This will allow us to specify the position of the functional
projections hosting the MPs, and also oer further support for the syntactic
analysis of the MPs ju and val as heads and nog and visst as phrasal elements.
Before we turn to the MPs, I will quickly describe the clause structure of
matrix clauses in Swedish.
The structure of matrix clauses
The word order of matrix clauses in Swedish is V2 with two possible positions
for the subject (available to both DPs and pronominal subjects). The rst
option is for the subject to occur in the sentence initial position, i.e. SVO, in
which case the nite verb is in second position, followed by sentence adverbs
and objects (if present), cf. (89a). The second option is the so called \inverted
word order": a phrasal constituent such as a temporal adverb, or a fronted
object occurs in the initial position and is followed by the nite verb, which in
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turn is followed by the subject, cf. (89). This was also demonstrated to apply



























The boy read the book yesterday.
Platzack (2001) and Julien (2009) assume that these two types of main
clauses have distinct structures. Platzack (2001) assumes that subject ini-
tial clauses have a FinP as its highest projection, resulting in the following
structure:









For clauses with the subject in inverted position, and any other phrasal
element in the initial position, Platzack (2001, 367) assumes that the highest
projection is a Force phrase, cf. (91).
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(91) Inverted matrix clause:
ForceP









Julien (2009) proposes that all matrix clauses have ForceP as the highest
projection, i.e. in subject initial clauses, the subject is in SpecForceP, and
in clauses with inverted order, the subject is in SpecFinP. The details of the
position of the verb and subject in the CP-domain will not be discussed any
further, but the two possible positions of the subject is of interest for the
analysis of the syntactic status of the MPs.
(a) Matrix clauses with sentence adverbs
Independently of which structure one uses to account for subject initial clauses,
clauses with inverted word order must allow for two distinct positions of the
subject below the nite verb, as the subject may occur before, in between or

















The boy probably did not read the book yesterday.
If the subject precedes the sentence adverbs, the subject is assumed to be in
SpecFinP and if the subject follows the adverbs, the subject is in SpecIP, cf.
Holmberg and Platzack (2005) and Brandtler (2008). Subjects occurring in
between two adverbs are assumed to be in SpecIP with one adverb above IP
and one above VP.
The exibility of the adverb with respect to the positions of the subject has
been accounted for in dierent ways. Platzack (2009) argues for an analysis of
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adverbs as adjuncts, i.e. the adverb must be able to adjoin to either the VP
or the IP, cf. Platzack (2009), Holmberg and Platzack (2005). As adverbs are
assumed to be phrasal elements, nothing speaks against an adjunction analy-
sis of adverbs. However, Beijer (2005) argues against an analysis of Swedish
adverbs as adjunct and in favour of a syntactic account of adverbs in line
with Cinque's (1999) analysis of adverbs as occurring in functional projec-
tions in the IP-domain. If one assumes Cinque (1999) hierarchy of functional
projections as hosts for adverbs, one needs to assume a possible landing site
for a subject DP between each projection. This necessary assumption is one
of the main arguments against an analysis of adverbs in functional projec-
tions according to Platzack (2009). Furthermore, Platzack (2009) states that
the ordering of sentence adverbs is not as xed as an hierarchical ordering
in the sense of Cinque (1999) would predict. The observation that adverbs
are somewhat exible is in line with Frey and Pittner`s (1998) claim that the
ordering within one class of adverbs, e.g. within the class of sentence adverbs,
is governed by semantic preferences for a given order and not by syntax. It
must be noted that an analysis of MPs as adjuncts might render the expected
linearisation, as it is assumed that speaker attitudes must scope over eviden-
tials. However, an analysis of ju and val as adjuncts is problematic based on
their syntactic status as heads.
In how far adverbs are adjuncts or are base generated in functional pro-
jections will not be discussed any further in this work. However, it must be
noted that, independently of how the adverbs are analysed, the DP subject
must be able to surface in either SpecFinP or SpecIP.
(b) Matrix clauses with MPs
I will not address the question of how adverbs enter the clause structure any
further, but instead turn to the integration of the MPs in matrix clauses.
Above I pointed out that an analysis of MPs as adjuncts is problematic and
the problems identied by Coniglio (2011) for German MPs are the same that
we face if we analyse Swedish MPs as adjuncts. I argued that it is not possible
to analyse the MPs ju and val as adjuncts primarily because these MPs show
properties of heads but appear in a position in which there is no other head
to which they can adjoin.
The MPs nog and visst show phrasal properties, i.e. occurring in a sentence
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initial position as well as in a medial position. Due to their phrasal status
they could be analysed as adjuncts. However, such an account would result
in two distinct analyses of the MPs. On the one hand the MPs ju and val as
heads in functional projections and on the other hand nog and visst as phrasal
adjuncts. Analysing the MPs as occurring in functional projections in the IP-
domain allows for a unied account of all MPs, with ju and val in the heads
of two distinct phrases and nog and visst in the specier of a lower phrase.
It also allows us to distinguish between the MPs and adverbs (independently
of how these enter the clause), which will show to be necessary, cf. chapter 5,
which would be dicult to account for in an approach where MPs and adverbs
are all analysed as adjuncts.
Beijer (2005) proposes that ju, val and nog occur in a very high position
in the IP-domain. However, he analyses these MPs as adverbs and proposes
that they all occur in the same functional projection. In the analysis of the
Swedish MPs which I propose, I assume that the MPs occur in the highest
projections of the IP domain, in line with Beijer (2005), but I assume that the
MPs occur in multiple projections in order to account for their co-occurrence
and linearisation. Further I assume that the MPs are base generated in these
functional projections, as suggested by Grosz (2007) and Coniglio (2011) for
German MPs.
The dierence between my account of the MPs ju and val and Grosz's
account of clitic MPs is that he assumes that the clitic MPs are base generated
as (decient) clitic phrases in the specier of a functional projection. In
his account, the movement of the MPs is analysed as an extraction of the
head of the clitic phrase which undergoes head-adjunction to the verb, i.e.
occurring adjacent to the nite verb. The exact nature of such an extraction
and subsequent head adjunction is unclear, and I will argue that the Swedish
MPs should be analysed as occurring in the head of the functional projection
in which they are base generated, as this can account for the necessity of the
MP to adjoin to the nite verb. For the MPs nog and visst I assume a full
phrasal status, as opposed to weak elements as proposed for the German MPs
by Grosz (2005), Coniglio (2011) and Cardinaletti (2011).
I propose the following phrasal structure of the MPs: In the left periphery
of the IP-domain, the MP ju occurs in the head position of the phrase labelled
MP1a, the MP val in the head position of MP1b, the former preceding the
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latter. By assuming that these two MPs occur in two distinct positions, we
can account for their possibility to co-occur. Assuming that these MPs occur
in a head position allows us to account for their position in matrix clauses
adjacent to the nite verb. As the nite verb moves to its surface position in
the CP-domain (into ForceP or FinP, depending on if one assumes Platzack's
2009 or Julien's 2009 analysis) it moves through the MP-phrases and the
MPs can adjoin to the verbal head, i.e. forming a cluster. This assumption
about the status of the MPs as heads implies that an inverted subject DP
(in SpecFinP) cannot occur between the nite verb and the MPs ju and val.
Initial observations show that this is in fact the case, demonstrated in (93),
in which the subject DP may not precede the MPs ju or val. This issue was













Yesterday, the boy read the book.
It must be noted that when the MPs ju and val co-occur, as discussed in
4.3.1, the former MP must precede the latter. If they are clitics and val is
base generated in a position below ju, it would be expected that val precedes
ju when they are combined in matrix clauses. One possible solution to this
problem is to assume that ju and val form a clitic cluster, as assumed by
Coniglio (2011) for a combination of the German MPs ja and wohl when
they co-occur, which reects their ordering in their base positions. The base
ordering of ju and val is evident in embedded clauses, to which I turn in section
4.3.3. In order to account for their linearisation in matrix clauses, I assume
that the MPs form a cluster before moving, and this cluster subsequently
adjoins to the verb.
The MPs nog and visst are both base generated in the specier position of
the phrase labelled MP2. Their status as phrases is reected in their syntactic
property of possible movement to a sentence initial position. Further, initial
observations show that the MPs nog or visst may precede or follow a subject
DP, i.e. they do not move with the nite verb into its C-position, cf. (94).













Yesterday, the boy read the book.
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Note that the dierence in position of the DPs with respect to the MPs do
not seem to aect the interpretation of the DP, but this will be addressed
more closely in chapter 5 in which this is tested experimentally.
The MPs nog and visst can co-occur with the MPs in the projections MP1a
and MP1b, but as these two MPs cannot co-occur, it is not necessary to assume
two distinct projections. In gure 4.1 the positions of the three MP-phrases
are displayed.
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Figure 4.1: Matrix clause with MP projections
For reasons of space, the other functional projections hosting sentence ad-
verbs have been left out, but I assume that they occur below MP2, as adverbs
necessarily follow any MP.
In the next section I will turn to the occurrence of MPs in embedded clauses.
This oers further motivation to the above proposed ordering of the functional
projections hosting the MPs, as well as additional arguments for the head-
status of the MPs ju and val.
4.3.3. MPs in subordinate clause
MPs are often regarded to be main clause phenomena. However, they do occur
in subordinate clauses as well. According to Coniglio (2011), MPs in German
occur in peripheral adverbial clauses, non-restrictive relatives and complement
clauses. These are all clause types that are claimed to have an extended left
pheriphery, cf. Haegeman (2006) and thus may host main clause phenomena.
I will not go into detail about the syntactic structure of these clauses but it
must be noted that the possibility to host main clause phenomena has been
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linked to the possibility to also host verb second in Swedish. However, as I
will show in this section, MPs also occur in clause types where verb second
is not possible. The question concerning the occurrence of MPs in dierent
subordinate clauses will be discussed further in section 4.3.3. In that section
I will also return to the semantic properties of the MPs, as it will show that
these are also inuence the possibility to embed MPs in dierent clause types.
In the previous section, I argued that the MPs are base generated in three
distinct functional projections, MP1a, MP1b, and MP2. The linearisation of
elements in the middle eld of matrix clauses was accounted for by assuming
that the MPs ju and val occur in head positions of these projections and move
with the nite verb into their surface position, whereas the MPs nog and visst
occur in a specier position and do not move with the nite verb. As a
result, the MPs ju and val always occur adjacent to the nite verb, whereas
the MPs nog and visst occur in a lower position in the middle eld in main
clauses. Subordinate clauses, lacking verb movement, can be used to verify
the syntactic assumptions about the MPs. If the MPs are syntactic heads,
they must, due to the lack of verb movement, occur in their base position
following the subject DP in embedded clauses. In this section I will focus on
reviewing the position of MPs in subordinate clauses, as this oers further
arguments in favour of the syntactic analysis of the MPs presented above.
Holmberg and Platzack (2005) and Platzack (2001, 2009) assume the fol-
lowing structure for a subordinate clause in Swedish: SpecForceP is empty
and the complementizer has moved from Fin to Force in order to mark
embedding. The subject always surfaces in SpecFinP. The nite verb does
not move into the CP-domain, but remains in the VP, following any sentence
adverbs, cf. gure 4.2 adapted from Platzack (2001, 367) to include the MP
pojections.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of a subordinate clause
The lack of verb movement in the subordinate clauses allows us to test two
assumptions about MPs: First, the syntactic status of ju and val as syntactic
heads and second, the hierarchy of the MP-projections.
Without the verb movement from the VP- to the CP domain, the MPs
ju and val must occur in their base positions in subordinate clauses. They
cannot cliticize onto a nite verb and must thus occur following the subject
DP in SpecFinP, but preceding the verb in V. That this is indeed the case
is shown in (95a and b), which is a complement clause of the peripheral type.
For convenience, a matrix clause is repeated in (96).














































As a result of the lack of any movement of the MPs, the base generated
hierarchy of the MP-phrases and adverb phrases, i.e. their position in the IP
domain, becomes visible. (97a) shows that all the MPs occur to the left of any
sentence adverb, i.e. is is necessary to assume that they are base generated in
a higher position than the sentence adverbs (as postulated by Beijer (2005)).
In (97b) the internal hierarchy of the MP-phrases is visible. The MPs ju and
val must precede nog and visst, i.e. ju and val must indeed be base generated
in projections above nog and visst.




































that John MP probably saw Ann yesterday
The data from subordinate clauses show that the assumptions made in the
previous section about the syntactic status of the MPs ju and val as well as
about the hierarchy of all the MPs can be maintained. The claim made about
MPs in subordinate clauses in this section, i.e. in complement clauses under
verbs of saying, also hold in other types of subordinate clauses. This will be
demonstrated in the next section.
In dierent types of complement clauses
In the discussion of MPs in complement clauses, I will use a classication
of predicates that can embed complement clauses presented by Hooper and
Thompson (1973). They propose ve types of such predicates. These are:
verbs of saying (labelled class A), weakly assertive verbs, such as think, suppose
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and seem (labelled class B), non-assertive and non-presupposing verbs, e.g.
likely, possible (class C), factive verbs, e.g. regret (class D), and semi-factive
verbs, e.g. realize, know (class E).
Complement clauses embedded under verbs of saying and semi-factive verbs,
say, believe, know are claimed to host root phenomena whereas complement
clauses of factives and non-assertive verbs, regret, doubt, deny cannot host
root phenomena. This implies that only the former types of predicated may
embed MPs as well, and they should be banned for the latter types.
In (98) I present my judgements of embedding of MPs under the dierent
types of matrix verbs. It shows that even the complement clause types that
cannot embed V2, i.e. class C, may embed some MPs.





















John said that Peter has you know/ probably/ I assume/ it






















John guessed Peter has you know/ probably/ I assume/ it seemsi






















John doubts that Peter h# as you know/ # probably/ I assume/
it seemsi had already given the book to Mary.
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John regretted that Peter h# as you know/ # probably/ # I






















John knows that Peter has you know/ # probably/ # I assume/
# it seemsi had already given the book to Mary.
There seems to be a dierence between the two types of MPs, i.e. ju and
val contra nog and visst, as the latter type can be embedded under class C
type of verbs, cf. (98c). This dierence is also observed by Andersson (1975)
with respect to ju and val and nog. He states that the former MPs seem to
be more restricted than nog, with respect to their distribution in embedded
complement clauses.
However, one important side note must be made at this point. MPs and
V2 are both claimed to be root phenomena, but they do dier with respect
to their distribution in these embedded complement clauses. Compare the
examples above embedding MPs, with the examples below of embedded V2.











































John guessed Peter has already given the book to Mary.
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John knows that Peter has already given the book to Mary.
This comparison shows that, even though some predicates may embed V2
subordinate clauses3, MPs are not restricted to these clauses, but also occur in
embedded clauses with verb-base word order under other types of predicates,
i.e. type C is possible for the MP nog and visst.
Further, the restrictions determining in which clauses which MP can occur
cannot only be syntactic. The MP visst can be embedded under class A,
but not B, even though main clause phenomena are possible under class B as
shown by the occurrence of the other MPs (and by V2). This restriction of
visst might be due to semantic dierences between the MPs. Nog is possible
in this case, and as it expresses that the proposition is an inference based
on background knowledge of the speaker, it is also compatible with a verb
such as guess, expressing that the embedded clause is a result of an internal
process of thinking. Visst, expressing that the statement is an inference based
on perceived indirect evidence, is not licit in such a context. Further, ju is
3Djarv et al. et al. 2016 have shown that the preferred word order of embedded clauses
under all types of complement clause embedding predicates is sentence adverb preceding
the nite verb and not the nite verb preceding the sentence adverb, i.e. not main clause
word order.
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not felicitous as it marks known information, i.e. which is not the case when
the statement is a guess, i.e. as expressed by the matrix verb guess.
Only the MP ju is felicitous under the verbs discussed for class D and E
predicates in example (98). Only the meaning of ju seems to be compatible
with the meaning of the verb know and regret, i.e. with predicates presup-
posing the truth of the proposition of the embedded clause. The meanings of
the other MPs, all expressing that the speaker is not certain about the truth
of p, are incompatible with the meaning of these predicates.
These observations show that the syntactic structure of the sentence deter-
mines if a MP can be embedded, but the meaning of the MP must also be
compatible with the meaning of the matrix predicate.
Causal clauses
MPs in German may occur in peripheral adverbial clauses, cf. Thurmair (1989)
and Coniglio (2011). The Swedish MPs also occur in these types of adverbial
clauses. Below I will focus one type of these clauses, in which also the semantic
components of the MPs are of relevance: causal clauses.
The MPs ju, nog and visst are possible in most causal clauses, but the MP
val is not licit. This, I assume, is because the embedded clause can express
already known information by ju, or that the proposition is inference based
on the dierent types of evidence marked by nog and visst. It must also be
noted that the MPs in example (100) are related to the matrix subject of the
clause, i.e. Lisa is the one making the inference expressed in the embedded
clause, and by ju the proposition must be known to the matrix subject, as
well as to the actual speaker and addressee. However, the weak commitment
of the speaker expressed by val is not possible. This might be due to the
presuppositional status of the propositions of these embedded clause, which is
not compatible with a weak commitment of the matrix subject, nor the actual
speaker, see discussion in the previous section on the importance of semantic























Lisa is mad at Peter because he will not come tomorrow.
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Lisa is mad at Peter because he will not come tomorrow.
A side note: These adverbial clauses also embed V2 clauses. In these
clauses, the MP occurs in the same position as in matrix clauses, i.e. fol-
lowing the nite verb in second position, as demonstrated in (100b).
However, the more interesting observation for the data in (100) is that we
can make the same observation as in the previous section, i.e. that even
though the syntactic conditions are given for MPs to occur in subordinate
clauses, it seems that it is also necessary to pay attention to the semantics of
the MPs and the predicates of the embedding clauses in order to account for
restrictions of MP occurrences.
Relative clauses
Relative clauses are one clause type which never embed V2 in Swedish, but
nevertheless MPs can occur here, cf. (Andersson, 1975). The embedding of
MPs in relative clauses patterns with Coniglio's 2011 description for occur-
rences of German MPs. Example (101) shows that the MPs can occur in
non-restricted relative clauses in Swedish. As there is no verb movement in






















The race, which has you know/ probably/ I assume/ it seemsi
Peter will run, is 10km.
Restrictive relative clauses relating to a denite NP cannot host main clause



































The race that, h# as you know/ # probably/ # I assume/ # it seemsi
Peter will run, is 10km. The one John runs is 5 km.
Restrictive relative clauses relating to an indenite DP may also host MPs,
cf (103). Note that visst is ruled out, probably because of semantic incom-
patibility of marking p as an inference based on perceived indirect evidence





























I saw a dress which I has you know/ probably/ I assume/ # it
seemsi would not wear under any circumstances.
The data from relative clauses show that MPs occur in embedded clauses
which cannot embed V2, i.e. there is no direct relation between the possibility
to embed V2 and MPs, as the data with complement clauses might suggest.
This indicates that it might be necessary to distinguish between weak and
strong root phenomena, and between three types of embedded clauses, central
(not hosting MPs), peripheral (hosting MPs but not V2) and a third type that
can embedd V2. Such a proposal is presented in Freywald (2016) and Freitag
and Scherf (2016), but will not be discussed any further here.
4.4. Intermediate summary
The rst sections of this chapter were dedicated to a discussion of how the
Swedish MPs behave with respect to phonological and syntactic properties
often used to argue in favour of a peculiar syntactic status of MPs in German.
I showed that the Swedish MPs pattern with the German MPs only to a
certain extent. The properties show that it is necessary to assume that there
are two distinct types of MPs in Swedish, which dier both with respect
to their phonological and syntactic properties. The two types are reected
in their respective syntactic statuses: The MPs ju and val are analysed as
syntactic heads, and nog and visst as phrases. These statuses are supported by
their syntactic properties, most prominently by their possible positions in the
clause. The main argument in favour of this analysis comes from evaluating
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the position of MPs and the nite verb in matrix compared to subordinate
clauses. It shows that the position of the MPs ju and val is dependent on
verb movement, whereas the positions of nog and visst are unaected by this.
Further, the possibility for nog and visst to occur in a sentence initial position
strengthens the assumption that they are phrasal elements, whereas the MPs
ju and val, banned for this position, cannot be phrasal.
The linearisation and co-occurrence of MPs in matrix and subordinate
clauses show that MPs must be base generated in three distinct projections
in the highest positions in the IP domain. I argued that the MP ju occurs in
the highest of these projections, followed by the projection hosting val and by
one projection hosting either nog or visst. At this point it must be noted that
there might be semantic reasons for the linearisation of the MPs, e.g. that ju
and val must scope over nog and visst. However, such an approach will not
be discussed any further in this work, but will be left for future research. It
is necessary to also note that a purely semantic analysis of the linearisation
of the MPs cannot account for the dierences observed in linearisation of the
MPs ju and val with respect to DP subjects in matrix and embedded clauses,
i.e. in matrix clauses these MPs necessarily precede the DPs, whereas they
must follow a DP in embedded clauses. This dierence is related to verb
movement and its eect on the position of ju and val can only be accounted
for by a syntactic analysis of these MPs as heads.
In section 4.3.3 I reviewed the occurrence of MPs in dierent types of sub-
ordinate clauses. I have shown that MPs occur in, but are not restricted to,
subordinate clauses that may also host embedded V2, and also occur in em-
bedded clauses without V2, such as non-restricted relative clauses. Further,
I argued that in order to account for the occurrence of MPs in embedded
clauses, one should not only take the syntactic status of the clause into con-
sideration, i.e. whether an extended left periphery is present or not, but also
needs to pay attention to the semantic properties of the MPs and of the em-
bedding predicate. In the following section I will return to MPs in matrix
clauses and present some implications of the syntactic status of the MPs re-
garding the linearisation of the middle eld. These data will be tested in six
experiments presented in the chapter 5.
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4.5. Predictions from the theory
4.5.1. MPs in relation to DP subjects in the middle eld
If the syntactic analysis of the Swedish MPs proposed in section 4.2 and 4.3 is
correct, i.e. that the MPs ju and val are syntactic heads that occur as ciltics
on the verb, whereas the MPs nog and visst are phrases, this should not only
be visible in dierences in the linearisation of MPs and verbs in the middle
eld of matrix clauses and subordinate clauses. In matrix clauses there should
also be a dierence in the position of MPs and subject DPs and pronouns in
the middle eld. The dierent positions of MPs in relation to DP subjects in
the middle eld were briey demonstrated in examples (93) and (94) above,


























Yesterday, the boy read the book.
I accounted for the position of the MPs ju and val with the argument that
they cliticise onto the nite verb and thus no other element can intervene
between the nite verb and the MPs. The MPs nog and visst, being phrasal
elements, do not necessarily occur adjacent to the verb, but other phrasal
elements such as DPs may intervene between the nite verb and these MPs.
This is the rst prediction to be tested empirically in the next chapter, see
experiments presented in chapter 5.1 and 5.2.
Further, the MPs nog and visst share the property of being able to be
preceded or followed by DP subjects in the middle eld with sentence adverbs,



















Hopefully, the students passed their exams this term.
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However, I argued that the MPs are to be distinguished from sentence
adverbs as the MPs occur in a position higher up in the middle eld. This
general dierence will be tested, as will an additional question: It is frequently
claimed that there is a correlation between the information structure of the
sentence and the position of the constituents in the middle eld. For German
it has been claimed that sentence adverbials (e.g. Frey and Pittner (1999)) and
MPs (cf. Thurmair (1989) and Hentschel (1986)) mark the border between
topical and non-topical or given and new information in the sentence. Similar
claims have been made for Swedish sentence adverbs, cf. Svenonius (2001):
a given (topical) subject precedes the adverb but a focused (non-topical) one
follows the adverb. Holmberg (1993) also links the two possible positions of
the subject to information structure. The position to the right of the adverb
is reserved for subjects in focus whereas non-focused subject must move to the
left of the adverb. Platzack (2001) however, claims that there is no relation
between the information structural status of the DP and its position with
respect to sentence adverbs. If a relation is present for the adverbs or the
MPs will be tested empirically in three experiments. In 5.2, I will test the if
the information structural categories of given and new have an eect on the
position of the DPs with respect to MPs as well as sentence adverbs. However,
if the sentence adverbs do mark an information structural border, and if my
assumption that the MPs nog and visst occur in a higher position than the
sentence adverbs is correct, it is expected that the MPs do not mark the same
border as the sentence adverbs, if any at all. In the experiments 5.4 and 5.5
the eect of information structure will be tested using a more ne-grained
distinction of categories.
4.5.2. MPs in relation to pronouns in the middle eld
The subject of a clause may also be expressed by a pronoun, occurring in the
middle eld. The position of the pronoun with respect to the sentence adverb
is exible, but claimed to correlate with stress. An unstressed pronoun must
precede the sentence adverb, and a stressed pronoun must follow it, cf. (107)4.
This is usually taken as an argument that information structure aects the
position of elements in the middle eld with respect to sentence adverbs, as
4Stressed is marked by capital letters.
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Hopefully, they passed their exams this term.
Turning to the MPs, a slightly dierent pattern emerges. A stressed pro-
noun must follow the MPs and an unstressed pronoun may precede the MPs.
However, an unstressed pronoun may also follow the MPs, i.e. this is an indi-
cation that if information structure eects the position of the pronouns with
respect to adverbs, as assumed in the previous example, it does not seem to



















They passed their exams this term.
The fact that an unstressed pronoun can precede the MPs nog and visst is
not unexpected, as this is also possible for DPs. However, it is more puzzling
with the MPs ju and val if they are clitics on the nite verb. In order to
account for the occurrence of an unstressed pronoun before these MPs, given
the syntactic analysis as heads, one must assume that the pronouns also are
clitics. For similar cases in German, Grosz (2007) argues that unstressed
mono-syllabic pronouns are to be analysed as clitics when they precede the
clitic MP dn. However, this classication of pronouns as clitics is usually not
done in the literature on Swedish, cf. Platzack (2009), but only strong and
weak pronouns are distinguished. They do not dier in their lexical form
but only with respect to their phonological properties, as strong pronouns are
stressed, and weak unstressed.
It may be possible to argue that unstressed mono-syllabic pronouns are
clitics, but is it also possible for unstressed bi-syllabic pronouns? Examining
the position of bi-syllabic pronouns with respect to MPs might thus give
insight to this question of the status of the pronouns, and additionally it also
gives more insight into the syntactic status of MPs. As all subject pronouns
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are mono-syllabi in Swedish, I will test this interaction between pronouns and
MPs with object pronouns.
There are mono- as well as bisyllabic object pronouns that can be stressed
or unstressed. An unstressed object pronouns may undergo Object Shift5,
and as a result occur in the middle eld, cf. (109a) with an unshifted, stressed
pronoun, and (109b) with a shifted, unstressed object pronoun. The shift is
visible with respect to the adverb kanske (=maybe). It is usually argued that
the stress of the pronoun is the only property of the pronoun that is relevant
for its ability to undergo object shift and that the length of the pronoun is


























Perhaps he gave her/us the book.
Using object pronouns that may undergo object shift, a ne-grained pattern
of linearisation of MPs and pronouns in the middle eld emerges when the the
relation between MPs and object pronouns is inspected in detail. In Scherf
(2017) I claimed that unstressed object pronouns, mono- and bisyllabic, may


























5This phenomenon is discussed at length in chapter 6. It refers to a movement of an object
pronoun from the VP domain into the IP domain under certain conditions in matrix
clauses.
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With ju and val, not only stress but also the length of the pronoun seems
to be relevant for their position (as possibly only mono-syllabic pronouns
can be claimed to be clitic). Mono-syllabic unstressed object pronouns may



























The judgements presented in these examples are very subtle and call for a
quantitative study, which will be presented in the next chapter. The results
will give insight into the syntactic status of the MPs, as well as to that of the
pronouns. The expectations are that only mono-syllabic pronouns, possibly
also clitic elements, should be able to precede the MPs ju and val. Further, if
mono-syllabic pronouns are clitics, it is expected that they must precede the
phrasal MPs nog and visst. Bi-syllabic pronouns, possibly more dicult to
ascribe a clitic status to (because of their phonological structure), should not
be able to precede the MPs ju and val, but must follow these. Their position
with respect to nog and visst might be more exible.
To summarize this section, if my syntactic proposals for the MPs are cor-
rect, this will be visible in the linearisation of MPs, DPs and pronouns in the
middle eld as sketched out above. If the MPs ju and val are clitics, they
should only be able to be preceded by unstressed, mono-syllabic subject pro-
nouns in the middle eld. Bisyllabic, unstressed object pronouns as well as
all stressed pronouns follow these MPs. Subject DPs must also follow these
MPs. The phrasal MPs nog and visst may be preceded by clitic and both
mono- and bisyllabic unstressed pronouns as well as by full DPs, but not by
stressed pronouns. Further, a comparison to sentence adverbs will be made in
each experiments, and if there are any dierences between MPs and sentence
adverbs, this will be reected in the results and oer further support for my




In this chapter I will present six experiments that empirically examine the
position of the MPs ju, val, nog and visst and sentence adverbs within the
middle eld of matrix clauses. The motivation therefore is twofold. First, I
wish to empirically validate the syntactic analysis of the MPs presented in the
previous chapter by testing predictions of the analysis. The focus will be on
the linearisation of MPs, DP subjects and object pronouns in the middle eld
of matrix clauses. Second, in these experiments I hope to nd further support
for the assumption that MPs are not sentence adverbs. I argued that one of
the dierences between sentence adverbs and MPs is the position in which
they surface in the middle eld with respect to other elements. The question
whether the MPs occur in the same position as adverbs in the middle eld will
be tested in relation to the position of full subject DPs in four experiments
and in relation to object pronouns that have undergone object shift in two
experiments.
The overall results of these experiments will be compared to the syntactic
analysis of the MPs presented in the previous chapter and the proposal that
the MPs ju and val are clitic particles will be supported. The results will
also show that the phrasal MPs nog and visst occur in a dierent position
compared to sentence adverbs.
Further, the experiments also oer insight into the positioning of object
pronouns in matrix clauses and the features that inuence their ability to
undergo object shift, as well as which information structural properties that
have an eect on the position of subject DPs in the middle eld.
5. Experiments
5.1. Experiment 1: ju, val and subject DPs
In this experiment, the position of the MPs ju and val and sentence adverbs in
relation to full subject DPs with dierent information structural status (given
and new) in the middle eld is tested.
The experiment tests whether it is possible to maintain the assumption by
Svenonius (2001) and Holmberg (1993) that the position of the DP subject
in the middle eld is dependent on its information status1. The claim is
that given/unfocused DPs precede sentence adverbs whereas new/focused DPs
follow sentence adverbs in the middle eld. In this experiment given/new
(i.e. information focus) will be tested. Identication focus will be tested in
experiment 5.4. Further this experiments tests whether this also holds for the
MPs, i.e. if a given or new DP subject can precede or follow the MPs.
Hypothesis :
The MPs ju and val are not sentence adverbs but clitics that occur
in a position higher in the clause than the sentence adverbs. The
MPs do not mark the border between given and new information.
Additional hypothesis :
Sentence adverbs mark the border of given and new information
in the clause.
The expected result is that the sentence adverbs mark the border between
given and new information, i.e. given DP subjects will precede the sentence
adverbs, and new DPs follow these. If the MPs are clitics on the nite verbs,
it is expected that the MPs precede all DP subjects, independent of their
information structural status. If the MPs are not clitic elements, DP subjects
could occur both following and preceding the MPs.
5.1.1. Method
Participants The participants are 44 native speakers of Swedish (from dif-
ferent regions) between the age of 20 and 55. They all participated voluntarily
and without payment.
1In Svenonius' analysis being non-topical is the same as being focused and in Holmberg's
analysis it is claimed that the position following the adverb is one where focal accent is
possible.
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Materials and design The material consisted of 24 experimental items and
the design of the experiment was two factorial with the two factors: infor-
mation structure (given or new subject DP) and adverb/mp in a Latin
square design. The factor information structure was introduced by the
context setting clause. In the context given, the DP subject of the target
clause was mentioned in the context clause. In the context new, the DP
subject was not mentioned in the context clause, cf. (112). The dependent
variable word order (Adverb/MP >DP or DP>Adverb/MP) was tested
for in the target sentences, which contained either a sentence adverb or a MP.
The structure of the target was: a clause initial temporal or locative adver-
bial (adverb or prepositional phrase), an intransitive verb in present tense, a
DP subject, a MP or adverb, a clause nal adverbial (adverb or PP), cf. ex-
ample (113). The DP subjects were equally balanced for number (singular
and plural denite nouns). There were two versions of each item, one version
with a MP (ju or val, equally distributed) and one with a sentence adverb.
Each sentence adverb occurred in only one item, i.e. 24 sentence adverbs were
used. The material was distributed onto 4 lists, each of which contained only
one condition of each item. On each list there were 30 llers, of which 24
were items of experiment 5, presented in section 5.7, and 6 control items to
test attention throughout the experiment, cf. appendix A.1 for the full set of
material.































































































































In the winter, the bear sleeps in its den, as you know.
Procedure The method of the experiment is a forced choice test. The ex-
periment was conducted with a web-based questionnaire with a total of 60
items (6 practice items, 24 items, 30 llers). Each item was presented sep-
arately, preceded by one of the two possible context clauses, as presented in
(112). The two possible target sentences, i.e. either with an MP or a sentence
adverb with dierent word orders, were presented underneath the context sen-
tence and beneath each other. The order of the two choices was randomized.
The participants were asked to choose the most naturally sounding alternative
in the context.
Predictions Following the hypothesis that the information structural status
of the subject aects its position with respect to sentence adverbs, its is ex-
pected that given DP subjects precede sentence adverbs and new DP subjects
follow these. In the example above, the preferred choice in the context trig-
gering a given interpretation of the DP subject, cf. (112a), is expected to be
DP>ADV. The preferred choice in the context triggering a new interpretation
of the subject DP, cf. (112b), is expected to be ADV>DP. Such an outcome
would support the hypothesis that sentence adverbs mark the border of given
and new information.
Given the hyopthesis that the MPs ju and val are clitics on the nite verb
and must occur adjacent to it, it is expected that no DP subject may precede
the MPs, i.e. no matter which status of the DP is set by the context sentence,
i.e. the preferred choice of word order is expected to be MP> DP. Such results
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would indeed show that the MPs occur in a position higher up in the clause
than DP subjects and sentence adverbs, adjacent to the nite verb in C. This
outcome would not only speak in favour of an analysis of the MPs as distinct
from the sentence adverbs but would also allow us to maintain the analysis of
the MPs as clitics, as presented in chapter 4.
5.1.2. Results
The mean proportions of choice of the order subject-DP > Adverb/MP are
given in table 5.12, and presented graphically in gure 5.1.2.
Condition mean sd datapoints
Adv Given 0.597 0.492 248
Adv New 0.524 0.500 248
MP Given 0.075 0.263 255
MP New 0.083 0.277 264
Table 5.1: Mean proportions of subject DPs > sentence adverbs or the MPs
ju/val
Figure 5.1: Results: Mean Proportions and condence intervals (95%) of sub-
ject DPs > sentence adverbs or the MPs ju/val.
The analysis was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects model with
a binominal logit function and testing models for best t (measuring model
2Due to technical problems, some data points were deleted.
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adequacy with AIC). The best model included the xed eects of adverb/mp
and information structure and their interaction. The random eects
were random intercepts and random slopes for adverb/mp for item as well
as participant, as well as a correlation of intercept and slope. The best
model is shown in (114) and the model parameters are given in table 5.2.
(114) AnswerAdv.MP * IS + (1 + Adv.MPjParticipant) + (1 + Adv.MPjItem)
Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.593 0.268 -5.935 < 0.001
Adv.MP 1.870 0.249 7.496 < 0.001
IS 0.037 0.10937 0.339 0.734
Adv.MP*IS 0.193 0.109 1.761 0.078




Adv.MP*IS -0.106 0.120 -0.537
Table 5.3: Correlation of xed eects for experiment 1
The statistic analysis revealed a main eect of adv/mp, no main eect
of information structure, and a marginal interaction between the two
factors, cf. table 5.2. The interaction was resolved by the factor adverb/mp.
For the adverb subset, information structure had a signicant eect
(estimate= 0.226, se= 0.105, z= 2.162, p=< 0.05 ). With MPs this eect
is not present (estimate= -0.1441, se=0.1903, z=-0.757 p= > 0.1. Post-hoc
analyses of the type of MP revealed that nouns are more likely to precede
the MP ju then val, but this dierence is not signicant (estimate= 0.047,
sd=0.245, z= 0.194, p > 0.05.
5.1.3. Discussion of the results
There are two noteworthy results of this experiment. First, the DP subjects
frequently precede the sentence adverbs; in more than 50 % of the cases; but
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they rarely precede the MPs; less that 8%. Hence, it is possible to maintain
the hypothesis that the MPs occupy a dierent, higher, position in the clause
than sentence adverbs do.
The second result is that the information structural status of the DPs sub-
ject, given or new, did not aect their distribution in the clause as strongly
as expected. Although the information structural status of the subject DPs
is statistically signicant, and the pattern is such as proposed by Svenonius
(2001), the contrast is not as sharp as expected. Both given and new DP sub-
jects precede or follow the sentence adverbs, but for new DPs the distribution
was close to random. Thus the eect of the information structure must be




5.2. Experiment 2: nog/visst and subject DPs
In this experiment, the position of the MPs nog and visst and sentence adverbs
with respect to DP subjects (given and new) in the middle eld is tested. The
goal is to test the assumption from the syntactic analysis, cf. chapter 4, that
these MPs are distinct from sentence adverbs and surface in a high position
in the middle eld above any sentence adverb. Additionally, the claim that
the sentence adverbs mark the border between given and new information
will once again be tested. In the previous experiment a marginal eect was
found. Given the assumption that MPs and sentence adverbs occur in dierent
positions, it is not expected that the MPs show the same interaction with
information structure of DPs as the sentence adverbs do.
Hypothesis :
The MPs nog and visst are not sentence adverbs but occur in a
position higher up in the clause than the sentence adverbs. As
a result thereof, the MPs do not show the same interaction with
information structure as sentence adverbs.
Additional hypothesis :
Sentence adverbs mark the border between given and new infor-
mation in the clause.
5.2.1. Methods
Participants The participants were 52 native speakers of Swedish (from dif-
ferent regions) between the age of 20 and 76. They all participated voluntarily.
28 of the participant where rewarded for participation, 24 were not paid. Pay-
ment was introduced to motivate more participants.
Materials and design There were 24 experimental items and the design of
the experiment was two factorial with the two factors: information struc-
ture (given or new DP subject) and adverb/mp in a Latin square design.
The factor information structure was introduced by the context setting
clause. In the context given, the DP subject of the target clause was men-
tioned in the context clause. In the context new, the DP subject was not
mentioned in the context clause, cf. (115). The dependent variable word
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order (Adverb/MP >DP or DP>Adverb/MP) was tested for in the target
sentences, which contained either a sentence adverb or a MP.
The structure of the target was: a clause initial temporal or locative ad-
verbial (adverb or prepositional phrase), an intransitive verb in the present
tense, a DP subject, a MP or adverb, a clause nal adverbial (adverb or PP),
cf. (116). The DP subjects were equally balanced for number (singular and
plural denite nouns). There were two versions of each item, one version with
a MP (nog or visst, equally distributed) and one with a sentence adverb. Each
sentence adverb occurred in only one item, i.e. 24 sentence adverbs were used.
The material was distributed onto 4 lists, each of which contained only one
condition of each item. On each list there were 30 llers, of which 24 were
items of experiment 6, cf. 5.8, and 6 control items to test attention throughout
the experiment, cf. the appendix A.2 for the full set of materials.































































































































In the winter, the bear sleeps in its den it seems.
Procedure The method of the experiment is a forced choice test. The exper-
iment was conducted with a web-based questionnaire with a total of 60 items
(6 practice items, 24 items, 30 llers). Each item was presented separately,
with one of two possible context clauses, cf. example (115). The two possi-
ble target sentences, with dierent word orders, were presented underneath
the context sentence and beneath each other. The order of the two choices
was randomized. The participants were asked to choose the most naturally
sounding alternative in the context.
Predictions It is expected that DP subjects precede the MPs to a lesser ex-
tent than DP subjects precede sentence adverbs, as only the sentence adverbs
are assumed to occur on the border between given and new information. This
outcome would speak in favour of an analysis of the MPs as distinct from
sentence adverbs. Additionally, if DPs can precede these MPs, then these
MPs are also not clitic elements, and thus the analysis of the MPs as located
somewhere between the MPs ju and val and sentence adverbs as presented in
chapter 4 can be maintained.
5.2.2. Results
The mean proportions of choice of the order DP subject > adverb/mp are
given in table 5.4 and presented graphically in gure 5.2.
Condition mean sd datapoints
Adv Given 0.6250000 0.4849006 312
Adv New 0.6634615 0.4732846 312
MP Given 0.3525641 0.4785359 312
MP New 0.2596154 0.4391279 312
Table 5.4: Mean proportions of DPs > sentence adverbs or the MPs nog/visst
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Figure 5.2: Results: Mean Proportions and condence intervals (95%) of sub-
ject DPs > sentence adverbs or the MPs nog/visst.
The analysis of the data was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects
model with a binominal logit function and testing models for best t (mea-
suring model adequacy with AIC). The best model included the xed eects
of adverb/mp and information structure and their interaction. The
random eects were random intercepts and random slopes for adverb/mp
for item as well as participant, and a correlation of intercept and slope.
The best model is shown in (117). The model parameters are given in table
5.5.
(117) AnswerAdv.MP*IS + (1 + Adv.MPjParticipant) + (1 + Adv.MPjItem)
The statistic analysis revealed a main eect of adv/mp, (p < 0.001), no
signicant eect of information structure, but a signicant interaction
between the two parameters (p < 0.05), see table 5.5.
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Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value
Intercept -0.143 0.161 -0.891 > 0.1
Adv.MP 0.892 0.119 7.478 <0.001
IS 0.087 0.067 1.295 > 0.1
Adv.MP*IS -0.187 0.067 -2.785 < 0.005
Table 5.5: Modelparameters for experiment 2
(Intr) Adv.MP1 IS1
Adv/MP 0.019
Information Structure -0.033 0.028
Adv/MP: Information Structure 0.021 -0.045 -0.041
Table 5.6: Correlation of xed eects for experiment 2
The interaction was, as in the previous experiment, resolved by the factor
adverb/mp. However, the results are dierent for the results of experiment 1.
For the adverb subset, information structure had no signicant eect
(estimate= -0.10039, se=0.093, z= -1.081, p>0.05). In this subset, given
subject DPs (62%) precede sentence adverbs less often then new subject DPs
(66%). In the MP subset information structure had a signicant eect
(estimate= 0.271, se= 0.096, z= 2.810, p< 0.005).
A post hoc analysis shows that information structure only is a signi-
cant factor with the MP visst, (estimate=0.344, se=0.133, z=2.585, p<0.001).
For nog information structure is not signicant (estimate=0.2270, se=
0.1573, z=1.443, p>0.001). Given DP subjects precede visst in 43 % of the
tested clauses, but only 30% of the new DPs precede visst. For nog the num-
bers are: given DPs precede in 27%, and new in 22% of the tested clauses.
A further post hoc analysis shows that, disregarding the eect of informa-
tion structure, the individual MP has a signicant eect on the positioning of
DPs. DP subject are overall more likely to precede the MP visst (36%) than
the MP nog (25%), p < 0.01.
5.2.3. Discussion of the results
The signicance of the factor Adverb/MP shows that there is a dierence
between MPs and adverbs. DPs precede MPs less frequently than they precede
sentence adverbs, and this result is in line with the assumption that MPs occur
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in a higher position than sentence adverbs in the middle eld. The signicant
dierence between the two MPs for the position of the DP is unexpected, but
might also show that the MP visst is in a lower position than nog. The subset
containing visst is also the only set in which information structure has
a signicant eect. Could this mean that visst separates given from new
information? This will be tested further in in the two experiments presented
in the sections 5.4 and 5.5, but it must be noted the number of DPs preceding
this MP is rather low in total and one might expect greater dierences if the
MP were to mark any border.
The lack of a signicant eect of information structure in the adverb
condition means that there is a failure to verify the results from experiment
1 in the subset with sentence adverbs.
If any other category of information structure aects the position of
the DP subjects will also be tested in the two experiments presented in the
sections 5.4 and 5.5.
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5.3. Summary of the given/new DP experiments
Performing post hoc analyses on the data of the two experiments with DP
subject, i.e. experiment 1 and 2, gives us a possibility to directly compare the
two types of MPs, recall analysis in chapter 4, to see if there is a dierence
between the two types of MPs with respect to their linearisation with DP
subjects. The results are presented graphically in gure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The position of subject DPs in relation to sentence adverbs, the
MPn nog/visst and the MPs ju/val.
A post hoc analysis also allows us to further explore the eect of infor-
mation structure on the positioning of DP subject with respect to sentence
adverbs. This is necessary, as the results from the two experiments diered.
In experiment 1 given DP subjects precede sentence adverbs more often than
new DP subjects. In experiment 2, the reversed pattern emerged and there
was no signicant eect of information structure, i.e. the ndings of experi-
ment 1 could not be reproduced. An analysis of all the data with DP subjects
and sentence adverbs also shows that, in total, given DP subjects precede
sentence adverbs in 61% of the cases, and new DP subjects in 60%. The fac-
tor information structure has no signicant eect, (estimate=-0.08119,
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sd=0.13490, z= -0.602, p > 0.05. This mean that information focus does not
have an eect on the position of the DPs with respect to sentence adverbs.
Turning to the MPs, the analysis shows that there is a very signicant
eect of the two types of MPs, i.e. ju and val on the one hand and nog
and visst on the other hand, p < 0.001, The assumption that there are two
types of MPs that dier with respect to their position in the middle eld can
be maintained. The hypothesis that the MPs ju and val are clitics can also
be maintained, as they always occur immediately to the right of the nite
verb in second position. In less than 8 % of the data did a DP intervene
between the MP and verb, which I analyse as a normal error rate. Further,
it is possible to dierentiate between sentence adverbs and the MPs nog and
visst based on their position in the middle eld of a matrix clause. It is
thus possible to maintain the claim that these MPs occur in a position above
the sentence adverbs, as DPs precede these MPs to a much lesser extent than
sentence adverbs. However, the details of the linearisation of the MPs nog and
visst, adverbs and DP subjects are still unknown. Is the dierence related the
information structural properties of the DPs? In two follow up experiments, it
will be tested if the MPs nog and visst and adverbs mark dierent information
structural borders, as the eect of other categories of information structure
on the position of DP subjects in the middle eld will be tested.
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5.4. Experiment 3: DPs, givenness, focus and
contrast
In the previous experiments with DPs presented in section 5.1 and 5.2, it
was shown that the information structural categories given and new did not
have any eect on the position of the DP subjects with respect to sentence
adverbs. (In experiment 1, there was a slight preference for given DP subjects
to precede the adverbs. In experiment 2, new DP subjects were more likely
to precede the adverbs, but non of the preferences were signicant.) These
ndings are unexpected, given the assumption that adverbs mark the border
of given and new information, and given information is assumed to precede
adverbs rather than new information, cf. among others Diesing (1992). The
results also showed that, against the expectations, the information structural
status had an eect on the position of the subject DP only with the MP visst.
These results call for further investigation and in two follow up experiments
it will be tested whether a ner information structural distinction might give
further insight into the positioning of DP subjects with respect to sentence
adverbs and the MPs nog and visst3.
Up until now I have only tested the assumption that information structure
has an eect on the position of DPs in the middle eld. Svenonius (2001) and
Holmberg (1993) both argue that the position of subjects in the middle eld
is related to focus and that the position following a sentence adverb is a focus
position. However, Platzack (2009) argues that information structure does not
aect the position of elements in the middle eld. The results of the previous
experiments support Platzack's claim, but before any eect of information
structure on the linearisation in the middle eld is refuted, a more detailed
dierentiation of information structural categories must be tested. Thus, the
claim that focus is related to the position following sentence adverbs will be
tested once again with other categories of focus.
According to Kiss (1998), among others, it is necessary to distinguish be-
tween dierent types of focus; information and identication focus. The for-
mer is related to newness 4 and the latter to sets of alternatives, i.e. identica-
3This follow up experiments only test sentence adverbs and the MPs nog and visst. The
results of experiment 1 (DPs and ju/val) show that independent of the status of the
DP, it only precedes these MPs in less than 10 % of the cases.
4This type of focus was tested in experiment 1 and 2, but did not have any eect on the
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tional focus indicates the presence of alternatives as dened by Rooth (1992).
Further, identication focus can be either contrastive or not contrastive. Con-
trastive identication focus is possible whenever there is a closed set of possible
alternatives present in the discourse. If there only is an open set (as after wh-
questions without explicit stating of alternatives), the identication focus is
non-contrastive.
As no distinction between dierent types of focus is made in the litera-
ture on Swedish, it is unclear if the position following a sentence adverb is
reserved for non-contrastively focused or for explicitly contrasted elements.
The claim that the position following any sentence adverb is a focus position
is based on data with pronouns in Swedish, which display a strong correlation
between position w.r.t. sentence adverbs and stress. Only stressed pronouns
may follow sentence adverbs, unstressed must preceded these5. This relation
between position and stress gives an indication of which type of focus might
be expressed in the position following the sentence adverb.
With respect to the relation between phonology and information structure,
Katz and Selkirk (2011) claim that contrastive focus has a greater eect on the
phonological properties (i.e. prosodic prominence as opposed to pitch accent
and prosodic constituent structure) of the constituents than information focus.
This is also found in other languages, see Vermeulen (2012). However, Katz
and Selkirk (2011) do not make any distinction between explicit and implicit
contrast, but Selkirk (2008) claims that contrast rather than focus triggers
phonetic stress. Kiss (1998), discussing English and Italian data, shows that
only explicit contrast might have any eect on the position of the constituent.
If Selkirk's and Kiss's claims are right, i.e. if contrast triggers phonetic stress,
and contrast aects the position of entities, with the additional assumption
that the position after the adverb is a phonologically prominent position, as
is indicated by data with pronouns in Swedish, we can hypothesise that the
position after the sentence adverbs might be a contrast position. This is only a
speculation and the interested reader is referred to Repp (2016) for a detailed
discussion of the expression of contrast in various languages.
The assumption will be tested in the two following experiments, as I, in
line with the classication of implicit and explicit contrast developed in Repp
position of the DPs.




(2016), will make a distinction between implicit and explicit contrast on DP
subjects and test if there is an eect on the position of the DPs with respect
to sentence adverbs as well as the MPs nog and visst.
In this experiment the position of DP subjects in relation to adverbs and
the MPs nog and visst is tested in the following three conditions:
1. +given, -focus, -explicit contrast
2. +given, +focus, -explicit contrast
3. +given, +focus, +explicit contrast
Condition (1) does not contain any focus, not even information focus, as
the DP subject is given, condition (2) contains an identication focus with an
implicit contrast to other members of a set, condition (3) tests identication
focus with an explicit contrast by contrasting the DP of the target clause to
an explicitly mentioned individual in the context clause. The fourth possible
combination, +given,  focus, +explicit contrast, is excluded, since
it is not possible to have contrast without focus. The research question is
thus: does focus or explicit contrast inuence the position of the DPs? If only
contrastive focus recieve prosodic prominence, as stated by Katz and Selkirk
(2011), and the position following the adverb is one compatible with prosodic
prominence, then only +given, +focus, +explicit contrast DPs will
follow the adverbs whereas +given, +focus, -explicit contrast DPs
may precede the adverbs.
Hypothesis :
The MPs occur in a position above any sentence adverb. It is
not expected that the MPs mark the same information structural
border as sentence adverbs, but DPs will overall be more prone
follow the MPs nog and visst than sentence adverbs. Additionally,
there might be an interaction between information structure and
the MP visst, as there was an interaction between visst and infor-
mation structure in experiment 2, i.e. an eect of focus and/or
contrast might be present with visst. This is not expected for nog.
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Additional hypothesis :
Sentence adverbs mark the border of unfocused and focused infor-
mation, i.e. they mark the border between unstressed and prosod-
ically prominent material in the clause. There will be some inter-
action with information structure in the sentence adverb condition
if any category thereof is linked to prosodic prominence. If con-
trast is marked prosodically, then this category might be the
only one aecting the position of the DP.
5.4.1. Method
Participants The participants were 36 native speakers of Swedish between
the age of 18 and 75. They all participated voluntarily without payment.
Materials and design There were 36 experimental items and the design of
the experiment was 23 with the factors: information structure (given,
focus or focus and contrast DP subject) and adverb/mp (only nog
and visst). The factor information structure was introduced by the
context setting clause. In order to induce the condition given, the DP subject
of the target clause was introduced in the context clause. In the focus
condition, the DP subject was mentioned in the context clause as well as
a superset of the DP in order to introduce an implicit alternative set. To
induce the focus and contrast condition, the DP subject was mentioned
and explicitly contrasted with an other DP, cf. (118). The dependent variable
word order (adverb/mp >DP or DP>adverb/mp) was tested for in the
target sentences, which contained either a sentence adverb or a MP (nog and
visst). The targets had the following structure: a clause initial temporal
adverbial (adverb or prepositional phrase (PP)), an intransitive verb in the
present tense, a subject DP, a MP or adverb, a clause nal adverbial. i.e.
temporal, locative or instrumental (adverb or PP), cf. example (119) and
(120).
The subject DPs were equally balanced for number (singular and plural
DPs). There were two versions of each item, one version with a MP (nog
or visst, equally distributed) and one with a sentence adverb. Each sentence
adverb occurred 2 times, i.e. 18 sentence adverbs were used. In the contrast
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condition, half of the given DPs were introduced as the rst part of the pair
and in the other half as the second part of the pair in the context clause. This
distribution was also equally balanced between singular and plural, 9 each,
and across the MPs.
The material was distributed onto 6 lists, each of which contained only one
condition of each item. On each list there were 35 llers, of which 28 were
ller items and 7 control items to test attention throughout the experiment,
cf. appendix A.3 and A.7 for the full set of materials. The 28 ller items
tested the preferred word order in main clauses with respect to the position
of a temporal adverbial phrase (clause initial or clause nal). The verbs of
the llers were transitive verbs, in future tense (14 with the modal verb maste















































The bear at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year. That is


























Which animal at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year, the


















In the winter, the bear sleeps in its den.
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In the winter, the bear of course sleeps in its den.
Procedure The method of the experiment is a forced choice test. The ex-
periment was conducted with a web-based questionnaire with a total of 74
items (3 practice items, 36 items, 35 llers (28 ller items and 7 control ques-
tions)). Each item was presented separately, with one of three context clauses,
cf. (118). The two possible target sentences with dierent word orders were
presented underneath the context sentence and beneath each other. The order
of the two targets was randomized. The participants were asked to choose the
most naturally sounding alternative.
Predictions If the position following the sentence adverbs is a prosodically
prominent position, and this prominence is related to an expression of con-
trast, it is expected that contrast will eect the position of the DPs with
respect to sentence adverbs to a greater extent than focus. If prosodic promi-
nence is related to focus, than both focused (implicitly contrasted) and ex-
plicitly contrasted subject DPs should follow the adverbs. Further, given the
assumption that MPs and sentence adverbs occur in distinct positions, it is
not expected that focus and/or contrast will have the same eect of the
position of the DPs with respect to the MPs nog and visst.
5.4.2. Results
The mean choice of order of DPs preceding adverbs or MPs are given in table
5.7 and presented graphically in gure 5.4.
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Condition mean sd datapoints
ADV - Contrast DP 0.486 0.501 216
ADV - Focus DP 0.639 0.481 216
ADV - Given DP 0.6481 0.479 216
MP - Contrast DP 0.255 0.437 216
MP - Focus DP 0.419 0.494 215
MP - Given DP 0.361 0.481 216
Table 5.7: Mean proportions of given, focused or contrasted DP sub-
jects > sentence adverbs or the MPs nog/visst
Figure 5.4: Results: Mean proportions and condence intervals (95%) of
given, focused or contrasted DP subjects > sentence ad-
verbs or the MPs nog/visst.
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The analysis of the data was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects
model with a binominal logit function and testing models for best t (measur-
ing model adequacy with AIC). The best model included the xed eects of
adverb/mp and information structure and no interaction between the
two factors. The random eects were a random intercept for item, a random
intercepts and random slopes for participant for the variable adverb/mp
and for the variable information structure as well as correlations be-
tween the intercepts and slopes.
The best model is shown in (121). The model parameters are given in table
5.8.
(121) Best model: Answer  Adv.MP + IS + (1 jItem)+ (1 + Adv.MP
jParticipant) + (1 + IS jParticipant)
Estimate Std. Error z value p value
(Intercept) -0.03141 0.24483 -0.128 > 0.05
Adv.MP1 0.68501 0.09022 7.593 < 0.001
IS: Contrast -0.71215 0.23557 -3.023 < 0.01
IS: Focus 0.16504 0.17749 0.930 > 0.05
Table 5.8: Model parameters for experiment 3
(Intr) Adv.MP1 IS Con
Adv.MP1 -0.317
IS CON -0.622 -0.042
IS FOC -0.471 0.013 0.303
Table 5.9: Correlation of xed eects experiment 3
There is a signicant eect of the factor adverb/mp, p< 0.001. Of the
information structural categories only the category of contrast had a sig-
nicant eect, p< 0.001. In the random eects there is a correlation between
the intercept and the adverb/mp for each participant. A closer inspection
of this correlation shows that the higher the intercept, the more signicant is
the eect of the factor adverb/mp. Further, a closer inspection of the data
with a simultaneous test for general linear hypotheses shows that contrast
has a signicant eect compared to the baseline given (p< 0.05) as well as
to the focus condition (p< 0.05). This shows that the signicant eect in
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the contrast condition comes from the explicit contrast and not from focus
(which is always implied in the contrast condition).
As the previous experiments showed that there might be dierence between
the MPs nog and visst, I performed an additional post hoc analysis of the
subset containing only MPs. It shows that the information structure is
marginally signicant in the contrast condition. Focus has no signicant
eect. There is no signicant eect of the type of MP, i.e. if nog or visst, p >
0.05, i.e. the result from experiment 2, that visst interacts with information
structure, could not be repeated.
5.4.3. Discussion of the results
The mean values for the position of given DPs with respect to MPs and
sentence adverbs are approximately a repetition of the numbers for given DPs
in experiment 3: 62,5 % for the DPs preceded the adverbs in the previous
experiment, and 65% precede adverbs in this experiment. For DPs preceding
the MPs the mean values are 35,2 % of DP preceding the MPs nog and visst
in experiment 2, and and 36,1 % in this experiment. This shows that the
results from experiment 2 with respect to the overall distribution of DPs in
relation to sentence adverbs and MPs, could be validated in this experiment.
The MPs nog and visst dier from sentence adverbs, i.e. possibly by occurring
in a higher position in the IP-domain than the sentence adverbs.
The best overall model of this experiment shows that only the information
structural category of contrast has a signicant eect on the position of the
DPs. The eect was larger in the adverb than in the MP condition. However,
it is not possible to claim that there is an absolute eect of contrast on the
position of DPs with respect to adverbs, as the distribution of contrasted DPs
is 49% preceding and 51% following the adverbs, i.e. random distribution.
Further, the result that focused DPs are more prone to precede sentence
adverbs than follow these (64% vs. 36%) speaks against the assumption that
the position following the sentence adverb is a focus position,
The results are in line with Platzack's 2009 statement that the position
of DPs in not dependent on their information structural status, and speak
against the analyses by Svenonius (2001) and Holmberg (1993) of the position
following a sentence adverb as a focus position.
The results of this experiment also show that DP subjects, independent on
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their information structural status, are less prone to precede the MPs than
sentence adverbs. Thus, even though the results did not give any further
hints on the dierence between MPs and sentence adverbs with respect to
information structure, it shows that there is a dierence between these two
in the aspect of their relation to DPs in general. In the subset of MPs,
contrast is the only category aecting the position of the DPs. This is the
same category as in the subsets of adverbs. It is interesting to note that the
same information structural status shows an interaction with both the MPs
and sentence adverbs. This will be explored further in next experiment. In
the next experiment all DP subjects will be new (as opposed to given) and
this allows to test if there was any additive eect by given on the position
of the DPs in this experiment.
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5.5. Experiment 4 DPs; newness, focus and
contrast
The second follow up experiment tests the eect of focus and contrast on
new DPs. New information is frequently analysed as focused, i.e. information
or discourse-new focus. In the previous experiments (experiment 1 and 2 with
new and given DPs and ju/val and nog/visst) it showed that there was no
eect of newness on the position of the subject DP in relation to adverbs, i.e.
information focus in the sence of Kiss (1998) has no eect. In experiment 3 it
showed that only the information structural category of explicit contrast had
an eect on the position of the DPs, both in relation to adverbs as well as to
the MPs nog and visst but, with respect to adverbs, the distribution could
also be random. In order to rule out that there were any additive eects of
givennes in the previous experiment, which led to this random distribution,
this experiment will test new DPs. In this experiment the following three
conditions will be tested:
1. +new, -focus, -explicit contrast
2. +new, +focus, -explicit contrast
3. +new, +focus, +explicit contrast
Condition (1) only contains information focus, as a result of newness of
the DP, condition (2) a identication focus, i.e. an implicit contrast to an
open set of alternatives (induced by a wh-question in the context clause),
condition (3) an explicit contrast, i.e. contrasting to an explicitly mentioned
individual. In the previous experiment the contrast was exhastive, whereas
in this experiment the contrast will be additive, cf. Krifka (2007) and Repp
(2010). If this has any eect of the results will be discussed closer in section
5.6.
The main research question of this experiment is: Will explicit contrast
aect the position of the DPs? If only contrastive focus recieve prosodic
prominence, as stated by Katz and Selkirk (2011), and the position following
the adverb is one compatible with prosodic prominence, then only [+focus,
+contrast] DPs will follow the adverbs. [+focus, -contrast] DPs may pre-
cede the adverbs. Additionally, this experiment also addressed the question
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whether there is an additive eect of new/given in combination with focus
or contrast.
Hypothesis :
The MPs nog and visst will be precede by DP subjects, inde-
pendently of their information structural status, less frequently
than sentence adverbs. There might be an interaction between
information structure and the MP visst, as there was an interac-
tion between visst and information structure in experiment 2, and
there also might be an additive eect of newness to focus and
contrast.
Additional hypothesis :
For the sentence adverbs there will be some interaction with at
least one of the categories of information structure. Drawing
from the results of the previous experiments, it is expected that
only contrast will have an eect. However, the eect might be
greater if there is an additive eect of newness to focus and
contrast.
5.5.1. Method
Participants The participants were 36 native speakers of Swedish between
the age of 19 and 74. They all participated voluntarily and without payment.
Materials and design There were 36 experimental items and the design of
the experiment was 23 with the factors: information structure: new,
focus and contrast and adverb/MP (sentence adverbs and the MPs nog
and visst). The factor information structure was introduced by the
context setting clause. In order to induce the status new, the DP subject of
the target clause was not introduced in the context clause. To achieve focus,
a wh-question introduced an implicit alternative set. contrast was induced
by adding an other DP to the context and an additional question, cf. (122).
The dependent variable word order (Adverb/MP >DP or DP>Adverb/MP)
was tested for in the target sentences, which contained either a sentence adverb
or a MP (nog and visst). The targets had the following structure: a clause
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initial temporal or locative adverbial (adverb or prepositional phrase (PP)),
an intransitive verb in the present tense, a subject DP, a MP or adverb, a
clause nal adverbial (adverb or PP), cf. (123) and (124).
The subject DPs were equally balanced for number (singular and plural
denite nouns). There were two versions of each item, one version with a
MP (nog or visst, equally distributed) and one with a sentence adverb. Each
sentence adverb occurred 2 times, i.e. 18 sentence adverbs were used.
The material was distributed onto 6 lists, each of which contained only one
condition of each item. On each list there were 35 llers, of which 28 were ller
items and 7 control items to test attention throughout the experiment. The
28 ller items tested the preferred word order in main clauses with respect
to the position of a temporal adverbial phrase (clause initial or clause nal).
The verbs were transitive verbs, in future tense (14 with the modal verb maste






































































The badger at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year. Which


















In the winter, the bear sleeps in its den.
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In the winter, the bear sleeps in its den.
Procedure The method of the experiment is a forced choice test. The ex-
periment was conducted with a web-based questionnaire with a total of 74
items (3 practice items, 36 items, 35 llers). Each item was presented sepa-
rately, with one of the three context clauses, cf. (122). The two possible target
sentences with dierent word orders were presented underneath the context
sentence and beneath each other. The order of the two targets was random-
ized. The participants were asked to choose the most naturally sounding
alternative.
Predictions Possible results of this experiment is either that the ndings
of experiment 3 are repeated, i.e. only explicit contrast has a signicant
eect on the position of subject DPs in the middle eld with respect to MPs
and adverbs. However, it is also possible that focus has an eect as well in
this experiment. This could be explained by an underlying eect of give-
ness/newness, i.e. there might be an additive eect of newness when
combined with focus is combined.
5.5.2. Results
In table 5.10, the mean values for DPs preceding sentence adverbs and the
MPs nog and visst are given and they are presented graphically in gure 5.5.
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Condition mean sd datapoints
ADV - Contrast DP 0.463 0.500 216
ADV - Focus DP 0.602 0.491 216
ADV - New DP 0.620 0.486 216
MP - Contrast DP 0.264 0.442 216
MP - Focus DP 0.306 0.462 216
MP - New DP 0.287 0.453 216
Table 5.10: Mean proportions of DPs > sentence adverbs or the MPs nog/visst
Figure 5.5: Results: Mean proportions and condence intervals (95%) of new,
focused or contrasted subject DPs > sentence adverbs or the
MPs nog/visst
The analysis of the data was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects
model with a binominal logit function and testing models for best t (mea-
suring model adequacy with AIC). The best model included the xed eects
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of adverb/mp and information structure and no interaction between
the two. The random eects were a random intercept for item, a random
intercepts and random slopes for participant for the variable adverb/mp
as well as correlations between the intercepts and slopes. adverb/mp shows
a signicant eect, p<0.001. Of the information structural categories only
the contrast is signicant, p<0.005.
The best model is shown in (125). The model parameters are given in table
5.11.
(125) Best model: Answer  Adv.MP + IS + (1 jItem)+ (1 + Adv.MP
jParticipant)
Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value
Intercept 0.44305 0.20358 2.176 < 0.05
Adv.MP 1.45992 0.19731 -7.399 <0.001
Contrast -0.49628 0.15946 -3.112 < 0.005
Focus 0.01284 0.15691 0.082 > 0.1




Focus -0.384 -0.002 0.490
Table 5.12: Correlation of xed eects for experiment 4
As in experiment 3, a closer inspection of the data with a simultaneous test
for general linear hypotheses shows that the contrast has a signicant eect
compared to the baseline new (p< 0.05) as well as to the focus condition
(p< 0.05). The signicant eect in the contrast condition does in deed
come from contrast and not from focus (which always is implied in the
contrast condition). A post hoc analysis showed that there is a dierence
between the two MPs, i.e. nog or visst, p < 0.05. and the two types dier
as follows: overall new DPs are less likely to precede nog (19,5 %), but most
likely to precede visst, (33 %), p < 0.005. However, there was no signicant
eect of information structure in this subset, i.e. the ndings of experiment
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2 of an interaction between information structure and visst could once again
not be repeated.
Figure 5.6: Results: Mean proportions and condence intervals (95%) of sub-
ject DPs > the MPs nog/visst
5.5.3. Discussion of the results
The results of experiment 4 show that there is an eect of adverb/mp as well
as of contrast. DP subjects are overall less prone to precede the MPs than
any sentence adverb, and contrasted DP subjects are more prone to follow an
adverb or a MP than new or focused DP subjects. In both these respects, the
ndings of experiment 3 were repeated. The result that only contrast had
an eect on the position of DPs further showed that there was no additive
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eect of new in combination with focus. However, as in experiment 3, the
distribution of contrasted DPs with respect to sentence adverbs was close to
random with 48% preceding the sentence adverbs, and 52% following. New
or focused DPs were more prone to precede the sentence adverbs than follow
them and this once againg speaks against the assumptions by Svenonius (2001)
and Holmberg (1993) that the position following the sentence adverbs is a
focus position. Thus, it shows that information structure does not seem to
have a strong eect on the linearisation of the elements in the middle eld.
Other properties such as the proposed syntactic dierence between MPs and
sentence adverbs seem to be more important for the linearisation of elements
in the middle eld.
5.6. Summary of the focus/contrast DP
experiments
Both experiment 3 and 4 show that there is a signicant eect of Adverb/MP,
i.e. that there is a robust dierence between the MPs nog and visst on the one
hand and sentence adverbs on the other. This dierence in linearisation with
respect to DPs is present regardless of the information structural status of
the DPs. Thus, the dierence between these MPs and sentence adverbs is not
only one of interaction with dierent categories of information structure, but
lies somewhere else, possibly in a dierence in the position of their base gen-
eration, as argued in chapter 4, but possibly also with respect to phonology,
which will be discussed in chapter 6.
Turning to the eect of information structure on the position of DPs it
showed that information focus (by newness) or identication focus (focus)
do not have the expected eect on the position of the DPs in any of the
experiments. Thus, the assumption that the position following the adverbs
is a focus position can be refuted. The results of experiment 3 and 4 showed
that DPs, new and given, focused or not, precede the sentence adverbs to
an equal extend, i.e approximately 60% of all DPs precede sentence adverbs.
This was also the same distribution as found in experiment 1 and 2 testing
only given vs. new DPs. Only the information structural category contrast
had a signicant eect on the position of DPs in the middle eld. This is also
the category to which a prosodic eect has been ascribed, cf. Selkirk (2008).
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A possible interpretation for this nding is that DPs in general are prone to
precede sentence adverbs, except when they are contrasted. However, it must
be noted that the distribution of contrasted DPs with respect to sentence
adverbs is close to a random distribution in both experiments.
The result that focus and contrasted DPs show the same distribution with
respect to sentence adverbs in both experiments indicate that there was no
additive eect of new/given. Never the less, I will refrain from any further
statistic analysis of the results of experiment 3 and 4. The reasons for this
is that it is unclear to which extend the denition of focus and contrast
dier in the two experiments. In the literature there are some diering def-
initions of contrasts. Kiss (1998) and Repp (2010) argue that contrast is an
expression not only of a closed set of alternatives, but comes with the addi-
tional meaning of exhaustivity, i.e. in a context with contrast, only one entity
in a set of alternatives renders a true proposition. Krifka (2007) makes the
same distinction between focus and contrast as relating to an open and closed
set, but argues that contrastive focus is not exhaustive, but can be also addi-
tive. In experiment 3 contrast was of the exhaustive type, i.e. the proposition
only holds for one of the explicitly stated DPs. In experiment 4 the DPs
contrast was rather of the additive type. The results, however, show that the
eect of contrast was the same in both experiments. Exhaustively contrasted
DPs preceded sentence adverbs in 48% of the clauses, and the MPs in 25%.
Additively contrasted DPs preceded sentence adverbs in 46% of the clauses,
and the MPs in 26%. In other words: contrast, in both denitions, had an
similar eect on the position of the DPs. Thus, an exhaustive or additive
contrast did not seem to matter to aect the position of the DP.
The same critique, can be applied to the focus conditions, as focus is
induced in dierent ways in the two experiments. In experiment 3 focus was
in relation to an open set, i.e of the type p holds for many X and in experiment
4 focus was induced by a Wh-question, i.e. Which X. It is unclear if these
distinctions lead to dierent nuances of focus, but a comparison between the
two types of contrast and focus in the two experiments might lead to false
conclusions.
Even though there is no dierence of these types of focus with respect to
their eect on the linearisation of elements in the adverb condition, it must
be kept in mind that there might be some distinctions between the types that
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give rise to eects unnoticed in these experiments.
Further, it must be noted that there is a dierence between the two exper-
iments to which extend MPs are preceded by DPs. Given and focused DPs
precede MPs in 41 % of the cases, but only 30% of the new and focused DPs,
In the subset MPs, the interaction of given, new and focus is of an unexpected
kind, as focus increases the likelihood of DPs to precede the MPs. However,
overall the DPs only precede the MPs to a low extend, and it would be too
strong to claim that they mark the border between given and new information.
There might be more details to the linearisation of MPs, DPs and sentence
adverb as far as information structure in concerned which were not detected
in these experiments but these will no be explored any further here. In the
next experiments, I will turn to the linearisation of MPs, sentence adverbs and
pronouns. The results of these two experiments will indicate that phonology
has a role in the ordering of the elements in the middle eld.
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5.7. Experiment 5: ju, val and object pronouns
The results of the experiment 1 (with DPs, sentence adverbs and the MPs ju
and val) presented in section 5.1, show that full subject DPs do not precede the
MPs ju or val. Based on these results, I argued that it is possible to maintain
the hypothesis that these MPs surface in a position above any subject position
in the middle eld as a result of their syntactic status as a head and their
clitization to the nite verb.
The goal of this experiment is to test this hypothesis again, using object
pronouns. In the previous chapter it was postulated that monosyllabic pro-
nouns can precede these MPs. The possibility that monosyllabic pronouns
also can be analysed as clitics was discussed in chapter 4.5. However, it was
left open if this assumption could be extended to bi-syllabic pronouns as well.
If the length of a pronoun is relevant for its potential clitic status, then it
is expected that only monosyllabic object pronouns are able to intervene be-
tween the nite verb and the MPs ju and val, but this should not be possible
for bi-syllabic pronouns.
This experiment tests two questions: rst: can object pronouns precede
the MPs ju and val? If yes, does the length of the pronoun matter? Second:
do all object pronouns necessarily undergo object shift to a position above
sentence adverbs, and if yes, does the length of the pronoun aect its ability
to shift?
Hypothesis
The MPs ju and val are clitics on the nite verb in C and as a con-
sequence only other clitic elements are able to intervene between
the nite verb and the MP.
This experiment will also be used to test the following, additional hypoth-
esis:
Additional hypothesis:
The length of the object pronoun (one or two syllables) inuences
its possible positions in the clause. Only mono-syllabic pronouns
are clitics and can precede the MPs ju and val. Further, the length
of the object pronouns might aect its ability to undergo object
shift into a position preceding sentence adverbs.
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5.7.1. Method
Participants The participants are the same as in experiment 1, i.e. 44 native
speakers who participated voluntarily and without payment.
Materials and design There were 24 experimental items and the design of
the experiment was two factorial with the two factors: length of pro-
noun and adverb/mp in a Latin square design. The dependent variable
word order (Adverb/MP>Pronoun or Pronoun>Adverb/MP) was tested
for in the target sentences, which contained either a sentence adverb or a MP.
The targets had the following structure: a clause initial subject pronoun, a
transitive verb in past or present tense, an object pronoun, a MP or an ad-
verb, a clause nal locative or temporal adverbial (adverb or PP), cf. (127).
The factor length of pronoun was introduced in the context clause, with
one context allowing for a monosyllabic object pronoun and one context al-
lowing for a bisyllabic object pronoun in the target. Half of the objects in
the target clause were introduced as subjects in the context clause, the other
half as objects. For each length of the object pronouns there are two lexi-
calizations: henne/honom (her/him) for the bisyllabic object pronouns and
mig/oss (me/us) for the monosyllabic ones, equally distributed. In total 75%
of the pronouns were in singular and 25% in plural. The reason for this imbal-
ance is that the bisyllabic object pronouns all are singular. The mono-syllabic
pronouns were equally balanced between singular and plural. There were two
versions of each target, one version with a MP (ju or val, equally distributed)
and one with a sentence adverb. Each sentence adverb occurred in only one
item, i.e. 24 sentence adverbs were used. The material was distributed onto
4 lists, each of which contained only one condition of each item. On each list
there were 30 llers, of which 24 were items of experiment 1, and 6 control
items to test attention throughout the experiment, cf. appendix A.5 for the



















































































































































































It did bite him in the arm, as you know.
Procedure The method of the experiment is a forced choice test. The ex-
periment was conducted with a web-based questionnaire with a total of 60
items (6 practice items, 24 items, 30 llers of which 24 items were from ex-
periment 1 and 6 were control questions to test attention). Each item was
presented separately, with one of the two context clauses, cf. (126). The two
possible target sentences, i.e. either a mono- or bi-syllabic pronoun in combi-
nation with a MP or ADV occurring in dierent word orders, were presented
underneath the context sentence and beneath each other. The order of the
two targets was randomized. The participants were asked to choose the most
naturally sounding alternative.
Predictions If the MPs are clitic on the verb, they may only be preceded by
other clitic elemnts, i.e. possibly only by mono-syllabic object pronouns which
must then also be analysed as clitics. Bisyllabic object pronouns might not
be clitics, and thus, must follow these MPs. Given the additional hypotheses
that the length of the pronoun inuences its ability to undergo object shift, we
might expect to see a dierence in position of these pronouns with respect to
sentence adverbs as well, i.e. with monosyllabic pronouns preceding adverbs
to a greater extent than the bisyllabic pronouns. Such an outcome would
also support the assumption that the length of the object pronouns is (at
least partially) relevant for their possibility to undergo object shift. (Other
triggers of object shift, such as case marking, will be discussed in chapter 6).
5.7.2. Results
The mean proportions of choice of the order object pronouns > Adverbs/MPs
are given in table 5.13 and shown graphically in gure 5.7.
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Condition mean sd data points
ADV- Mono syllabic pronoun 0.781 0.414 256
ADV- Bisyllabic pronoun 0.727 0.447 256
MP- Monosyllabic pronoun 0.352 0.478 256
MP - Bisyllabic pronoun 0.168 0.375 256
Table 5.13: Mean proportions of object pronouns > sentence adverbs or the
MPs ju/val
Figure 5.7: Results: Mean proportions and condence intervals (95%) of ob-
ject pronouns > sentence adverbs or the MPs ju/val
The analysis of the data was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects
model with a binominal logit function and testing models for best t by AIC.
The best model for this experiment included the xed eects adverb/MP,
length of pronoun and their interaction. The random eects are a random
intercept for item and a random intercept and slope for participant for the
variable adverb/MP and a correlation between the intercept and slope. The
best model is shown in (129) and the model parameters are given in table
(5.14).
(129) Best model: Answer Adv.MP*Length of Pronoun + (1+Adv.MP
jParticipant) + (1 jItem)
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Estimate Std. Error z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.067 0.247 -0.272 > 0.1
Adv/MP 1.564 0.135 11.611 < 0.001
Length of Pronoun 0.437 0.0886 4.935 < 0.001
Adv/MP*Length of Pronoun -0.234 0.0891 -2.626 < 0.01
Table 5.14: Model parameters for experiment 5
(Intr) Adv.MP1 Length of pronoun
Adv.MP -0.137
Length of pronoun -0.050 0.176
Adv.MP*Lenght of pronoun 0.090 -0.092 -0.074
Table 5.15: Correlation of xed eects for experiment 5
The statistical analysis revealed a main eect of adverb/mp, (p< 0.001),
a signicant eect of the length of the object pronoun, (p< 0.001)
as well as an interaction between the two, (p< 0.01). The interaction was
resolved by the factor adverb/mp. For the mp subset, length of the
pronoun had a highly signicant eect, (estimate= -1.3573, se= 0.2630, z=
-5.160, p < 0.001). In the adverb subset length of the pronoun had a
marginal eect, (estimate= -0.4193, se= 0.2371, z= -1.768, p > 0.05). A post
hoc analysis shows that the position of the object pronoun does not dier
with respect to the MPs ju or val, (estimate= 0.039, se= 0.130 z =0.297 p>
0.1).
5.7.3. Discussion of the results
The results show that pronouns are more prone to precede sentence adverbs
than MPs. Further, it shows that the length of the pronoun does inuence its
position in relation to the MPs. Monosyllabic pronouns precede the MPs in
35% of the cases, but only in 17% of the cases in the bisyllabic condition. This
result could be seen as an argument in favour of an analysis of mono- and bi-
syllabic pronouns as clitics to a certain extent, i.e. when they precede the MPs.
However, a clitic status of any of the pronouns cannot account for the fact that
the majority of the pronouns follow the MPs, (without assuming clitic and
weak homonymic versions). I will return to this in chapter 6, in which I argue
that the linearisation of MPs and pronouns is determined not only by syntax
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but also by phonological properties. For now, it is important to note that
object pronouns precede the MPs less frequently than they precede adverbs.
The results show that object pronouns precede sentence adverb in more than
70 % of the cases (78% for mono- and 73% for bisyllabic object pronouns).
The length of the pronoun is not a signicant factor, although there is a
marginal eect. Thus, it seems that object shift above a sentence adverb is not
inuenced by the length of the pronouns. This is also in line with literature
on object shift, as it is expected that all unstressed pronouns precede the
sentence adverb. However, the results also show that not all object pronouns
must undergo object shift. In chapter 6, I will present a detailed a discussion
of object shift and oer an analysis thereof that takes the results of this
experiment into account.
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5.8. Experiment 6: nog, visst and object
pronouns
The results from experiment 2 (DPs and sentence adverbs and the MPs nog
and visst), cf. section 5.2, showed that these MPs are less frequently preceded
by DPs then sentence adverbs are. In this experiment I will test if there
is a similar dierence between MPs and sentence adverbs with respect to
object pronouns and if the length of the pronoun (mono- or bisyllabic object
pronouns) aects its position with respect to sentence adverbs and the MPs
nog and visst.
The hypothesis :
The MPs nog and visst occur in a position higher in the clause
than the sentence adverbs, but not as high as the MPs ju and val.
As a result thereof, object pronouns will precede the MPs nog and
visst less often than they precede sentence adverbs, but more often
than ju and val are preceded by pronouns. Additionally, if these
MPs are not syntactic head that appear as clitics on the nite
verb, but phrasal elements, both mono- and bi-syllabic pronouns
must be able to precede the MPs.
Additional hypothesis :
The length of the object pronoun (one or two syllables) inuences
its possible positions in the clause, i.e. object shift is related to
the length of the object pronouns.
5.8.1. Method
The material and the method were the same as in experiment 5 (object pro-
nouns, ju/val and sentence adverbs), cf. section 5.7. The only change was a
replacement of the particles ju and val by nog and visst in the MP-condition,
as demonstrated in (131b) and (132b). The participants were the same as in
experiment 2 (DPs, nog/visst and sentence adverbs), i.e. 52 native speakers
of Swedish between the age of 20 to 76, who all participated voluntarily. 28 of
the participant where rewarded for participation, 24 were not paid. Payment
was introduced to motivate more participants.
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There were 24 experimental items and the design of the experiment was
two factorial with the two factors: length of pronoun and adverb/mp
in a Latin square design. The dependent variable word order (Adverb/MP
>Pronoun or Pronoun>Adverb/MP) was tested for in the target sentences,
which contained either a sentence adverb or a MP. The targets had the fol-
lowing structure: a clause initial subject pronoun, a transitive verb in past or
present tense, an object pronoun, a MP or an adverb, a clause nal locative
or temporal adverbial (adverb or prepositional phrase), cf. (131). There are
two contexts for each item; one introducing an entity which can be referred
to by a monosyllabic object pronoun and one with a possible bisyllabic ob-
ject pronoun in the target, as shown in (130a and b). Half of the objects
in the target clause were introduced as subjects in the context clause, the
other half as objects. For each type of object pronouns there are two lexi-
calisations: henne/honom (her/him) for the bisyllabic object pronouns and
mig/oss (me/us) for the monosyllabic ones (with an equally balanced dis-
trubution). 75% of the pronouns were in singular and 25% in plural. The
reason for this imbalance is that the bisyllabic object pronouns all are singu-
lar. The mono-syllabic pronouns were equally balanced between singular and
plural. There were two versions of each item, one version with a MP (nog or
visst, balanced distribution) and one with a sentence adverb. Each sentence
adverb only occurred in only one item, i.e. 24 sentence adverbs were used.
The material was distributed onto 4 lists, each of which contained only one
condition of each item. On each list there were 30 llers, of which 24 were
items of experiment 2, and 6 control items to test attention throughout the









































Why did Lars know that Lisa wasn't at school?
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He met her in town, it seems.
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Predictions The results of experiment 5 showed that the position of the
object pronoun is not inuenced by its length in the adverb condition. The
frequency of object pronouns preceding sentence adverbs is expected to be
similar to the results in experiment 5. The length of the object pronoun
might have an eect in the MP condition, i.e. it is more likely that a mono-
syllabic object pronoun than a bi-syllabic one precedes the MPs. Overall,
the object pronouns will be less likely to precede the MPs than the sentence
adverbs.
5.8.2. Results
The mean proportions of choice of the order object pronouns > Adverbs/MPs
are given in table 5.16 and shown graphically in gure 5.8.
Condition mean sd datapoints
ADV - monosyllabic pronoun 0.705 0.457 312
ADV - bisyllabic pronoun 0.609 0.489 312
MP - monosyllabic pronoun 0.631 0.483 312
MP - bisyllabic pronoun 0.462 0.499 312
Table 5.16: Mean proportions of pronouns > sentence adverbs or the MPs
nog/visst
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Figure 5.8: Results: Mean proportions and condence intervals (95%) of ob-
ject pronouns > sentence adverbs or the MPs nog/visst
The analysis of the data was conducted using a general linear mixed-eects
model and testing models for best t by AIC. The best model for this ex-
periment includes the xed eects adverb/mp and length of pronoun.
The random eects are a random intercept for item for the variable ad-
verb/mp and a random intercept and slope for participant for the variable
adverb/mp and a correlation between the intercept and slope. Both ad-
verb/mp and length of pronoun show signicant eects, p<0.001 for
both factors. The best model is shown in (133) and the model parameters
given in table (5.17).
(133) Best model: Answer  Adv.MP+Length of Pronoun+
(1+Adv.MPjParticipant)+(1jItem)
The length of pronoun is a signicant factor in the subset sentence
adverbs, p < 0.01. (0.0024), as well as in the subset MPs, p < 0.001. A post
hoc analysis of the subset of MPs further showed that the type of the MP is
not a signicant factor, p > 0.05 (0.58).
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Estimate Std. Error z value p value
(Intercept) 0.635 0.217 2.930 < 0.01
Adv.MP 0.332 0.090 3.674 < 0.001
Length of pronoun 0.383 0.069 5.588 < 0.001
Table 5.17: Model parameters for experiment 6
(Intr) Adv.MP1
Adv.MP1 0.157
Length of pronouns 0.031 0.039
Table 5.18: Correlation of xed eects for experiment 6
5.8.3. Discussion of the results
The results for this experiment show that, overall, object pronouns are more
likely to precede sentence adverbs than the MPs nog and visst. The dierence
in position of the object pronouns with respect to MPs and sentence adverbs
allows for the conclusion that the MPs and sentence adverbs surface in dif-
ferent positions in the middle eld. The MPs are in a high position, above
which object shift does not happen as frequently as into a position above the
sentence adverbs.
The length of the pronoun was a signicant factor in both conditions,
i.e. with the MPs and the sentence adverbs. This is unexpected for the
adverb condition, as the length of the pronoun was only marginally signicant
in experiment 5 using the very same data, but see next section for post hoc
analyses of the two experiments and discussions of the results. It is expected
that the length of the pronoun is a signicant factor in the condition with
MPs, as I argued that MPs occur in a higher position in the middle eld, and
the ability to undergo object shift is related to the length of the pronoun, see
chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of this. Further, the result that bi-syllabic
pronouns precede these MPs to a greater extend than the MPs ju and val
is compatible with the syntactic analysis of these MPs as phrasal elements,
i.e. it is expected that not only (possibly clitic) monosyllabic pronouns can
precede these MPs, but also bi-syllabic pronouns.
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5.9. Summary of the pronoun experiments
Analysing the data from the two experiments with object pronouns, i.e. ex-
periment 5 and 6, it is possible to directly compare the two types of MPs,
i.e. to see if there is a dierence between the two types of MPs with respect
to their linearisation with object pronouns. It also allows us to see how the
subset with adverbs fare with respect to the length of the pronoun, as the
results from the two experiments diered, i.e. the length of the pronoun has
a only a marginally signicant eect in experiment 5, but a signicant eect
in experiment 6. The results are presented graphically in gure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Results: Mean Proportions and condence intervals (95%) of
mono- and bisyllabic object pronouns > sentence adverbs or the
MPs
A post hoc analysis of the two experiments reveals a signicant eect of
adverb/mp, p<0.001, and a signicant eect of length of pronoun,
p<0.001. There is a signicant interaction between the two factors.




Further analysis show that there is a signicant eect of the length of the
pronouns also in the subset containing only adverbs, p < 0.05.
Thus, it seems that the length of the pronoun inuences its position in
the clause with respect to MPs as well as sentence adverbs. Overall 66% of
the bi-syllabic pronouns and 74% of the mono-syllabic pronouns precede the
sentence adverbs. The MPs are preceded by pronouns less frequently than
the sentence adverbs. For the MPs the numbers are: 63% of the mono- and
46% of the bi-syllabic object pronouns precede nog and visst, whereas 35% of
the mono- and 17% of the bi-syllabic object pronouns precede ju and val.
These results show that it is possible to maintain the hypothesis that there
are two types of modal particles and that both these types dier from sen-
tence adverbs. The MPs ju and val, claimed to be clitics on the nite verb,
are preceded by preferably mono-syllabic object pronouns. As expected, the
MPs nog and visst, occurring as phrasal elements in a sentence medial posi-
tion, can be preceded by object pronouns, both mono- and bi-syllabic, to a
greater extent than ju and val. The sentence adverbs are frequently preceded
by object pronouns as a result of their low position in the middle eld. These
results are expected given the assumption that the MPs and occur in dier-
ent high positions in the middle eld, above and sentence adverb. However,
the most interesting result of the post hoc analysis is that the length of
the pronoun eects the position of the object pronoun with respect to the
dierent MPs (ju/val vs. nog/visst) as well as with respect to the sentence
adverbs. This last observation is unexpected given the assumption that all
unstressed pronouns must undergo object shift above sentence adverbs, and
this will be discussed in detail in chapter 6.
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5.10. Summary of the chapter
The results of the experiments presented in this chapter support the hypoth-
esis that there are two types of MPs, nog and visst on the one hand and MPs
ju and val on the other, and that none of these types are to be analysed as
sentence adverbs. There is a clear distinction between the positions of the
MPs and the adverbs with respect to subject DPs in the middle eld as well
as in relation to mono- and bisyllabic pronouns. The results support the anal-
ysis of the MPs ju and val as clitics that adjoin to the nite verb in C. They
are rarely preceded by any DP, < 8%, by less than 20% of the bi-syllabic pro-
nouns, but by 35% of the mono-syllabic pronouns. The clitic-hypothesis can
be maintained, with the additional hypothesis that mono-syllabic pronouns
sometimes/for some speakers behave as clitics as well. However, the syntac-
tic approach to the dierent types of MPs does not shed much light on the
data with nog and visst. In experiment 2 and 6 it was shown that full DPs
subjects as well as mono- and bisyllabic object pronouns precede these MPs,
but always to a lesser extent than they precede adverbs. Experiment 3 and 4
also showed that any possible eects of information structure cannot account
for the dierence between these MPs and sentence adverbs. Assuming that
both these MPs and adverbs are full phrases (as done in chapter 4.3), does
not give us any means to explain these results, except to stipulate that the
MPs occur in a higher position in the IP-domain.
However, taking phonological properties of the MPs into account, the possi-
ble positions of subject DPs and object pronouns in the middle eld might be
linked to various phonological aspects. Recall the long-standing observation
that stress of the object pronoun eects its position with respect to sentence
adverbs, cf. among others Hellan and Platzack (1999). Unstressed pronouns
and DPs can precede the adverbs, stressed ones follow the adverbs. The re-
sults gained in the experiments above might simply give us a more ne tuned
picture of this observation: Not only stress but also the length of an element
eects its position. In experiment 5 and 6, I showed that the length of an
object pronoun has an eect on its position in the clause, even though they
are all assumed to be unstressed (the contexts all triggered VP focus in the
target, i.e. a reading with a narrow focus on the pronouns can be excluded)
The results indicate that phonologically less prominent, i.e. short and un-
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stressed elements, move to position(s) in the far left of the middle eld. Bisyl-
labic object pronouns, by nature of having two syllables, are more prominent
than the mono-syllabic pronouns, and thus the bisyllabic pronouns cannot
move as high in the middle eld as the mono-syllabic ones. Highly de-stressed
elements, such as the MPs ju and val and mono-syllabic pronouns (short syl-
lables) move as far left, i.e. as close to the nite verb in second position,
as possible, (hence appearing as clitics). The MPs nog and visst carry word
stress (by means of long syllables), see chapter 4.3, and are thus prosodically
more prominent than ju and val. As a consequence, they do not move as
far left as ju and val, but unstressed pronouns (also bi-syllabic ones) and full
subject DPs can precede these MPs.
The assumption that stress is one of the feature that eects to position of the
elements in the middle eld was also present to some extent in experiment 3
and 4. Contrast is the only category of information structure which is argued
to be marked prosodically by stress, cf. Selkirk (2008). The results of the
experiments showed that only explicit contrast had an eect on the position
of the DPs in relation to the MPs nog and visst and sentence adverbs. Thus,
it is possible to assume that the eect of contrast also could be linked to
prosody. This would also be in line with the observation that the position
after the sentence adverb is a position of phonological prominence.
The results of the experiments also showed that there is a certain amount
of variability with respect to the position of the pronouns and DPs in relation
to MPs as well as adverbs. This variability is dicult to analyse in a purely
syntactic account.
In order to account for the variability of linearisation with respect to pro-
nouns, one needs not only to analyse the position of the MPs and adverbs,
but also need to take a closer look at the movement of the pronouns, i.e. at
object shift.
Object shift is sometimes claimed to be a optional operation in Swedish
(Josefsson, 2012), very much dependent on the phonological properties of the
pronoun. In the literature, the phonological property most frequently referred
to is stress, but the results of the experiments 5 and 6 show that it is also
linked to the length of the pronoun. Further, the movement of pronouns
and MPs have one thing in common: they are dependent on verb movement,
i.e. there seem to be phonological as well as syntactic properties involved in
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these movements. In the following chapter I will discuss in how far phonology
can be used to account for some of the ndings in these experiments, and
in general how phonology inuences the linearisation of DPs, pronouns, MPs
and sentence adverbs in matrix clauses.
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6. A phonological analysis of the
linearisation of the middle eld
In chapter 4, I presented a syntactic analysis of MPs as phrasal and clitic
elements, which accounts for the occurrence of the MPs in a sentence initial
and medial position as well as for the linearisation of MPs and DPs in the
middle eld of matrix clauses and in subordinate clauses. I proposed that
the MPs are base generated in functional projections in the left part of the
IP-domain. I argued that the MPs ju and val occur as syntactic heads in two
distinct phrases, i.e. in the heads of these phrases. As a consequence of this
syntactic status they are banned from the sentence initial position and must
occur adjacent to the nite verb in verb-second clauses, i.e. they head adjoin
to the nite verb and occur as clitics on the nite verb. The MPs nog and
visst occur in a specier position of a functional projection below the MPs ju
and val. They are phrasal elements, evident by their ability to appear in the
sentence initial position as well as in the middle eld. Further, they do not
necessarily need to appear adjacent to the verb, but other phrasal elements,
e.g. DP subjects, can intervene between the verb and these MPs. The impli-
cations of these theoretical assumptions were tested in a set of experiments
investigating the linearisation of MPs and DPs in the middle eld of matrix
clauses. The results show that the MPs ju and val are very rarely preceded by
DPs (less than 8%), i.e. these MPs do appear as clitics on nite verbs. The
MPs nog and visst were overall preceded by DPs to a greater extend than ju
and val, i.e. values ranging from 25-42% of the cases, but this linearisation
is even more frequently with sentence adverbs, which are preceded by DPs in
46% to 66% of the tested clauses (highest and lowest values of all the exper-
iments testing co-occurrence of DPs and the MPs nog and visst). So far the
predictions of the syntactic theory hold, i.e. the syntactic analysis of the MPs
as heads and phrases can be maintained, as well as the assumption that the
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MPs nog and visst dier from sentence adverbs by being base generated in a
higher projection in the middle eld.
Further experiments inspected the linearisation between MPs and object
pronouns. The results showed that ju and val are preceded by monosyllabic
object pronouns as well as by bisyllabic pronouns, by the former more fre-
quently than by the latter, i.e. by 35% of the monosyllabic and 17% of the
bisyllabic pronouns. The MPs nog and visst are preceded by both types of
pronouns to a greater extend than ju and val are, but monosyllabic pronouns
also precede these MPs to a greater extent than the bisyllabic pronouns, i.e.
values are 63% for the monosyllabic and 46% for the bisyllabic pronouns. For
sentence adverbs the mean values, i.e. combined results from experiment 2
and 4, show that 74% of the monosyllabic pronouns and 66% of the bisyllabic
pronouns precede the sentence adverbs. The dierent results between the MPs
and sentence adverbs overall are notable and support the syntactic analysis,
i.e. the MPs ju and val are clitics and can thus only be preceded by other
clitic elements. The MPs nog and visst are phrasal, and thus can be preceded
by pronouns of all types. However, there is no way to distinguish between
these MPs and sentence adverbs based on their phrasal status, even though
the results from the experiments show that it is necessary to do so. On a
syntactic level, these MPs only dier from sentence adverbs by their assumed
higher position in the IP-domain compared to sentence adverb. Further, the
eect of the length of a pronoun on its position in the middle eld needs to
be accounted for, and in this chapter I will discuss the question whether it
should be done using a syntactic or a phonological analysis.
Maintaining the syntactic analysis of MPs analysis, in particularly of the
MPs ju and val as clitic elements, has consequences for the analysis of pro-
nouns. In order to oer a syntactic analysis of the pronouns that occur be-
tween the MPs ju and val and the nite verb, one would have to claim that the
intervening pronouns are also clitic1. However, such an assumption is prob-
lematic for the following reason: A strictly syntactic analysis of the pronouns
as clitics would imply that they must move with the nite verb in matrix
clauses and as a result always precede all the MPs, and there should be no
room for deviation. The results from the experiments, however, show that the
1This claim is made by Grosz (2005) about (monosyllabic) pronouns in Viennese German
which precede the clicit MP ('n), clitic of denn.
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linearisation of a pronoun preceding a MP or a sentence adverb is only op-
tional and this is in fact the less preferred linearisation for the MPs. In order
to account for the variation in linearisation one would have to make additional
stipulations. This could be achieved by postulating that the pronouns are only
sometimes analysed as clitics that undergo an obligatory movement, whereas
they as phrasal elements other times, which may not intervene between the
MPs ju and val and the nite verb. This variation could also be ascribed to
the status of the MPs, i.e. that the MPs ju and val only sometimes are clitic
and undergo movement, other times phrasal elements, which do not move, and
as a result can be preceded by all types of pronouns. However, the latter as-
sumption cannot account for the impossibility for DPs to precede the MPs ju
and val in matrix clauses, nor for their restriction to the middle eld. None
of these options are appealing, since it is unclear which mechanisms would
decide which status the pronoun or MP should have at any given occurrence.
A second possibility to account for this optionality is to take a closer look
at the phonological properties of the MPs and pronouns. A rst indication
that phonology plays a role in the linearisation of the middle eld comes from
the positioning of pronouns with respect to adverbs, i.e. stressed pronouns
must follow sentence adverbs, whereas unstressed pronouns may precede these,
cf. Holmberg (1991), Josefsson (1992), Hellan and Platzack (1999) among
others. The eect of stress is present with subject as well as object pronouns
(for the latter described as object shift). In this chapter I will consider the
possibility that the linearisation of the middle eld, e.g. also of pronouns, is
(partially) governed by phonological properties. Further, in order to account
for the ndings of my experiments, I will discuss how object shift of pronouns
and the properties of MPs interact. In the last part of this chapter, I will
discuss in how far the properties of the MPs are related to their syntactic or
phonological features.
6.1. Properties of pronouns
It is commonly assumed that there are two types of pronouns in Swedish, weak
and strong ones, cf. among others Teleman et al. (1999), Egerland (1996), Hel-
lan and Platzack (1999), Platzack (2001). The distinction between strong and
weak pronouns lies in their phonological properties, i.e. between stressed and
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unstressed pronouns. There are lexically distinct forms of clitic pronouns for
the third person object pronouns, but these are rarely discussed in the litera-
ture (as they only occur in spoken language), cf. Hellan and Platzack (1999,
124) or Platzack (2001, 92). The three types of pronouns are reminiscent of
Cardinaletti and Starke's analysis of strong, weak and clitic pronouns, which
are claimed to also display structural dierences, cf. Cardinaletti and Starke
(1994)2. However, in the literature on Swedish, no reference is usually made
to the syntactic status of weak and strong pronouns. In the following, a dis-
cussion of pronouns will show that weak and strong pronouns do not show
the syntactic dierences that would be expected, given diering syntactic sta-
tuses. I will assume that the weak and strong pronouns indeed only dier in
their phonological properties and that these dierences are not present on the
level of syntax3. The most noteworthy argument against a syntactic analysis
of weak and strong pronouns is posed by the diculties to account for word
order variations if syntactic dierences between the two types are postulated.
It must however be noted that the discussion will focus on strong and weak
pronouns, and clitic pronouns will only be discussed briey, (for the latter
type, a distinct syntactic analysis will be necessary).
6.1.1. Properties of subject pronouns
Strong and weak subject pronouns can be distinguished by their phonological
properties, i.e. by stress. This property is also claimed to determine where
in the clause the pronouns occur. Hellan and Platzack (1999) postulate two
distinct positions in the middle eld in relation to sentence adverbs. Un-
stressed (weak) pronouns must precede and stressed (strong) pronouns must
follow any sentence adverb. This is demonstrated in example (135)4, with the


















2This is the same type of structural deciency which was discussed in 3.2.2
3Recall that it is problematic to argue in favour of MPs as syntactically decient elements
of the weak type in Swedish
4Capital letters indicate stress, i.e. strong pronouns
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The usage of the stress in the examples above are rarely discussed, but
Bruce (2012) points out that a stressed pronoun, as in (135b), only has a
gestural deictic usage, i.e. the stressed pronoun needs a physical context to
receive an interpretation. Only unstressed pronouns can be used anaphori-
cally. The observation seems to hold, but I also assume that the stress on the
pronoun is an instance of contrast, i.e. (135b) is also licit in a context such
as following a question: Who was missing from the meeting yesterday, Peter
or Mary?. Thus, not only deictic usage, in the sense of a physical pointing,
might be possible with stressed pronouns, but pronouns can be stressed for
other reasons, i.e as an expression of explicit contrast. Independent on the
usage of the stress in example (135b) it is important to note that the type of
stress under discussion here is sentence stress and not word stress.
Data with expletive pronouns are often given as further support for the
assumption that the phonological properties of the pronouns determine their
position. Expletive pronouns are, according to Engdahl et al. (2004, 55),
always unstressed, i.e. cannot receive sentence stress, and always occur to the


















Given the data above, it seems as if pronouns which can carry the main
sentence stress, given an appropriate context, are not be able to precede a
sentence adverb in the middle eld, whereas weak pronouns must precede
the adverb. However, it must be noted at this point that the main stress of
a sentence in Swedish usually falls on the last constituent of the sentence,
cf. Bruce (2012). Thus, the stress of the pronoun in the cases above might
not be a property which is inherent to the pronouns, but rather the stress
of pronouns following adverbs might be due to sentence stress on the last
constituent. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Further, it is important to note that both stressed and unstressed pronouns
can occur sentence initially, i.e. pronouns with or without sentence stress,
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It never rains here.
The fact that unstressed pronouns can occur in a sentence initial posi-
tion is not unexpected, as Myrberg and Riad (2015), Bruce (2012, 142) and
Erteschik-Shir and Josefsson (2017) argue that an unstressed sentence initial
pronoun, as in (137), can be incorporated phonologically into the following
lexical word. Incorporation is only possible for unstressed words which do
not form an independent phonological word. An example of an incorporated
subject pronoun in the initial position is given in (138), from Erteschik-Shir
and Josefsson (2017, 102).





The examples in (135) and (137) show that the property of stress is only
relevant for the positioning of pronouns with respect to sentence adverbs in
the middle eld, but that stress does not aect a pronouns ability to occur in
a sentence initial position. This ability is also an indication that unstressed
pronouns are not syntactically reduced, as they other wise would be banned
from the sentence initial position, which is reserved for phrasal elements. In
order to strengthen the assumption that the phonological property of stress,
and not any structural deciency, is the determining factor for the position
of the pronouns with respect to sentence adverbs in the middle eld, I will
briey review an additional argument used in favour for an analysis of weak
and strong pronouns as structurally distinct pronouns.
In Cardinaletti and Starke's 1994 analysis of strong and weak pronouns it is
stated that only strong pronouns can be coordinated or modied as a conse-
quence of their syntactic status as full phrasal elements. If a stressed pronoun
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is the same as a (structurally) strong pronoun, it should only be possible to
coordinate or modify pronouns when they are in a position following a sen-
tence adverb, as in (139). Pronouns preceding the adverbs, i.e. unstressed
pronouns, should necessarily also be structurally decient, and as a result co-
ordination or modication should not be possible when the pronoun precedes



























































However, example (139 a and c) show that stress on the pronoun is possible
but not necessary for a modied or coordinated pronoun following the sentence
adverb. Stress is, however, not possible on a pronoun preceding the adverb.
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festen.
party.def
Egerland (1996) concludes that a subject pronouns preceding the adverb
can be either structurally weak or strong, as it can be coordinated and mod-
ied but need not be stressed. However, these data could also be interpreted
dierently. The tests with coordination and modication rather show that
the stress of the pronouns is not related to any special syntactic status, but
that the stress of the pronoun is dependent on its position. Unstressed pro-
nouns can be coordinated and modied but sentence stress is only possible
for a pronoun following the adverb. Further, the examples in (140) show that
sentence stress is not even necessary on the pronouns following adverbs. It
must be noted that the dierence between the two examples is that in (139),
there is no constituent after the adverb. The lack or presence of a sentence
nal constituent, such as a PP, aects the judgement of the sentence. If a
clause nal PP is present (with sentence nal stress), modied or coordinated
pronouns can precede the sentence adverb, as in (140). Thus, adding a con-
stituent to the sentence also aects the prosody of the sentence. The contrast
in judgement between (135) and (139) can be accounted for once the entire
structure and prosodic pattern of the clause is taken into considerations.
Based on these observations, I argue that it is not plausible to assume
any structural dierences between these pronouns, as they only dier in their
phonological properties but not with respect to modication and coordina-
tion. Further, Hellan and Platzack (1999) oer additional support for the
assumption that weak pronouns are not structurally decient: Cardinaletti
and Starke (1994) claim that decient pronouns must not occur in the same
position as the DPs, not in their base position, and not in a peripheral po-
sition. However, these positional restrictions do not hold in Swedish. Recall
that DP subjects occur in a sentence initial position, as well as preceding and
following sentence adverbs in the middle eld in matrix clauses, cf. chapter
5. As demonstrated by the examples in this section, the same positions are
available for strong as well as weak subject pronouns.
A potentially dierent structural status of pronouns thus does not seem to
be relevant for their positioning in the middle eld. Instead, there is a strong
correlation between position and stress of the pronoun and the structure of
the sentence, as demonstrated in the examples above. A stressed pronoun
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must follow the sentence adverb, but it does not need to be stressed, as long
as some material follows the pronoun.
6.1.2. Properties of object pronouns and object shift
There are weak and strong forms of object pronouns and the two types are
distinguished by the same criteria as the subject pronouns, i.e. stress. In spo-
ken language there are also clitic forms for 3rd person pronouns, i.e. 'na is the
clitic form of henne (3p.Sing.Fem), and 'en the clitic of honom (3p.Sing.Masc),
cf. Hellan and Platzack (1999). As with the subject pronouns, it is claimed
that the phonological properties of an object pronoun aects its position in
the clause. Only unstressed, i.e. weak, pronouns can move in the middle
eld, to a position preceding all sentence adverbs, cf. (141a), or occurring be-
tween two sentence adverbs, cf. (141b). Such a movement is not possible for
strong, i.e. stressed, pronouns, cf. (141c) Holmberg (1986, 1991) and Hellan































































Mary probably gave him the book yesterday.
The movement of the weak pronouns is sometimes claimed to be obligatory,
cf. Chomsky (1995) and Holmberg (1991), but it is also argued to be optional,
cf. Hellan and Platzack (1999) and Josefsson (2012), who claim that weak
object pronouns also can occur in situ. The same distinction seems to hold
for object pronouns as with the subject pronouns discussed above. If the
pronoun is the last element of the clause, it must be stressed, i.e. strong, and
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the stressed pronoun may not precede the adverb, cf. (142a and b). However,
if there is some material following the pronoun, it is not necessarily stressed
even though it occurs following the adverb, i.e. the weak pronoun may remain

































Mary probably saw him yesterday.
Thus, the same pattern seems to hold for object pronouns. If they are the
last constituent in the clause, i.e. also follow any adverb, they will be stressed
but if there is some other sentence nal constituent, the pronoun does not need
to be stressed. A pronoun preceding the adverb, however, cannot be stressed.
The observation that unstressed object pronouns do not need to move has lead
to the assumption that the movement of the weak pronouns is only optional.
Hellan and Platzack (1999) also claim that clitic object pronouns, as in 'na
and 'en, do not necessarily move. This is demonstrated in example (143), in









I didn't see her.
However, in Hellan and Platzack (1999) it is not mentioned that a clitic form
of the negation inte, int', also exists, cf. Josefsson (2012). In the example
above, this type of negation could be present (this is my own intuition), in
which case the negation as well as the pronoun might have moved, i.e. (143)
is not necessarily an example of a clitic in situ. If the adverb of the clause is
changed to one that does not have a clitic version, e.g. antagligen (=probably),
the clitic pronoun must move, cf. (144). My intuition is that this also holds
if there is a sentence nal PP present.






















I probably saw her (yesterday).
The clitic pronoun may not, opposed to weak and strong object pronouns,
occur in a sentence initial position, cf. (145a and b).

















Her, I didn't see.
Note that the clitic pronoun shows the same distribution as the MPs ju and
val, for which I assumed a head status. It might thus be possible to assume
that the clitic pronoun also has a syntactic head status.
If the phonological property of being unstressed were to account for the
restriction from a sentence initial position, one would have to distinguish
phonologically between weak and clitic pronouns, as only the former can occur
in the sentence initial position. This could possibly be done, i.e. as a dierence
between inherently unstressed elements and elements that can carry word
stress. However, as weak sentence initial pronouns are assumed to incorporate
phonologically into a host, it is unclear why this should not be possible for
clitic pronouns. Thus, it is plausible to assume that clitic pronouns also dier
syntactically from weak pronouns, as only such an analysis could account for
their ban from the sentence initial position.
The movement of weak (and clitic) object pronouns is frequently referred
to as object shift. It only occurs in matrix clauses in which the left edge of the
VP is empty, as in (141) above and (146a) below. Verb movement from VP
to CP is only visible if there are adverbs or subjects in the IP-domain. In the
example (146) below, the position of the verb is determined in relation to a
sentence adverb. If the verb precedes a sentence adverb it is assumed to have
moved out of the VP. Verbs following any sentence adverb are in the VP. If the
lexical verb or any other material that occupy the left edge of the VP, such as
prepositions in particle verbs, surface in the VP in matrix clauses, the object
pronoun does not move, cf. (146b and c). This restriction on object shift is
known as Holmberg's generalization (Holmberg, 1991, 1999). Further, since
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Peter said that Mary did not give him the book yesterday.
In the literature, two types of object shift are distinguished: long and short
shift. The long shift is a movement of a weak object pronoun to a position be-
tween the nite verb in second position and the IP-internal subject, cf. (147a)
from Josefsson (1992, 61) (her example (59)). The short shift is a movement of
the object pronoun to a position to the left of the VP but below an IP-internal
subject, i.e. it is visible only in relation to a sentence adverb (following the





































That is why Mary was happy to please him with the answer about
the money.
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It is interesting to note that Hellan and Platzack (1999) comment upon the
long object shift with the following words:
\Long Object Shift applies only to a subset of the class of weak
pronouns. Most Swedes can take long object shift with weak re-
exives, whereas the number of speakers who accept long object
shift with object forms of other personal pronouns is considerably
smaller."
Hellan and Platzack (1999, 132)
The reason for this is not discussed any further by Hellan and Platzack,
and the examples given in Hellan and Platzack (1999) to show this distinction
are one with a reexive pronoun, cf. (148a) and one with a bisyllabic object






































At the station her whole family met her with owers and gifts.
The claim that the sentence in (148a) should be more easily acceptable than
the one in (148b), and if this is in any way related to the reexiveness of
the pronouns, is not adressed any futhrer in Hellan and Platzack (1999).
I would like to point out that the reason for long object shift being pre-
ferred with reexive pronouns in not necessarily related to their reexive-
ness, but could be accounted for if the dierence in length of the two types
of pronouns are taken into consideration. All reexive pronouns are mono-
syllabic, and often homonymic with the object pronouns. The only excep-
tion to this homonymity are pronouns for 3p.sing/pl, which are honom/henne
(3p.sing.masc/fem) (=him/her), and dem (3.p.pl) (=them) in the object form,
but sig (himself/herself/themselves) as reexives. Examples with mono- and
bisyllabic object pronouns (not in a reexive usage) are given in (149). If the
length of the pronoun aects its ability to undergo long or short object shift,
it is expected that (149a) is preferred over (149b).
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Why does not Helge help him?
Recall that data from the experiments indicate that length of the pronoun
aects its position in the middle eld in relation to adverbs (and MPs). A
long shift above IP-internal DP subjects was not tested, but given the results
of 5.1 that showed that the MPs ju and val always precede DPs. Thus, a shift
above an MP can be argued to also be a long shift. The results showed that
the length of the pronoun was greatly aected its ability to precede the MPs
ju and val. This is an idea I will address in section 6.4.2 in detail.
6.2. The trigger of object shift
As stated above, object shift is an optional movement of unstressed pronouns
out of the VP and into the IP-domain of matrix clauses. The phenomenon,
especially the trigger behind object shift, has been discussed extensively in
the literature and syntactic as well as phonological analyses have been pro-
posed. Because object shift correlates with verb movement, cf. Holmberg's
generalization, it is frequently assumed to be a syntactic phenomenon. In the
earlier research on object shift, it was often claimed that the relevant factor
for object shift is that the pronoun which shifts is marked for case, cf. Holm-
berg (1986), but in more recent research it is often claimed that information
structure (Holmberg, 1999) or the phonological properties of pronouns are
the driving force behind object shift, cf. Josefsson (2012), Erteschik-Shir and
Josefsson (2017), Hosono (2010).
In the following sections, I will take a thorough look at proposed analyses of
object shift and more importantly, which properties of pronouns are claimed
to inuence their ability to undergo object shift. This will be done using data
found in the literature, but also drawing from the results of the experiments
presented in the previous chapter. Once all the features of object pronouns
that undergo object shift are listed, i.e. the potential triggers of object shift
any analysis of object shift should be able to account for are identied, I will
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argue in favour of a phonological analysis thereof.
6.2.1. Case marking
The rst aspect claimed to be a prerequisite for object shift, apart from
an empty VP-edge, is case-marking. Holmberg (1986) states that only case
marked pronouns shift. However, as noted in Holmberg and Platzack (1995),
this property is only relevant when the pronoun shifts into a position above a
DP subject (in inverted position) in the IP-domain, i.e. in case of long object
shift. Compare (150a), in which a case marked object pronoun may precede
the DP subject (unmarked for case), to (150b and c) which show that an un-
marked pronoun den (=it, 3p.sing.utr.subj/obj) cannot occur preceding the























































Surely Peter put it on the shelf in the hall.
In Swedish, if there is no case marking, the ordering of arguments following
the nite verb in second position is subject preceding object. Thus, the rst
DP following the nite verb in a matrix clause will be interpreted as the
subject and the second as the object. Any other interpretation is ruled out,













Yesterday the dog bit the boy in the leg.
5Note that DP objects do not shift, as indicated by their position following the sentence
adverb in (151a and b)
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Yesterday the boy bit the dog in the leg. / # Yesterday the
dog bit the boy in the leg.
The same restriction on the ordering holds when an unmarked pronoun
precedes a DP, i.e. it is by its position interpreted as a subject pronoun. The
pronoun in example (150b) will thus receive subject-status. This status of the
pronoun combined with the verb lagga (=to put), which requires an animate
agent, results in an implausible reading of the sentence. As a consequence
thereof, this sentence is deemed to be ungrammatical. If the pronoun occurs
in a position following the DP (also not marked for case) it is interpreted as
an object and the sentence is grammatical, cf. (150c). (Note that (150c) is an
instance of short object shift.)
The same linearisation of subject preceding object is also necessary if the
conict of animacy in the example above is resolved. In example (152),
the pronoun dom (=they/them) is used. This pronoun is not marked for
case (3.p.pl.subj.obj) and thus, if this pronoun is preceded by a DP, it will
be interpreted as the object of the clause, cf. (152a). If the pronoun dom
(=they/them) precedes the DP, the pronoun will be interpreted as the sub-













Peter saw them in town yesterday.













They saw Peter in town yesterday.
# Peter saw them in town yesterday.
If both the subject and the object in the clause are pronouns, they can be
reordered (i.e. deviate from the order subject before object) if one of the pro-
nouns is case marked. The case marked pronoun might either be the subject
pronoun, as in cf. (153a), or the object, as in cf. (153b). If the rst pronouns
is unmarked, as dom (=they/them) and followed by a subject pronoun, the
result is an ungrammatical sentence, cf. (153c), as the rst pronoun will re-
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ceive its subject status by position but is followed by a second pronoun which







































Intended: I saw them in town yesterday.
Two case marked pronouns may also co-occur, in any ordering, although the
ordering of subject preceding the object is preferred, especially if the object



















































Yesterday we saw him in town.
Holmberg (1999) further argues that case cannot be the driving force behind




























6. A phonological analysis of the linearisation of the middle eld
They saw Peter in town yesterday. /# Peter saw them in town
yesterday.
The examples discussed in this section show that case marking is relevant in
order to determine if a pronoun can undergo long, i.e. above a IP-internal DP,
object shift. However, case is not relevant for a short shift above an adverb,
as shown in (150c) or for a shift above a case marked pronoun. Thus, case
marking cannot be the driving force behind object shift.
6.2.2. Information structure
The hypothesis that case is the trigger for object shift is refuted by Holmberg
(1999) and replaced by analysis of object shift as a reex of information struc-
ture. He argues that object shift is a post spell out operation, which belongs
to the domain of \stylistic syntax" (Holmberg, 1999, 21), i.e. dened as formal
syntax with access to phonological properties. Holmberg (1999) assumes that
object shift must be a PF operation, because it is sensitive to phonological
properties and is not blocked by syntactic traces, but only by visible mate-
rial in the VP-domain, such as verbs, verb particles, prepositions or indirect
objects, cf. (156) for an example with a verb particle blocking object shift of















I didn't visit them yesterday.
Once the visible material has moved out of the VP domain, the object
pronouns must shift according to Holmberg (1999). The formal account is the
following: The VP domain is a focus domain and any unfocused material must
move out of it. As a result, an unfocused pronoun must move, but focused
pronouns may not move. Focus is dened as a necessary feature which is either
inherent, as in weak pronouns, or ascribed to an element in the clause at some
point in the derivation. The unfocused pronouns are inherently  foc, and
must move into a position where it is licensed, i.e. into a position following
an entity with a +foc feature. Verbs, verb particles, and DPs (optionally6)
are +foc, and as such they can license a  foc (e.g. pronoun) in the closest
6Optionality is ascribed to DPs in order to also account for Icelandic object shift, which
applies to DPs as well as pronouns.
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following position. This postulation allows to account for why pronouns shift
when the VP is empty, but why they do not necessarily shift into the position
immediately following the verb, as in long object shift, but can also follow an
inverted subject, i.e. short object shift. It also explains why weak pronouns
do not shift, when a +foc element, such as a verb, remains in the VP, i.e.
 foc can be licensed in the VP if the verb, verb particle, preposition remains
in the VP.
However, there are some problems with this analysis. A problem noted
by Holmberg is the occurrence of unstressed pronouns in the sentence initial
position, i.e. in a position where they cannot be governed by a +foc element.
There is no satisfactory explanation for this, but Holmberg stipulates that, in
order to account for a sentence initial weak pronoun, the  foc-feature might
be checked in other ways. However, this is not elaborated any further in his
analysis.
A further problem is that ascribing an inherent  foc feature to a weak
pronouns makes a too strong prediction. It cannot account for the optionality
of object shift of weak pronouns. which is claimed to exist in Josefsson (2012)
and also is found in the results of the experiments presented in chapter 5.
Further, it cannot account for the occurrence of weak pronouns in between
multiple sentence adverbs. Holmberg's solution is to state that these pronouns
are optionally  foc.
Data with object pronouns
Before I turn to the question of phonological reasons of object shift, I will
quickly address the question if any type of focus might inuence the position
of the object pronouns. With DPs the data presented in the previous chapter
showed that only explicit contrast has an eect on the position of (given or
new) DPs with respect to sentence adverbs. In the following, I will give my















The pupil often meets the teacher after school.
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6.2. The trigger of object shift
The teacher probably helps him with the home work.
The examples show that the only information structural category that pro-
hibits a movement of the pronouns into the middle eld is explicit contrast
(as focused elements may precede the adverb). This mirrors the ndings for
DPs, where contrast, but not focus, had an eect on the position of DPs with
respect to sentence adverbs. However, it has been stated that contrast comes
with an additional prosodic prominence, cf. Selkirk (2008). Thus, it is not
possible to detect whether contrast or the accompanying phonological promi-
nence aects the position of the pronoun. Recall that sentence stress falls on
the latter constituents in a sentences, and the pronouns also might be stressed
because of their position. Further, it must be noted that in order for the tar-
get in (159) to form a coherent answer to the question, an additional physical
gesture pointing out the referent of the pronoun is needed, i.e. this also is
an instance of gestural deicitc usage of pronouns, which is accompanied by
stress, as discussed by Bruce (2012). This might account for the dis-preferred
usage of an unstressed pronoun in this target.
The examples above and the possible analyses thereof show that it is not
possible to tell if contrast aects the position of the pronoun or if the stress
of the pronouns comes from its position. Thus, in order not to stipulate that
object shift is an eect of information structure, a phonological account of
object shift must be taken into consideration.
6.2.3. A phonological approach to object shift
Hellan (1994) oers a phonological account of object shift and claims that
shifted pronouns phonologically cliticize onto a lexical category. He states that
potential hosts can be verbs and subjects but not adjuncts, such as sentence
adverbs, i.e. the underlying assumption is that object shift is an obligatory
movement, which needs to be accounted for. Holmberg (1999) criticizes this
proposal and says that it is unclear why adjuncts cannot serve as hosts for
pronouns. However, observation by Josefsson (2012) and Erteschik-Shir and
Josefsson (2017), and my data show that object pronouns do not have to shift,
i.e. unstressed object pronouns may occur following sentence adverbs as well
as preceding them.
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Josefsson (2012) presents a study7 and the results speak in favour of a
phonological analysis of object shift. She states that unstressed pronouns
move because they are phonologically `light'. She also discusses the dierence
between mono- and bisyllabic pronouns and states that there is a preference
for shifting of the monosyllabic (case-unmarked) pronoun den, compared to
the bisyllabic (case marked) pronouns henne or honom. In her study, the
linearisation of the monosyllabic pronoun den (=it) preceding the negation
inte was preferred signicantly more often that the opposite linearisation, i.e.
the negation preceding the monosyllabic pronoun. For bisyllabic pronouns
she found no preference for any position with respect to the negation. Her
conclusion is that object shift is preferred, but only statistically signicant for
the monosyllabic pronoun, i.e. this observation that the length of the pronoun
aects its tendency to undergo object shift is in line with the results of the
experiments presented in chapter 5.
Josefsson (2012) accounts for object shift as a need of phonological inte-
gration of weak pronouns into a host word, i.e. weak pronouns must form
a phonological unit with the word preceding it. The unstressed object pro-
nouns are observed to share some properties with inectional suxes, and
Josefsson claims that the pronouns are \inectional" ((Josefsson, 2012, 16))
(in a phonological sense, not syntactic) and the host can be a verb, subject
DP or an adverb8. Josefsson states that, when a host word and a weak object
pronoun make up a prosodic word, the rst syllable (the host) receives stress
and the second syllable (the object pronoun) is unstressed. The phonologi-
cal incorporation of the pronoun into its host is evident once word accent is
taken into account. If the host has accent 1, the constituent as a whole will
also have word accent 1, i.e. shifted pronouns behave like non-accent shifting
axes. This is demonstrated in (160). In (160a) the accent of the host word
is demonstrated, and in (b) the non-eect on this accent if the pronoun is
incorporated is shown.
7A small study (26 participants) testing grammatically judgements of dierent types of
object shift of mono- and bisyllabic pronouns.
8It must be noted that the usage of the term inectional to describe weak pronouns is
unfortunate, as pronouns are not axes, nor express any inection. The pronouns
are not restricted to a certain type of host as axes are, i.e. the latter only attach
to a certain category, e.g. verbs or DPs, whereas pronouns can incorporate into any
phonological word, i.e. verbs, DPs or adverbs.
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Therefore, the lady didn't see it.
Josefsson, assuming that object shift is not an obligatory movement, ac-
counts for the dierence between mono- and bisyllabic pronouns with respect
to object shift as follows:
\One stressed syllable followed by two unstressed ones works ne in
Swedish, but if too many unstressed syllables are stacked after each
other, the derivation deteriorated - for simple phonological reasons.
This, I claim, is why disyllabic pronouns, such as henne (her) and
honom (him) are more \apt" to remain in situ (or at least what
appears to be in situ), whereas monosyllabic object pronouns, such
as den (it.common) \it" are more inclined to appear in a shifted
position."
(Josefsson, 2012, 17)
The reason why bisyllabic pronouns are less prone to shift than monosyllabic
ones is thus that a shifted bisyllabic pronoun might result in a too long string
of unstressed syllables when it is incorporated into a host word.
Further, Josefsson also links the movement of objects to their information
structural status as she points out that old information, i.e. given information,
tends to move into the middle eld. However, she notes that full DP objects
that are given cannot move but only pronouns move. The reason for this she
states is the fact that only pronouns are case marked. However, in section
6.2.1, the hypothesis that case is necessary for object shift was refuted and
Josefsson also presents data contradicting this, as she discussed object shift
with unmarked pronouns such as den (3.p.utr). Additionally, it is unclear
how the claim that pronouns must undergo object shift because they are
given would account for the non-shift of stressed pronouns. They must also
be considered to be given by their nature as referents to some known entity
in the context, but still they cannot undergo object shift.
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Even though I do not agree with the details concerning the relation be-
tween informations structure and object shift in Josefsson's analysis, I do nd
the claim that she makes about the phonological properties of object shifted
pronouns interesting. Her observation that the length of the pronoun seems
to inuence the pronouns capacity to undergo object shift can, rst of all,
account for the remark noted above by Hellan and Platzack (1999) that long
object shift is more widely accepted with reexive pronouns (all monosyllabic)
than other forms. Second, this observation is also in line with the ndings
from the experiments, i.e. that the length of the pronoun aects its position.
Further, the postulation that object shift is not a necessary movement is also
in line with my results.
In the following section I will present some additional observations made
about pronouns that are useful in order to address the question if object shift
might be a phonological operation.
6.2.4. Phonological properties of shifted pronouns
Riad (2014), in his description of the phonology of Swedish, makes the same
observation about pronouns as Josefsson (2012), i.e. that unstressed pronouns
can incorporate into a host word. This holds for subject as well as object
pronouns and the assumption is supported by two types of evidence, (i) the
eect on accent (as discussed Josefsson (2012)) and (ii) a loss or presence
of the initial phoneme /h/ in 3rd person singular masculine and feminine
pronouns. In the following, I will present data for both types of evidence.
In the phonology of Swedish, the two main categories of words, lexical
words and function words, can be distinguished on a phonological level by the
lack or presence of tonal accent. Lexical words necessarily carry tonal accent,
function words do not, cf. Garding (1989) and Riad (2014). Both pronouns
and MPs fall under the latter type. Whereas lexical words all carry stress and
a tonal accent, function words come in three types that can be distinguished
by their phonological properties:
The rst class of function words are inherently unstressed elements that
never can receive stress. It must be noted that when the term stress is used
in this section, it is used to refer to stress on the level of the word and not to
sentence stress. The only example of a function word of this type is according
to Riad (2014) the word ju. This will be discussed in detail in the section 6.4.
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The second class are function words that frequently are unstressed but can
be stressed (and also carry a tonal accent). This is exemplied by the mono-
syllabic pronoun den. The third class are function words which are always
stressed, i.e. contain a lexical stress, but accented or unaccented depending
on context, such as the demonstrative pronoun denna (=this).
Thus, it is necessary to distinguish between multiple phonological/prosodic
levels of a word: stress is the lowest level and tonal accent is above this, i.e.
the presence of stress is a prerequisite for tonal accent, but a word can carry
word stress without necessarily carrying a tonal accent. Only a word which
carries a tonal accent can receive sentence stress, i.e. sentence stress is above
word stress, but also above tonal accent.
Riad further postulates a relation between the stress of a word and its
structure as a minimal or a maximal phonological word. A stressed word,
such as a pronoun, is a minimal word. An accented word, i.e. with tonal
accent 1 or 2, is a maximal word, i.e. monosyllabic lexical words are minimal
and maximal at the same time. A word can move from one category to an
other by a reduction or increase of stress. If a reduction applies to an already
minimal word, e.g. if a pronoun occurs unstressed, it must incorporate into a
prosodic word.
The pattern of stress and incorporation is present in suxes of DPs, of
which some carry stress and others do not. If the sux carries stress, i.e.
forms a minimal phonological word of its own and is added to the lexical
word, it will change the accent of the resulting prosodic word, cf. (161a) from
(Riad, 2014, 222), with a stressed sux (-ar) (=indef.pl). A sux without
stress does not form a minimal phonological word and does not have an eect
on the accent of the stem. One example of this type of sux is the denite
article (-en), cf. (161b).
(161) a. sg.indef [1'bil] (car), pl.indef [2'bil]-ar2
(cars)
b. sg.indef [1'bil] (car), sing.def [1'bil]-en
(the car)
This non-eect on the accent of a word is the same one as noted by Josefsson
(2012) for shifted object pronouns, as discussed in the previous section.
If a functional word is phonologically incorporated into a phonological word,
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it will be visible in the syllabication, as the minimal word also is the domain
of syllabication. If a minimal word is not incorporated into a host word, it
will form its own domain of syllabication. Compare on the one hand the
word (har.mar)! (present tense, all person, sing/pl, of imitate) in which the
sux -r is incorporated into the stem (harma-), and on the other hand the
maximal word harmapa (imitation monkey) in which two minimal phonolog-
ical words form one maximal word, as shown by their syllabication. The
correct syllabication is: (harm)! (a.pa)! which indicates that the maximal
word encompasses two minimal words. The syllabication *(har.ma.pa)! is
not possible, as it would require the string to be one minimal word, examples
are from (Riad, 2014, 118). The same incorporation is present with pronouns,
cf. the syllabication of the phrase gav henne (=gave her) as ga.ve.ne rather
than gav.e.ne.
The second type of evidence that indicates incorporation is the presence
of the phoneme /h/, which serves as an indicator for stress in a word-medial
position as well as for the left boundary of a phonological word. The /h/
will be pronounced, in a word initial position, unstressed or not, but only in
a medial position if it occurs in a stressed syllable. If a function word with
an initial /h/ is phonologically reduced and thus must incorporate into the
preceding word, /h/ will be lost. This is demonstrated in example (162a and
b) from (Riad, 2014, 136) for subject as well as object pronouns, i.e. a loss
of an initial /h/ in an object shifted pronoun indicates that it has indeed
incorporated into the preceding word.










If a pronoun, such as han (=he:3.p.sing.subj.masc) or henne (=her :3.p.sing.obj.fem),
occurs in a sentence initial position, the /h/ will be articulated, cf. (163a).
These pronouns however need not be stressed, as /h/ is also pronounced in
unstressed syllables in a word initial position, (Riad assumes that sentence
initial pronouns can incorporate into the following word, e.g. the nite verb).
However, it must be noted that a clitic pronoun, also in need of a host to
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incorporate into, may not occur in a sentence initial position, cf. (163b). It is
necessary to distinguish between the weak, unstressed pronoun and the clitic
with respect to their phonological status, which might aect their possible
positions9. Clitics, belonging to the type of function words that can never
be stressed, i.e. the rst class presented above, need a host, whereas weak
pronouns do not necessarily need to incorporate. However, as unstressed ma-
terial is not strictly banned for the sentence initial position, the reason why
clitics can only incorporate to the left, and not to the right, might be a result
of a syntactic head status and not of their phonological status, as I argued for
the MPs ju and val, also banned from a sentence initial position.













I saw her yesterday.
The phonological observations of pronouns by Riad (2014) show that pro-
nouns can incorporate into a host and support the analyis by Josefsson (2012)
of object shift as (partially) driven by the phonological properties of object
pronouns. The eect of length on the ability of a pronoun to undergo ob-
ject shift noted by Josefsson (2012) and found in the experiments presented
in chapter 5, can be accounted for by the additional assumption that mono-
syllabic pronouns are more easily reduced than bisyllabic ones, perhaps by
belonging to two dierent types of function words, i.e. maximal or minimal
words, as shown above.
Reviewing the phonological properties of pronouns, and combining this with
the insight that the length of the pronoun aects its ability to undergo object
shift, all indicate that object shift is related to phonological properties of
the pronouns. Further, as the discussion with subject and object pronouns
showed, the reason for a shift seems to be to avoid occurring in a sentence nal
position, where it would by default receive the main stress of the sentence.
That assumption is supported by the observation that object pronouns which
do not shift can be unstressed when they occur in their sentence nal position,
i.e. in the VP domain, and an other constituent follows the pronoun.
9See also discussion in section 6.1.2 about clitics as syntactic heads.
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6.2.5. A phonological account of Holmberg's generalization
In the sections above we have seen arguments that all speak in favour of a
phonological analysis of object shift. Firstly, object shift is dependent on the
phonological status of the pronoun, i.e. only unstressed pronouns may undergo
object shift. Secondly, unstressed pronouns occur phonologically incorporated
into a host word.
The need to incorporate can be a motivation for a pronoun to move from its
VP position, possibly to avoid the main stress of the sentence, and also gives
these pronouns their clitics-like status. One only aspect of object shift that
remains unsolved up until now, even when taking the phonological properties
of pronouns and prosody of the sentence into account, is the puzzle posed
by Holmberg's generalization. Recall the impossibility for pronouns, even
unstressed, to move if the left edge of the VP-domain is occupied by any
visible element. In the following, I will discuss whether this also could be
accounted for by a purely phonological analysis.
Bennett et al. (2016) oer a purely phonological account of postposing of
pronouns in Irish that might also be applicable to the Swedish object shift
and account for Holmberg's generalization. The postposing of light words
in Irish, i.e. pronouns, bares some similarities to object shift in Swedish.
The movement of pronouns is described to be optional and there is not one
specic position in which the postposed pronoun occurs, but it appears in a
range of dierent positions. Bennett et al. (2016) also state that there seems
to be no correlation for this movement with information structure or discourse
function.
Their analysis is based on a phonological constraint labelled strong start
by Selkirk (2008), i.e. prosodic dependent constituents are not able to occur
at the left edge of a prosodic constituent, as the left edge is prosodically
prominent. There are three options to not violate strong start : A: postpose
the (Irish) pronoun to the right edge of a prosodic phrase, option B: leave
the pronoun in-situ but cliticize onto a preceding word. Option C: parse as a
prosodic word, in which case it is stressed.
Applying their account to Swedish object shift might be fruitful, as it might
present a phonological account for Holmberg's generalization. Further, the
three options to avoid a weak element on the left edge of a prosodic phrase
might account for the optionality of object shift in Swedish. The analysis
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might be applied as follows: A movement of a nite verb, particle or object
out of the VP results in an empty VP edge. If the VP is an individual prosodic
phrase10, this means that a weak pronoun remaining in the VP occurs at the
left edge of a prosodic phrase, i.e. strong start would be violated. As this must
be avoided, one of the three options can be implemented: First, the pronoun
might move and nd a host to incorporate to. This host could be a nite verb
in second position, a subject DP in the middle eld, or a sentence adverb.
A movement of the pronoun is only visible in the former two cases, i.e. in
cases described as object shift. An incorporation into a sentence adverb, i.e.
pronoun following adverb, does not change the word order, but results in what
looks like an unshifted word order. This incorporation is only detectable on
the level of phonology (by a potential loss of an initial /h/, and the pronoun
being unstressed).
The second possibility, to remain in situ but cliticize onto a preceding word,
cannot be tested in Swedish, as only the movement of all visible element on
the VP edge would trigger a need for the pronouns to move. The closest word
it could incorporate into would be the adverb, i.e. there is no visible dierence
between this and the previous option.
The third possibility to avoid a light word at the left edge of a prosodic
phrase, according to Bennett et al. (2016), is that the pronoun forms its own
prosodic word, i.e. for an /h/-initial pronoun this would mean no loss of the
initial /h/. If the pronoun forms an individual prosodic word, it could also
carry heavier stress, i.e. tonal accent or sentence stress. This can account for
weak object pronouns do not necessarily move even if the left edge of the VP
is empty, but also explain unshifted pronouns may receive heavy stress.
One data, however, that seem to speak against the analysis of object shift
as a means to avoid an unstressed syllable in the initial position of a prosodic
phrase is the occurrence of unstressed, i.e. phonologically incorporated11,
pronouns in a sentence initial position in Swedish, i.e. strong start does not
seem to apply here. However, in Riad (2014), the presence of an initial accent
in Swedish is discussed, i.e. a tone that marks a left edge of a phrase. This
10The assumption that the VP is an individual prosodic phrase needs independent veri-
cation. But for now, I will assume it in order to see if such an assumption can account
for Holmberg's generalization.
11It is not plausible to assume word stress for these pronouns as the do not form individual
phonological words.
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tone needs to associate with a stressed syllable. However, if the initial syllable
is unstressed, e.g. in case of a sentence initial pronoun, the initial accent
occurs later in the phrase. This could possibly account for why unstressed
syllables can occur sentence initially and also account for why VP internal
pronouns can be unstressed only if some other constituent follows the pronoun,
cf. discussion about examples (139) and (140), i.e. it can be possible that a
non-initial constituent following the unstressed element can carry the stress
associated with strong start.
If it is plausible to assume that strong start is applicable in Swedish,and the
details thereof, will not be discussed any further at this point. However, the
discussion in this section has shown that phonology plays an important role
for object shift and also for Holmberg`s generalization. It cannot be claimed to
be related purely to information structure or syntactic aspects such as focus
or case marking, but is also related to the phonological properties of pronouns.
In the previous section, I discussed that the stress of any pronoun (subject or
object) might be related to its position in the clause in combination with the
prosodic structure of utterances. A combination of these two aspects, i.e. the
phonological properties of elements and the prosodic structure of the sentence,
might account for occurrences of object shift as well as its optionality. How-
ever, a detailed account of Holmberg's generalization in purely phonological
terms will be left to further research, but given the importance of phonolog-
ical properties of pronouns to their ability of undergo object shift, such an
analysis might be possible.
6.3. Intermediate summary
In the previous sections I have taken a closer look at the data any analysis
of object shift needs to account for and discussed the motivation for object
shift. I have shown that the claim that the phonological properties of the
pronouns are important for object shift, can be related not only to stress, as
frequently stated in the literature, but also the length of the pronoun. This
was noted in work by Josefsson (2012), and the results from my experiments
support this assumption. Further, the study conducted by Josefsson (2012),
but also my own data show that object shift is not a necessary movement,
but an option. My ndings also showed that in comparison to adverbs, a
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shift is often preferred, but relative to MPs, the shift is dis-preferred. As a
result of phonology being so important to object shift, I have argued that an
analysis of object shift needs to take the phonological properties of pronouns
into account, and that a purely syntactic analysis cannot account for the data.
In the next section I will turn to the modal particles and discuss some
commonalities between the pronouns and MPs and address the question of
how much of the peculiar properties of MPs can be accounted for using a
phonological analysis. It will show that some aspects of the linearisation of
MPs and pronouns need to be analysed from a phonological perspective.
6.4. A phonological analysis of the MPs
MPs and object pronouns that undergo object shift share some properties
that are worth noting. First, both are phonologically light elements, i.e. un-
stressed. Second, their position in the clause is dependent on verb movement.
Object pronouns only shift once the nite verb or other material in the left
edge of the VP has moved into the CP-domain, cf. Holmberg's generalization,
and the MPs only occur in their high position (to the left of any subject
DP in the middle eld) in matrix clauses, i.e. when the verb surfaces in the
CP-domain, cf. chapter 4.
These two similarities lead me to the idea that MPs and object pronouns
have some commonalities, syntactic or phonological, that are worth investigat-
ing12. Further, having argued that object shift should be analysed primarily
in a phonological account, I will also address the question of how much of the
properties of MPs can be accounted for in a purely phonological analysis.
In the following sections I will thus review the phonological properties of
MPs and discuss if this can be used to account for the position of MPs.
12Cardinaletti (2007) and Grosz (2007) have also argued for a unied syntactic analysis
of pronouns and MPs, both are analysed as decient phrases, but note that I argued
against an implementation of their analysis, but argued that the Swedish MPs are full
phases or syntactic heads. In section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, I also argued against such an
analysis of pronouns (with an exception for clitic pronouns).
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6.4.1. Phonological properties of the MPs in Riads
classication
Above I presented Riad's analysis of phonological properties of words in
Swedish. In the following I will use his classication again in a discussion
about the phonological properties of MPs. As disscued above, Riad (2014)
proposes four classes of words, diering in their phonological properties; Lex-
ical words carry a tonal accent and form maximal words. Functional words
come in three types: (i) stressed, i.e. function words which also carry ac-
cent and form minimal words, (ii) frequently unstressed words which can
carry stress and only then form minimal words, and (iii) inherently unstressed
words, which never form individual phonological words.
Riad (2014) discusses the MP ju and states that this is the only example of a
function word which can never receive stress. However, I assume that the MP
val, showing the same distribution as ju, also belongs to this class. Teleman
et al. (1999) also list val as an inherently unstressed element13. If we assume
that both val and ju are inherently unstressed, i.e. cannot form individual
phonological words, their need to incorporate into a host word is accounted
for, i.e. in a matrix clause the nite verb can host the MPs, whereas they
incorporate into DP subjects in embedded clauses. Event though I assume
that this phonological classication of these MPs is correct, it must be pointed
out that some of the properties of these MPs cannot be accounted for in a
purely phonological analysis, The rst property is the adjacency of the MPs
ju and val to the nite verb.
It must be noted that, from a phonological perspective, DPs also are po-
tential host elements, as data with pronouns show, but they cannot host MPs
(nor clitic pronouns). Thus the restriction to incorporate into a verb cannot
be accounted for solely by a phonological analysis, but calls for a syntactic
analysis, i.e. an analysis of the MPs ju and val as syntactic heads that adjoin
to the nite verb in matrix clauses. Further the MPs ju and val are not able
to appear in a clause initial position. This also is a property they share with
clitic pronouns. However, as shown with weak pronouns, unstressed material
can occur in the initial position. To account for this restriction of clitic pro-
nouns and the MPs ju and val one would either have to postulate that clitic
13The reason val is overlooked in Riad's analysis could be the presence of the homonymic
adverb val (=good, well)
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pronouns (and by analogy also these MPs) are more unstressed that the weak
(monosyllabic) pronouns and thus banned from a sentence initial position, but
it would be unclear how this dierence should be dened. The second option
is to argue that clitic pronouns as well as the MPs ju and val are banned from
the initial position because of their syntactic status as heads, i.e. may only
appear right-adjacent to the nite verb in matrix clauses. I will come back to
this discussion in section 6.514.
Turning to the MPs nog and visst, I assume that they belong to another
class of function words than ju and val, i.e. to the class of unstressed function
words that may be stressed, i.e. the same group as (monosyllabic) object
pronouns. These MPs do not need to incorporate into a host word but may
also form independent minimal phonological words when stressed, i.e. by word
stress. They can also occur in a sentence initial position, just as pronouns.
Note that these classications are in line with the observations of phonological
properties discussed in chapter 4.1, i.e. that ju and val cannot carry word
stress, but it is possible for nog and visst.
Even though it is evident that not all the properties of the MPs are best
analysed in a purely phonological analysis, i.e. the distribution of the MPs
ju and val, I argue that a purely syntactic analysis cannot account for the
ordering of MPs, adverbs and object pronouns in the middle eld (see coun-
terargument for a syntactic analysis of pronouns in section 6.1.1 and in next
section).
It seems necessary to consider the phonological properties of the MPs as
well as the properties of pronouns in order to account for the linearisation
of elements in the middle eld. In the following, I will once again revisit
the results of the experiments presented in chapter 5 and examine if phono-
logical considerations can account for the possible linearisations of MPs and
pronouns.
6.4.2. Combination of object pronouns and MPs;
accounting for the data
The results of the experiments show that object shift is an optional movement
of an object pronoun into a position between a nite verb and a sentence
14I will argue that their syntactic status of heads is more relevant for their occurrence in
clauses.
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adverb or a MP. It is important to note that clitic pronouns will be excluded
from the following discussion, as they were not tested in the experiments.
Thus the following is applicable to mono- and bisyllabic pronouns. The results
showed that the length of the pronoun inuences its position. Length had an
eect with respect to sentence adverbs, as monosyllabic pronouns are more
likely to precede the adverbs than bisyllabic pronouns. However, overall both
mono- and bisyllabic pronouns preceded the sentence adverb to a great extent.
In total 74% of the monosyllabic and 66% of the bisyllabic pronouns preceded
the sentence adverbs. The MPs are all less frequently preceded by pronouns,
but the length of the pronoun aected the linearisation with respect to the
MPs as well. 35% of the mono- and 17% of the bisyllabic object pronouns
precede ju and val, whereas 63% of the mono- and 46% of the bisyllabic object
pronouns precede nog and visst.
One possibility to account for these results, using a purely syntactic ap-
proach is to claim that all the monosyllabic pronouns are syntactic clitics, i.e.
heads, when they occur between the nite verb and a MP. However, such an
assumption is not correct, as these pronouns might also occur (unstressed) in
positions in which they cannot be analysed as heads, e.g. sentence initially or
following a MP or an adverb. Example (164) shows that the weak pronouns
can occur in all the positions available to strong pronouns. Further, above I
argued that the question whether a pronoun receives stress in any given posi-
tion is related to the prosodic structure of an utterance. A pronoun occurring
in the sentence nal position must be stressed (this position is visible when
the pronoun follows a sentence adverb). However, if any other constituent
follows the pronoun in this position, it need not be stressed, cf. (164b).
(164) a. Strong pronoun:
i. Peter traade h*HONOMi inte hHONOMi igar.
ii. HONOM traade inte Peter igar
b. Weak pronoun:
i. Peter traade hhonomi inte hhonomi igar.
ii. Honom traade inte Peter igar.
c. Clitic pronoun:
i. Peter traade 'na inte igar.
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If one wants to maintain the idea that pronouns adjacent to verbs in the
middle eld are syntactic heads, one would have to assume three, partly
homonymic, syntactically distinct versions of each pronoun, in line with the
analysis of Italian pronouns by Cardinaletti and Starke (1994). In section
6.1.1, I discussed the applicability of such an analysis of pronouns in Swedish
and refuted it, as it showed that other properties argued to apply only to
strong pronouns, also applied to weak pronouns in Swedish. Further, a syn-
tactic approach cannot account for the eect of the length of the pronoun, or
rather: it leaves the question open why bisyllabic pronouns are more readily
realized as strong or weak pronouns whereas monosyllabic pronouns rather
occur as weak or even clitic pronouns. Thus, assuming multiple syntactic
phrasal structures for the pronouns is not desired.
In the discussion about object shift above, it was argued that only phono-
logical properties aect the position of the pronoun in the clause, and demon-
strated that both unstressed mono- and bisyllabic pronouns can incorporate
into the preceding word, i.e. any unstressed pronoun might form a unit with
its preceding word. According to Josefsson (2012), this was dis-preferred for
bisyllabic pronouns, as this results in a too long string of unstressed sylla-
bles. In the following I will explore the possibility to account for the preferred
linearisation of MPs and pronouns when they co-occur using a phonological
account.
Recall that, if the MPs are unstressed elements, they need to incorporate
into a host word. Such an incorporation is displayed in (165). In this example
it shows that the MP ju can incorporate into the verb gillar (=like).
(165) gillar + ju [2'gillar] + [ju] ! [2' jIlaju]
If the MP necessarily incorporates, a pronoun which intervenes between
the nite verb and the MP must also be incorporated into the verb, i.e. verb,
pronoun and MP must form one phonological word. This is demonstrated for
a monosyllabic pronoun oss (=us) as well as bisyllabic pronoun henne (=her),
cf. (166a) and (166b). The incorporation is visible is the syllibication and
lack of an initial /h/ in the pronoun, cf. (166b). If the pronoun follows the
MP, the MP can still be incorporated, but the pronoun forms an individual
phonological word, i.e. pronounced with an initial /h/, cf. (166c).
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(166) a. ('gav oss ju)!
['gav:os.ju]
Syllabication: (ga.vos.ju)
Gave us, as you know
b. ('gav henne ju)! ('MJ OLK)!
['ga:v"n"ju 'mjl:k]/ *['ga:v h"n" ju 'mjl:k]
Syllibication:(ga.ve.ne.ju)
Gave her, as you know, milk.
c. ('gav ju)! (henne)! ('MJ OLK)!
*['ga:vju"n"'mjl:k] /['ga:vju h"n" 'mjl:k]
Syllibication: (ga.vju) (he.ne)
Gave her, as you know, milk.
It must be noted that the linearisation in (166c) is the preferred one for
all MPs in combination with bisyllabic pronouns, whereas the linearisation in
(166b) with a bisyllabic pronoun preceding an MP is the less preferred word
order for all MPs. For the linearization of monosyllabic pronouns and the
MPs there is a dierence between the two types of MPs. For the MPs ju and
val the preferred linearisation is MP preceding the pronoun. For the MPs nog
and visst the preferred linearisation is monosyllabic pronouns preceding the
MPs.
The eect of the length of the pronoun and the general dis-preference for
(bisyllabic) pronouns to precede MPs can be accounted for if we take Josef-
sson's observation of object shift into account. Josefsson (2012), as quoted
in section 6.2.3, states that the reason for the linearisation of a bisyllabic
pronoun preceding an adverb is less preferred than monosyllabic pronouns
preceding the adverb, is that the former linearisation results in a too long
string of unstressed material. I will argue along the same lines and addition-
ally take the phonological properties of the MPs into account. The MPs ju
and val are least likely to be preceded by any pronoun as they need to in-
corporate into a host. An incorporation of a pronoun preceding these MP is
easier, but not preferred, if the pronoun is monosyllabic with the result of the
verb hosting two unstressed syllables, i.e. pronoun and MP. It is less preferred
if the pronoun is bisyllabic, as it results in the verb hosting three unstressed
syllables. The MPs nog and visst, being unstressed words which may carry
stress, are exible between a need to incorporate and the ability to form in-
dependent phonological function words. As a result of their exibility, they
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can appear incorporated, i.e. preceding all pronouns, but also as independent
words preceded by pronouns. The pronouns are also exible, and it seems as
if monosyllabic pronouns prefer incorporation, and thus precede these MPs,
whereas the bisyllabic pronouns are equally likely as the MPs to form indi-
vidual phonological or incorporate, (hence their distribution of approximately
50 % of the bisyllabic pronouns preceding and 50% following the MPs).
The linearisation of pronouns and MPs thus seems to be a result of the
phonological properties, i.e. the dierences between mono- and bisyllabic pro-
nouns as well as of the two types of MPs. A preference for a certain lin-
earisation is a result of an interaction between the phonological properties of
pronouns and MPs. Further, the preference for pronouns to precede adverbs
can be accounted for in the same lines: adverbs always form independent
phonological words, and thus do not incorporate. As a result, mono and bi-
syllabic pronouns precede the adverbs to a greater extent than any of the
MPs, (although there is also an eect of the length of the pronoun).
6.5. How much is syntax, how much is
phonology?
Having discussed the phonological properties of MPs in detail and seen that
phonology can be used to account for the linearisation of MPs and pronouns in
clauses, I will in the following section address the question of how many of the
properties ascribed to the MPs can be accounted for by a purely phonological
analysis, and how many by a syntactic analysis.
ju and val The MPs ju and val display following noteworthy properties:
They are banned from a sentence initial position. In the middle eld of matrix
clauses, the MPs must occur adjacent to the nite verb in matrix clauses,
and only pronouns can intervene, whereas in embedded clauses, these MPs
must occur adjacent to DP subjects. Further, they are inherently unstressed
elements.
Using the syntactic analysis, their inability to occur sentence initially is
accounted for by the assumption that these MPs are syntactic heads. Having
this status they are banned from the sentence initial, phrasal, position. How-
ever, as stated above in the discussion about clitic pronouns, it might also
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not be possible to have inherently unstressed material in a sentence initial
position, i.e. it can be a result of their phonological properties. But recall
that this requires the additional, but implausible, assumption that clitics and
weak pronouns occurring sentence initially dier phonologically. This is im-
plausible, as both types of pronouns can be incorporated into a host. It is
unclear which phonological property would restrict the clitic element to only
incorporate into a preceding element, whereas weak pronouns might incorpo-
rate into a preceding or following element. Only a syntactic analysis of the
clitic pronouns, and also of these MPs as syntactic heads could account for
both the necessity to incorporate only into a preceding verb, but also for the
restriction from the initial position.
The position of these MPs in the middle eld can be accounted for by
both approaches to a certain extent, although a syntactic analysis also has
greater explanatory power. The rst data any approach needs to account
for is the adjacency of the MP to the nite verb in matrix clauses but to
DPs in embedded clauses. A phonological approach of the MPs can account
for the adjacency of the MPs to the nite verb by the assumption that the
MPs need a phonological host to incorporate to, similar to clitic pronouns.
Such an approach can also account for the linearisation of MPs and pronouns.
Both MPs and pronouns need a host to incorporate to, but simultaneously
it should be avoided to have a too long string of unstressed syllables. As a
consequence thereof the linearisation of any pronoun preceding the MPs is
less preferred than a MP preceding a pronoun. Further, it also accounts for
why a bisyllabic pronoun preceding a MP is less preferred than a monosyllabic
pronoun preceding the MP.
However, the phonological approach cannot answer the question why a DP
is not a possible host for incorporation of the MPs in matrix clauses. The
adjacency to the verb in matrix clauses, and the position of the MPs in em-
bedded clauses can only be accounted for in a syntactic analysis with the
assumption that the MPs ju and val are heads that move with the verb in
matrix clauses, but surface in their base position in embedded clauses due
to the lack of verb movement. These MPs incorporate phonologically into a
host, but will syntactically only adjoin to the nite verb when possible, i.e.
in matrix clauses with verb movement.
The dierence between which element can serve as a phonological host for
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a MP compared to pronoun reveals a prominent dierence between MPs and
all object pronouns undergoing object shift. The movement of the pronoun
can be argued to be motivated purely by their phonological properties, as a
pronoun can incorporate into any host word, e.g. verb or DP in the middle
eld. The movement of the MPs must be syntactically motivated, in order to
account for the adjacency to a nite verb in matrix clauses.
So far it shows that both the phonological and syntactic approach could
account for the ban of ju and val from a sentence initial position, but the
syntactic analysis has greater explanatory power. Only a syntactic analysis
of MPs can account for linearisation of verbs, MPs and DPs in the middle
eld of matrix clause as well as in embedded clauses. Additionally, in order
to account for the linearisation of these MPs and pronouns, not only the
syntactic properties of the former, but also the phonological properties of the
latter need to be taken into consideration.
nog and visst Unlike ju and val the MPs nog and visst do not show any
restriction to positions in matrix clauses. They may occur in a sentence
initial position. This is expected if their phonological properties are taken
into account, as well their syntactic status. Above, I argued that nog and
visst are phrasal elements, and as such they are not banned from a sentence
initial position. However, if they are not inherently unstressed elements, they
are also expected to be able to occur in a sentence initial position. Even if
these MP belong to the category of functional words which may be stressed or
unstressed, i.e. may form individual phonological words or incorporate into a
host, it is expected that they can occur in a sentence initial position, as this
also holds for unstressed pronouns.
In the middle eld their position might also follow from their syntactic or
phonological status. These MPs do not need to occur adjacent to the nite
verb, but both pronouns and DPs can intervene between the verb and the
MPs. If they are phrasal elements, they are not able to cliticize onto the verb,
but can be preceded by an other phrasal element such as a DP in the middle
eld. Additionally, if these MPs form independent phonological words, they
also do not need to incorporate into any host. Thus, both the phonological
and syntactic properties of these MPs can account for their possible positions
in the clause, and none of the analyses pose any bigger problems.
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Further, both the syntactic and phonological analysis of these MP allow us
to distinguish them from sentence adverbs. The syntactic analysis assumed
that the MPs are base generated in higher positions in the middle eld than
the adverbs. As a consequence, they are preceded by DP subjects to a lesser
extent than sentence adverb. However, a phonological analysis might have
more explanatory power in this aspect: Classifying these MPs as unstressed
function words, i.e. words that are unstressed, but stressable, means that
they might incorporate into a phonological host, but need not. Sentence
adverbs, however, are lexical words and as such always form independent
phonological words. These dierent phonological properties might be used to
account for the dierent linearisation of MPs, sentence adverbs with respect
to both pronoun and DPs. A sentence adverb necessarily forms an individual
phonological word and can equally well be preceded or followed by a DP. A MP
however, is preferably followed by a DP, perhaps as a reex of a preference of
the MP to incorporate into the nite verb when a DP is present in the middle
eld, i.e. similarly to the preference of weak object pronouns to shift into a
middle eld position following the nite verb.
The ordering dierence all MPs and adverbs display with respect to the lin-
earisation with pronouns seem to be a purely phonological matter, and varies
depending on which element, i.e. MP or pronoun are more prone to incor-
porate into a host. A hierarchy for incorporation might account for the data
with pronouns, i.e. rst, why MPs ju and val are less frequently preceded
by pronouns than nog and visst, and second, why monosyllabic pronouns are
more prone to precede MPs than bisyllabic pronouns. This is a tentative ex-
planation to account for dierence in linearisation between the MPs in general
but also between nog and visst and sentence adverbs in particular.
Further, comparing the possibilities to account for the properties of MPs
in a syntactic and/or phonological account shows that the two types of MPs
do indeed dier. On the one hand, the MPs ju and val must be regarded to
be syntactic heads, and a purely phonological analysis of these MPs cannot
account for all their properties. On the other hand, the properties of the MPs
nog and visst can be accounted for equally extensively by a phonological or a




In this chapter I have discussed the possibility that the linearisation of ele-
ments in the middle eld might depend on phonological properties of these
elements and of the prosodic structure of sentences. This possibility is nec-
essary to discuss, as it could oer an account of some of the ndings of the
experiments presented in chapter 5.
This chapter stated with a discussion of phonological properties of pronouns.
It showed that pronouns per se are not unstressed or stressed elements. This
observation is particularly interesting for the discussion of object shift. It
is often claimed that stressed pronouns cannot undergo object shift because
of their nature as stressed elements. However, I argued that the pronouns
are stressed as a result of their position in the clause. Objects often occur
in the sentence nal position in Swedish, and this is also the position on
which the main sentence stress is expressed. Thus, a pronoun which surfaces
following an adverb, will by its position receive stress. This assumption was
supported by the observations that object pronouns which follow an adverb
are not necessarily stressed if there is additional material in the sentence, e.g.
a sentence nal PP. At this point it must also be noted, that if the position
following the adverb is not necessarily a focus position, as argued in section
6.2.2, then the pronouns following the adverbs are only stressed because they
occur at the end of the sentence. This is in line with the results from the
experiments with DPs, as they showed that the eect of information structure
was not as strong as expected, and that focused DPs were not restricted to
a position following the sentence adverbs. This is a further indication that
information structure might not aect the linearisation of the middle eld as
strongly as often assumed, but rather phonology has an eect.
Having discussed phonological properties of object pronouns, I turned to
a discussion of potential triggers of object shift. This showed that only a
phonological analysis, as proposed by Josefsson (2012), can account for object
shift to its full extent, as not only stress but also the length of the pronouns
aects their ability to occur in the middle eld of matrix clauses. Josefsson
(2012) argued that unstressed pronouns that undergo object shift do not form
individual phonological words, but are phonologically incorporated into host
words, i.e. verbs, DPs or adverbs. Such a phonological analysis of object shift
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can account for the ndings of the experiments, which tested the linearisation
of object pronouns with respect to MPs and sentence adverbs. The result
showed that the length of the pronoun aected its position with respect to
MPs and adverbs.
The results of the experiments in chapter 5 also showed that the two types
of MPs and sentence adverbs dier with respect to their linearisation, and
these dierences cannot be accounted for only by a syntactic analysis. Thus, I
turned to a closer investigation of the phonological properties of the MPs. This
revealed that it is possible to extend the phonological analysis of pronouny by
Josefsson (2012) to the MPs. I argued that the MPs ju and val are inherently
unstressed elements which cannot form independent phonological words. As
a result thereof, they need to incorporate into a host word. The nog and visst
belong to the type of unstressed function words that can carry stress. They
might incorporate into a host word when they are unstressed but appear as
individual phonological words if stressed. The MPs thus fall into two types but
also dier from sentence adverbs by their phonological properties. Combining
the phonological analysis of object pronouns with the analysis of MPs allows
us to account for the results of the experiments in detail. Unstressed elements
as the MPs ju and val must incorporate into a host. This is also necessary for
pronouns and the MPs nog and visst when they occur unstressed. However, if
they are stressed, they also form individual phonological words, and thus need
not incorporate. Sentence adverbs are always stressed, as they carry a lexical
accent and thus always form individual phonological words. Depending on
both which pronouns combine with which MP, and their phonological statuses,
i.e. stressed or not, dierent orderings will occur. This shows that in order
to account for any given linearisation of elements in the middle eld, it is
important take the phonological properties of all elements into account.
A thorough inspection of the phonological properties of elements in the mid-
dle eld allows us to account for the linearisation to a great extent. But it also
showed that a phonological analysis cannot account for all of the properties
of the MPs, most prominently not for the relation between verb movement in
matrix clauses and the movement of the MPs ju and val, which is a result of
their head status. Overall, the discussion shows that in order to account for
any ordering in the middle eld, syntactic as well as phonological properties
of all elements need to be taken into account.
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The starting point of this work was an initial observation that there are MPs
in Swedish. The basis of this observation came from semantics, as previous
works, pimarily by Aijmer (1996, 1978), argue that the MPs do not operate on
the level of the proposition, as sentence adverbs, but rather express speaker
attitudes and evidentiality. I elaborated on this semantic description and
claimed that there are two distinct types of MPs; the MPs ju/val expressing
speaker attitudes (related to commitment and the status of the proposition),
and the MPs nog and visst expressing evidentiality.
Although the MPs are often syntactically classied and analysed as sentence
adverbs in formal and descriptive accounts of Swedish, cf. Beijer (2005) and
Teleman et al. (1999), further observations found in the literature, cf. Aijmer
(1978, 1996), Alm (2012) and Lindstrom (2008), showed that MPs display
some syntactic properties that make them stand out from sentence adverbs.
These properties are the same properties that are used to classify elements as
MPs in German. Thus it seemed worthwhile to pursue a syntactic analysis of
Swedish MPs as distinct from sentence adverbs.
As a starting point for a syntactic analysis, I reviewed the syntactic prop-
erties of MPs in German and discussed some analyses of the MPs based on
these properties. Inspecting the properties of the rather heterogeneous group
MPs in German, it showed that some of the syntactic properties German MPs
display, - the inability to carry stress, to be coordinated or modied - do not
apply only to MPs, but to some adverbs as well, whereas other properties,
such as the inability to form an answer, do not apply to all, but only a subset
of the MPs.
The only property that applies to all MPs unanimously in German is their
restriction to the middle eld. I argued that this also is the only property
any syntactic analysis of MPs needs to account for. Having established this,
I turned to the discussion of syntactic analyses of German MPs as decient
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phrases by Grosz (2007), Cardinaletti (2011), Coniglio (2011) and the analysis
of MPs syntactic heads by Bayer and Obenauer (2011). Even though the lines
of argumentation and the results of the analyses dier, and some problems
remain unsolved, all analyses account for this property.
Turing to the Swedish MPs, it showed that none of the analysis of the
German MPs can be carried over to the Swedish MPs without implementing
some changes. The main reason for this is that the restriction to the middle
eld used to dene German MPs, does not apply to all MPs in Swedish.
Only the MPs ju and val are restricted to this position, whereas nog and
visst are more exible. Thus, it seems that a division found on the level of
semantics is present also on the level of syntax, i.e. the two types of MPs also
display dierent syntactic properties. In order to further distinguish between
these two types, I discussed their distribution in the clause in greater detail,
i.e. their internal ordering in the middle eld as well as their distributional
dierences in matrix and subordinate clauses. It showed that the MPs ju
and val are banned from a sentence initial position, and that their position
in matrix clauses is dependent on verb movement. The MPs nog and visst
did not show any distributional restrictions, i.e. they can occur in a sentence
initial position as well as in the middle eld. Based on these observations,
I argued that the MPs ju and val should be analysed as syntactic heads,
whereas nog and visst are phrasal elements.
From this analysis further predictions about the linearisation of MPs with
respect to other elements in the clause follow. If the MPs ju and val are
syntactic heads that adjoin to the nite verbal head in matrix clauses, then no
other elements may intervene between the verb and the MPs. If nog and visst
are phrasal elements, they should not need to appear adjacent to nite verbs.
Additionally, the syntactic analysis of the MPs presents an account of how the
MPs ju and val dier from sentence adverbs, i.e. by dierences in their phrasal
status. The MPs nog and visst, being syntactic phrasal elements are more
dicult to distinguish from sentence adverbs. However, initial observations
of the linearisation of these MPs and sentence adverbs with respect to DPs
indicated that there is a dierence, i.e. sentence adverbs are claimed to mark
an information structural border in the middle eld, whereas this does not
seem to apply to these MPs. The judgement of dierences in linearisation are
very subtle, and therefore called for empirical justication. Thus, in a number
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of experiments I tested the linearisation of MPs, DPs, sentence adverbs and
object pronouns in the middle eld.
The results of the experiments testing the linearisation of DPs, MPs and
adverbs showed that the MPs ju and val do indeed dier from sentence adverbs
as they must appear adjacent to the nite verb, i.e. it is possible to maintain
the hypothesis that these MPs are syntactic heads. Further it showed that
the MPs nog and visst also dier from sentence adverbs. The linearisation of
a DP preceding a MP was less preferred than the DP preceding a sentence
adverb. I argued that this can be viewed as an argument for their syntactic
position high in the middle eld. The results of these experiments veried my
syntactic analysis of the MPs, but they also contribute with additional insight
to some topics frequently discussed in the literature on Swedish.
First of all it showed that information structure does not have such a strong
eect on the linearisation of elements in the middle eld as often assumed.
The experiments showed that the distribution of DPs in relation to the MPs
as well as in relation to the sentence adverbs did not depend on their informa-
tion structural status as strongly as expected. Contra analyses by Holmberg
(1993) and Svenonius (2001), there is no information structural eect on the
positioning of DPs in the middle eld with respect to adverbs. Thus, the claim
by Holmberg (1999), that the position following the sentence adverb is a focus
position, could not be veried. Second, the results of the experiments testing
the linearisation of MPs, sentence adverbs and object pronouns indicated that
the distribution of elements in the middle eld is governed by phonological
properties to a greater extent than previously noticed.
The ndings of the experiments make a detailed contribution to the dis-
cussion of object shift in Swedish. It showed that the length of the object
pronouns aect their position in relation to adverbs as well as in relation to
both types of MPs. These ndings are in line with Josefsson (2012) account of
object shift as a phonologically motivated movement and is not motivated by
information structure. Overall, the results of the experiments support the as-
sumption that phonological properties of the elements aect the linearisation
in the middle eld to a great extent.
Based on Josefsson's analysis of object pronouns, I further discussed in how
far a phonological analysis also could account for the linearisation of MPs in
the middle eld. It showed that a phonological analysis can account for some
195
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of the properties of the MPs, e.g. it is one property in which the MPs nog
and visst on the one hand and sentence adverbs on the other dier. Other
properties, such as the adjacency to the nite verb and the restriction from
the sentence initial position for the MPs ju and val need to be analysed in a
syntactic account.
The discussion of MPs in Swedish has shown the importance to view a
problem not only from one perspective, but that it is necessary to consider
the division of labour between all levels of linguistics. Not all of the peculiar
properties of the MPs are related to their syntactic status, but some are purely
phonological.
Further, in order to account for the linearisation of elements of matrix
clauses in Swedish, one needs to consider phonological aspects of the utter-
ances and individual words (such as stress and length) just as much as syn-
tactic properties. Variation in word order (such as object shift) assumed to
be related to syntax or information structure can possibly be accounted for
more adequately by phonological analyses of the involved elements. In this
work, I showed that a multi-level approach is necessary, but the focus was on
a small group of words. In order to further support the analysis presented
here, especially the phonological approach to object shift, it would be neces-
sary to also take a detailed look at phonological properties of other elements
such as adverbs and verbs. Possible questions are rst: do any phonological
properties of adverbs have an eect on their position in relation to pronouns?
Second: which role do properties of the verbs play in object shift, i.e. is object
shift more frequent in combination with dierent semantic or syntactic types
of verbs or verbs of a certain phonological structure? Further, any analysis
of phonological eects on the linearisation of elements in the clause needs to
be extended to also include a discussion about the overall eect of prosody of
the sentence. This last aspect has only been touched upon in this work, but
calls for a closer inspection.
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A.1. Experiment 1: given or new DPs and ju/val
In the following presentation of items, the contexts are given in (a): example (i)
represents the context in which the DP is given, (ii) the context in which the DP is
























































































































































































































































































In the winter the bear sleeps in its den.
c. Traget Adverb
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A bathe in the cold strengthens the immune system but does not



























































































If one has bought home unripe avocado by mistake, one can put it



















































Wrapped in newspaper the avocado ripens in no time.
c. Target Adverb
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There is often a shortage of snow in the Swedish mountains before


























































































This year we do not need to look after the children so carefully when

























The summer has been so dry up until now that the water levels are














































































































































































On the week days the students study at the library in Lund but on


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is important to warm up before the circus shows.
b. Target MP
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This year, the neighbours will drive to Norway.
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The salesman did not manage to inform the costumer that he would









































































































































































































































































The youngsters in class 9B cannot focus on the lecture.
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On Sundays the husband probably goes to the horse racing.
A.2. Experiment 2: given or new DPs and
nog/visst
In the following presentation of items, the contexts are given in (a): example (i)
represents the context in which the DP is given, (ii) the context in which the DP is



















































































































A.2. Experiment 2: given or new DPs and nog/visst

















































































































































































































































































































































A bathe in the cold strengthens the immune system but does not
cool down too much.
b. Target MP
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If one has bought home unripe avocado by mistake, one can put it












































































































































































































A.2. Experiment 2: given or new DPs and nog/visst






























There is often a shortage of snow in the Swedish mountains before


























































































This year we do not need to look after the children so carefully when

























The summer has been so dry up until now that the water levels are












































































































































































A.2. Experiment 2: given or new DPs and nog/visst
On the week days the students study at the library in Lund but on


























































































































































































































































































































This term the students cheated on their nal exam.
c. Target Adverb
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There the workers unfortunately work on the weekends.
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The salesman did not manage to inform the costumer that he would





























































































The practice will be more strenuous this year than it usually is.
b. Target MP
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A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
travet.
harness racing.def
On Sundays the husband denitely goes to the horse racing.
A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and
contrasted DPs and nog/visst
The contexts ate given in(a) and rst context sentence, (i) shows the given context,
(ii) the focus context and (iii) the context with contrast. The targets with MPs































































The secretaries rarely answer the telephone at this time of day. That





























Who rarely answers the telephone at this time of day, the reception-



























































































































The reindeer rarely grass here in the valley at this time of the year.

































Which animals rarely grass here in the valley at this time of the





































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst













































The bear at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year. That is

























Which animal at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year, the


































































































































When the temperature sinks, one does not see any horses outside




























Which animal does one not see outside here when it is cold, the









































































































The senior citizens like to relax after they have worked out. Many





















Who likes to relax after they have worked out, the youngsters or
the senior citizens?
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The senior citizen club gladly goes abroad and leaves the winter cold

























Who gladly goes abroad and leaves the winter cold behind, the






























This winter, the senior citizen club will travel to Spain.
c. Target Adverb























































The national ski team often goes on camps abroad when there is a































The national ski team often goes on camps abroad when there is a





























Which team often goes on camps abroad when there is a lack of






























This autumn the national ski team practices in the Alps.
c. Target Adverb





















































































The youngest daughter of the Svensson family has just moved to





























Which one of the children of the Svensson family visits the parents






















































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
sommarsangerna.
summer songs.def


































During the spring term the high school choir practices the summer
songs diligently. Many other pupils also prepare something for the





















Who practices the summer songs diligently during the spring term,






































































































The medical school students usually start to work during their stud-

























Which students usually start to work during their studies, the med-






























































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
During the studies the medical students of course work as trainees


































































































































































The ballet students of the dance school always look forward to the





























Which of the students of the dance school need more space when

























































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
ar.
year

































The art students received surprisingly good grades in math this year.



























Which students received surprisingly good grades in math this year,













































































































The mother usually picks up her youngest son at 17 o'clock. The























Who usually picks up the son from kinder garden at 17 o'clock, the















































































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
The acrobats prepare themselves until the very last moment before

























Which ones prepare themselves until the very last moment before
























































































































At big holidays the pastry chefs have a lot o things to do. That is
















































































































































After the marathon in this heat the elite runners need to regain



























Who needs to regain strength after the long marathon in the heat,
the recreational runner or the elite runners?
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The boss plans a climate-smart summer holiday. Many colleagues




























































































































The language teacher is always over-punctual to the rst lesson of























Who is always over-punctual to the rst lesson of the day, the ge-






























In the morning, the language teacher waits in the class room.
c. Target Adverb






































































The women's team has worse training conditions this year. All



















Who has the worst training conditions this year, the women's team


































































































































The violin player spends many hours each day practising his instru-

































Who spends many hours each day to practising his instrument, the


























































































































































After a long day in the laboratory, the chemist wants to get some































Who gladly wants to get some exercise after a long day in the lab-






























































































































The soprano has a strong voice that does not need to be amplied.




















































































At concerts the soprano apparently appears without a microphone.
(25) a. Context
258





























































The paramedics are often very quick to respond in emergency situ-


























Who is the quickest to respond to the emergence call, the re de-





















































After the car accident the paramedics apparently are the rst ones



















After the car accident the paramedics apparently are the rst ones


































































The boys nd it boring to sit inside and do handicrafts the entire

































Who nds it boring to sit inside and do handicrafts the entire Sun-





















































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst






























































































































After the award ceremony the laureates are invited to a celebration

































After the award ceremony the laureates are invited to a celebration


















members of the board.def.
Who appears during the celebration after the award ceremony, the




































































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst































































































































































The neurosurgeons participate in a conference about the latest re-







































































































































































A.3. Experiment 3: Given, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
tiden.
time.def
The youngsters in class 9B can not focus on the teaching. Many































































































































The physician always starts to work early in the morning. The
















































































































































The beginners at the riding school are not allowed to gallop outdoors

































Which ones of the riding school's students are not allowed to gallop
outdoors on their own, the beginners or all of the younger students?
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After a long working day the engineer of course jogs around the
lake.
A.4. Experiment 4: New, focused, and
contrasted DPs and nog/visst
The rst context sentence, (i) shows a new context, (ii) a focus context and (iii) a
context with contrast. The targets with MPs are presented in (b) and the targets








































































































The receptionists rarely answers the telephone at this time of day.
Which other employees are dicult to reach at this moment?
b. Target MP
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The deer rarely grass here in the valley at this time of the year.








































































































































The badger at the zoo is not visible at this time of the year. Which




































































In the winter, the bear of course sleeps in its den.
(4) a. Context
272

















































































the sheep does one see rarely outside when it is cold. Which other




















































































































































The youngsters likes to relax after they have worked out. Which
























































































































Also in the spare time seafarers are often out at sea.
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The church group gladly goes abroad and leaves the winter cold






































































































When there is a lack of snow at home in the beginning of the season,

































Many winter sport athletes often go on camps abroad when there is













































The ski-jumping team often goes on camps abroad when there is a
lack of snow at home in the beginning of the season. Which other
team often trains abroad?
b. Target MP
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The grown up children of the Svensson family, who all live abroad,





































The oldest son of the Svensson family visits the parents often. Which



































































































































The orchestra practices the summer songs diligently during the































On the last day of school the school choir sings in church.
c. Target Adverb
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The students of chemistry usually start to work already during their































































During the studies the medical students of course work as trainees























































































Many of the IT-engineers at the big company gladly spend time















































































































Many of the students of the dance school need much space when

































The jazz students of the dance school need much space when they























































































































Most of the students at the school received surprisingly good grades



































The students of the language class received surprisingly good grades



























































































































The parents have all hands full managing both full time work and













































The father often tries to pickup the children from kinder garden in
the evenings, but he does not always have the time to. Who must









































































































All the artists of the circus prepare themselves until the very last





























The clowns prepare themselves until the very last moment before




































































Just before the show the acrobats surely practice behind the cur-
tains.
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After the marathon in this heat all the participants in the competi-







































the recreational runner need to regain strength after the long marathon












































































































































































































































































The geography teacher is always on time to the rst lesson of the
























































































The soccer grass eld suer in the summer heat and cannot be used
















































The youth team has bad training conditions this year. Which other






























This season the women's team plays on articial turf.
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It takes a long time to become a master at playing the violin and









































































The cellist spends many hours each day to practice his instrument.























































































































































Many who work indoors the whole day want to get some exercise













































The biologist wants to get some exercise after a long day in the







































A.4. Experiment 4: New, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
After the end of the day the chemist walks home though the park.
c. Target Adverb



























































































































































































































































The re department was very quick to respond to the emergence







































































After the car accident the paramedics apparently are the rst ones



































































































The girls nd it boring to sit inside and do handicrafts after school.

























































































































































































































A.4. Experiment 4: New, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst























After the award ceremony all the guests are invited to a celebration

























During the celebration after the award ceremony, the members of





































































































































































The orchestra often give many concerts during the town celebration.























































































A.4. Experiment 4: New, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
































































The orthopedists gather to talk about the latest research. Which





























































































































































































































































































A.4. Experiment 4: New, focused, and contrasted DPs and nog/visst
The medical secretaries have much paper work to do in the morn-













































































































None of the younger students at the riding school are allowed to





































The youngest students at riding school are not allowed to tide out-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.5. Experiment 5: Mono and bisyllabic object pronouns and ju/val
sjon.
lake.def






































After a long working day the engineer of course jogs around the
lake.
A.5. Experiment 5: Mono and bisyllabic object
pronouns and ju/val
In the following listing of items, the contexts given in (a): example (i) represents the
context which will be followed by a target with an monosyllabic pronoun, (ii) the
context with a bisyllabic pronoun. In the targets in (b), (i) shows the target with
a MP and a monosyllabic pronoun, and (ii) the target with a MP and a bisyllabic
pronoun. The target in (c) shows the monosyllabic (i) and bisyllabic (ii) target
with sentence adverbs, i.e. context (i) appeared with target (b:i) or (c:i), context



















































































































































































































Why does the woman greet the newspaper man?
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She was louder than me during the show.
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It unfortunately scratched me on the hand.
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Why does Karin sing for Pelle?
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He evicted her from the apartment.
c. Target Adverb
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Hopefully, she will surprise him with dessert.
(20) a. Context
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He infected us with his laughter.
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Surely, he calls her on the cell phone.
A.6. Experiment 6: Mono and bisyllabic object
pronouns and nog/visst
In the following listing of items, the contexts given in (a): example (i) represents the
context which will be followed by a target with an monosyllabic pronoun, (ii) the
317
A. Appendix
context with a bisyllabic pronoun. In the targets in (b), (i) shows the target with
a MP and a monosyllabic pronoun, and (ii) the target with a MP and a bisyllabic
pronoun. The target in (c) shows the monosyllabic (i) and bisyllabic (ii) target
with sentence adverbs, i.e. context (i) appeared with target (b:i) or (c:i), context












































































































































He picks us up at three o'clock.
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A.6. Experiment 6: Mono and bisyllabic object pronouns and nog/visst






























































































































































































































































































































He actually met her at the theatre.
(9) a. Context
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Why did Mark receive reprimand from Johanna?
b. Target MP
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Without a doubt, she deceived us with lies.
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A.6. Experiment 6: Mono and bisyllabic object pronouns and nog/visst





































































































































































































































































































































The teacher helps him with the home work.
c. Target Adverb
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Surely, he calls her on the cell phone.
A.7. Filler and control questions



















































































































Pia is famous for her delicious cakes and often bakes something tasty













































































































































































































run of an experiment
After each run of an experiment they must write down the results
















































Klara and John doe research on how a high intake of white sugar
aects the ability to concentrate. They have already done one ex-














































They shall study the eect of sugar on children in the next step.
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Karl plans to celebrate his birthday in his hut in the mountains. He









































































































































































































































































Klas has bought a new stove and planned to install it himself even










































































































































































































Bjorn and Stina usually work out together. it is their goal to get as
big muscles as possible.
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Klas och Jan work as chefs in a soup kitchen and are planning the









































































































































Maria has booked a trip to Thailand over Christmas is doing a list


































































































































Lena commutes to work each week by air plane. Sometimes it is











































A.7. Filler and control questions














































































































Ola and Moica are on holiday by the sea with their three children.

































































































































Lina and Mattias like to be by the sea in the summer time. There






































































































A.7. Filler and control questions






























































































































































































































Linus believes that the Easter bunny hid easter eggs in the garden,
but it was the mother who did it.
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It was the Easter bunny who hid the Easter eggs in the garden.
345
A. Appendix
















utr utrum (common gender)
VF Verum-focus
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